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ABSTRACT

0.01 This research proposal addresses an issue of major importance for

Bank operations that has not so far been analyzed in the existing

literature: What is the economic performance of those graduates of the

school system who are engaged in the so-called "informal sector" of the

economy of developing countries?

0.02 The existing empirical evidence on the economic role of education

has been based almost exclusively on samples of government and large firm

employees. This treatment would be valid if wages for similar kinds of

labor were equalized across sectors and activities by means of perfect

mobility. In such a case it would be immaterial which sector is sampled in

order to assess the economic effect of education. But several studies (the

most recent being Byerlee, Eicher, Liedholm and Spencer, 1983, for Sierra

Leone) and casual observation of developing country labor markets suggests

that such equalization does not take place. Minimum wage and other labor

legislation, unionization and other institutional factors characterize

particular labor markets. Due to these restrictions to entry, wages are

above those levels needed to clear such markets and there is an excess

supply of labor to them.

0.03 In most developing countries, however, the majority of urban labor

ends up working in labor markets where legislation and institutional

factors are less binding and hence where restrictions to entry are less.

This section of the labor force usually includes wage labor working in

small, non-unionized and non-registered enterprises, self-employed labor

and those in family businesses. In these activities earnings perform more



of a clearing role and therefore reflect better the relative scarcity or

abundance of different types of labor and hence their contribution to the

economy.

0.04 A previous Research Committee project on "Farmer Education and Farm

Efficiency" has significantly contributed to our knowledge on the effect of

education on rural productivity. A more recent Research Committee project

on the "Labor Market Consequences of Educational Expansion" is generating

results on the effect of education in the large firm sector of the

economy. The proposed project aims at filling the knowledge gap on the

economic performance of the educated who are "employed" in the non-farm,

non-modern sector in developing countries.

0.05 This gray area of economic activities, often referred to as the

"informal sector", accounts for more than one half of total urban

employment in many poor countries. The proportion of new flows of

graduates who will seek first entry into these activities is even higher.

Consequently, any educational policy which disregards conditions in this

sector of the economy will miss an important empirical dimension of the

problem.

0.06 Much of the literature debate surrounding developing country labor

markets refers to "sectors" - rural farm, rural non-farm, urban formal,

urban informal. The terms "informal" and "formal" are also used in this

proposal as a shorthand for delineating those activities in which earnings

have and do not have a market clearing function, respectively. These

should not, however, be regarded as strict compartments for two reasons.

Firstly, in urban areas the labor market conditions relating to different

activities can be placed on a continuum ranging from those in which

earnings are solely a result of competitive forces to those in which
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institutional factors are clearly dominant. Secondly, many individuals may

work in more than one sector at any one time and even more important, may

move between sectors (and unemployment) over time. While concentrating

attention on those currently working at the competitive end of the

continuum i.e., in informal sector activities, the project will inevitably

also consider other parts of the continuum and the ways in which

individuals move between them.

0.07 The proposal addresses one central research question, the answer to

which would enhance existing knowledge on the socio-economic role of

schooling in developing country settings: Do the more educated engaged in

informal sector activities, other things being equal, "perform" or behave

differently from the less educated? The performance test goes beyond the

traditional earnings differential and extends to small enterprise

efficiency and job search behaviour.

0.08 The research design is primarily based on household data so that in

addition to informal sector workers a number of participants engaged in

less competitive activities can also be included. This is important in

view of addressing labor supply questions, especially during the job search

process. To complement the household data, small enterprise surveys in

activities which have been shown to contain many of the self-employed will

also be made.

0.09 Preparatory work has identified five potential research sites for

this project: Upper Volta, Ivory Coast, Peru, Indonesia and China. The

criteria used were a combination of the existence of a large informal

sector in the particular country and previous work on it as to allow cost

effective sampling; the importance of the country for Bank operations

regarding human resource development; the willingness of the Government to
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support the research project; and the existence of local institutions for

research collaboration. For timing and budgetary reasons, the present

phase of the research refers only to Peru. Preparatory work on the Ivory

Coast, Upper Volta, China and Indonesia continues so as to possibly include

them at a later stage as a follow up to the proposal in hand.



I. MAIN ISSUES AND ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Introduction

1.01 There are always potential dangers in establishing exclusive

categories for purposes of classification. In labor market studies of

developing countries, the terms "formal" and "informal" sector have

emerged. The definition of these terms and their usefulness have been

debated for a decade. Quite clearly, on any of the conventional

definitions the activity of a small family business is very different to

that of large scale manufacturing. At the same time, many activities fall

between these two extremes and are spread out along a continuum. As a

first stage in conceptualizing the issues in this research proposal,

however, some form of categorization is useful since the focus is on

particular types of activity and their associated labor market. The

distinction used in this proposal to categorize workers into formal and

informal sectors is the extent to which there is a tendency in the activity

in which they work for the wage (or earnings) to perform a clearing role in

the labor market. (See Harberger, 1971).

1.02 Much of the information used to assess proposed education

investment projects in developing countries has been drawn from statistical

data on formal sector wage employment. Although it is true that the highly

qualified will most likely eventually find modern, formal or public sector

jobs, it has become clear in recent years that a significant proportion of

all individuals who have received some schooling can expect to spend at

least part of their working lives outside such "organized" sectors. In

rural areas this means working in either farm employment or off-farm

employment (Leiserson and Anderson, 1980). Much valuable research has been
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undertaken by the Bank and other institutions and individual researchers

on the complex relationship in rural settings between education and

agricultural productivity (e.g., Lockheed, Jamison and Lau 1980, Jamison

and Lau 1982). And, of course, work is continuing on the effect of

education among those employed by formal sector establishments (e.g.,

Knight and Sabot 1981). However, there is a notable dearth of research on

education and employment in both the informal off-farm sector and the urban

informal sector.

1.03 Interest in this topic within the Bank, therefore, derives from a

lack of assurance on the economic performance of graduates of the school

system across the whole labor market. Manpower surveys and the resulting

forecasts of skill needs in developing countries have been based largely on

data representative of the urban formal sector. 1/ Similarly, cost-benefit

studies have typically used data referring only to those workers employed

for wages and salaries in the formal private sector and in the public

sector. 2/ However, in the case of most developing countries this

population is a small fraction of the country's labor-force.In the cities

alone, over one half of workers are commonly employed in the informal

sector, yet little is known about the effect which schooling has on their

performance. While much has been written about the effects of schooling on

occupational attainment, earnings potential, job productivity and other

issues, the focus has been on the formal sector. Bowman (1980, p.13) has

described this situation very clearly:

1/ For example, see Government of Malaysia, (1973).

2/ See Psacharopoulos (1973), Appendix B for the earnings sources of 28
cost benefit studies in developing countries.
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"In reading the results of ... rate-of-return investigations of

education ... it is important that we ... remind ourselves of the
systematic bias ... against the inclusion of returns to education
in nonwage activities. Most of the rate of return studies are
based on data of wage and salaried persons only. No one knows how
much of a contribution to growth may derive from a better educated
population of independent entrepreneurs."

1.04 Clearly, as the informal sector grows and becomes the sector in

which very many school leavers will seek their first employment, it becomes

increasingly important to analyze the economic effects of schooling in this

sector if investment decisions in education are to be linked to an accurate

assessment of economic returns.

B. Goals and Objectives

1.05 The central objective of this research proposal is to assess the

effects of education on those individuals working in the informal sector.

Analysis of this sector, however, is made in the context of the total urban

labor market. At any one time, an individual may be unemployed, combining

household domestic and economically productive work, employed part time in

the informal sector while looking for a formal sector job, working full

time in the informal sector and regarding this as either a temporary or

permanent situation, or working full time in the formal sector. Within the

informal sector itself, members may be apprentices, wage employees, self

employed or non-wage workers in a household enterprise. Over time, an

individual can be expected to move between several of these states,

especially during the early years of his labor force participation.

1.06 As a result of this complexity, the proposal is divided into two

parts. First, it concentrates on analysing the effects of education on the

economic performance of those individuals who at one point in time are

engaged in the informal sector as wage earners, household workers or self

employed. The underlying approach of this part of the proposal is human
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capital theory. Second, while still concentrating on those working in the

informal sector, the proposal aims to analyse the factors involved in an

individual's (or household's) choice of labor market strategy in the

context of the options described above. This part of the research will be

based on models of job search and household decision making.

C. Research Focus

1.07 Prior to a presentation of the methods to be used to approach the

research goals, some discussion of the data types and the units of analysis

is required.

1.08 The person not engaged in the formal sector but seeking

economically productive employment can be assumed to allocate his (her)

time across different activities i.e., self-employment, wage employment or

job search (including open unemployment) such that the expected returns

from the last hour in each are equated. If, alternatively, instead of

focussing on decisions made by the individual, attention is placed on the

household, the issue is again one of optimal time allocation but in this

case it is the expected returns to the household which are equated.

1.09 If, for simplicity, it is assumed that the individual (household)

has no innate preferences or tastes in favor of or against any of these

activities then the expected marginal value of an additional hour of

self-employment, the net hourly wage of employees and the expected marginal

value arising from an additional hour of search will all be equal.
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1.10 In practice, there may be systematic differences in these values

for a given individual or between apparently identical individuals for

several reasons including different non-monetary or psychic costs and

benefits associated with each activity (e.g., working conditions),

restrictions set by household domestic work, barriers to entry, lack of

information and errors in decision, making. Across individuals with

different characteristics the list must be lengthened. Not only will less

productive workers have lower earnings but so also will those who suffer

the effects of discrimination. Careful standardization is thus required

before one can seriously attempt to isolate the effects of education on

earnings. Similarly, the impact of education on expected returns to job

search and hence on search behaviour must be carefully separated from the

influence of other variables.

1.11 Some of the difficulties mentioned above could be avoided if it

were possible to directly observe the effect of the educational or training

levels of workers on the performance of the enterprises (including one-

person businesses) in which they are employed. One, at first sight,

appealing approach is to directly estimate a production function of the

form:

Q = f(K, N, H) (1)

where Q is output, K is physical capital input, N is input of uneducated

labor and H is a suitable measure of the service flow from educated labor.

In agricultural studies, the Cobb-Douglas function has usually been favored
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(Lockheed, Jamison and Lau, 1980), although alternatives have also been

proposed. 4/ The central aim of such an approach is to isolate the effect

of H on Q. In some studies this has been interpreted as the difference in

productivity between educated and less educated labor while others have

seen it as the effect of education in pushing the enterprise closer to its

technological frontier. Important extensions of this latter approach have

examined the impact of education on the proximity that farmers achieve to

their profit maximization positions (allocative efficiency) by the use of a

profit function derived from a Cobb-Douglas production function (Jamison

and Lau 1982).

1.12 There are, however, a number of good reasons why it would be very

unwise to use production function studies as the primary approach to

analyze education-productivity relationships in the urban informal sector.

Firstly, the bulk of informal activities are concentrated in services and

trading within which it is notoriously difficult to define a real output

measure and to specify a production function in the normal sense.

Secondly, the wide spread of secondary i.e. industrial activities in the

informal sector means that any general survey will pick up only a very

limited number of observations in most activities. If sufficient

observations were obtained in a small number of activities then the

results, although interesting in themselves, could well be atypical of the

informal sector as a whole. These comments do not rule out the use of

production functions altogether and, where there appear to be

4/ In aggregate production function studies, alternatives such as the
single and two level CES functions have also been used.
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concentrations of particular activities, such studies may be a useful

adjunct to other data sources.

1.13 The central focus of the research proposal is, therefore, directed

towards measuring the effect of education and training and testing a number

of related hypotheses with the aid of data taken from observations on

individuals within households.

1.14 While the survey of households will concentrate on picking up

information on informal sector workers, it will also cover some working in

the formal sector and is likely to include some unemployed persons. It

will also pick up information on women who combine household domestic work

with part time employment. In this case, part time employment in the

informal sector may not be combined with job search but is a direct

response to the restrictions set by domestic responsibilities. All this

comparative information should prove extremely valuable for two reasons.

Firstly, information across the urban labor market will give a view of the

market as a whole and will therefore provide a base for analyzing

determinants of labor supply to different sectors. Secondly, as explained

below, there are certain hypotheses regarding behaviour in different parts

of the labor market that are particularly interesting.

1.15 The problems of obtaining reasonably accurate income information at

the household level cannot, however, be disregarded and it may also be

necessary to construct some expenditure data as a check. In addition, any

factors which lead to substantial seasonal variation in earnings will need

to be very carefully allowed for.
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D. Research Questions and Methodology

1) The Effect of Education and Training on Observed Earnings and

Productivity

1.16 One way of isolating the effects of education on the productivity

of those engaged in the informal sector is to follow Schultz's (1975)

distinction between (a) worker or production efficiency i.e. how well a

task is performed and (b) entrepreneurial or allocative efficiency i.e.

decisionmaking ability.

1.17 Prior to that discussion, however, it is useful to make a somewhat

crude division of informal sector activities, which are very heterogeneous,

into various categories. As a start, five categories can be identified

together with the respective skill levels associated with them.

a) Craft activities: unchanging technology, manual-artistic skills

unrelated to formal schooling, e.g. carving, basket work.

b) Simple consumer goods: low skill, repetitive process,

identical product, e.g. paraffin lamps from tin cans.

c) Services: managerial skills from the very simple to the

complex, e.g. hawking, food stalls, money lending.

d) More sophisticated consumer goods: manual, trade skills, e.g.

carpentry, welding.

e) Workshop production: high level of manual skill e.g. machining

intermediate and simple capital goods.

1.18 Each of these categories of activities requires different levels of

skills and abilities for both the wage earner/apprentice and the self

employed/employer. Each also faces different demand conditions and

possibilities of market expansion. For (a), (b) and much of (c),

possibilities of dynamic growth involving increases in labor productivity

are slight and additional numbers of those participating often simply lead
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to smaller market shares. It is those enterprises in categories (d) and

(e) which are likely to be more capable of finding or creating new markets,

competing directly with formal sector enterprises or increasing their

involvement with the formal sector through sub-contracting the production

of intermediate products.

1.19 Returning to Schultz's distinction between productive and

allocative efficiency, education may affect informal sector participants'

earnings by:

i) Increasing labour productivity - productive efficiency.

iia) Positively influencing the capacity to obtain
credit or generate savings leading to capital allocative
accumulation. efficiency

iib) Increasing enterpreneurial efficiency.

Each of these is discussed below.

1.20 (i) Education may raise the labor productivity of all types of

informal sector workers through at least three ways:

a) The direct teaching of a skill which can be used to more

effectively perform a particular task. The opportunity to use

such a skill is likely to be greater in those activities which

are open ended and not highly structured i.e. activites a, b

and c.

b) The ability learned in school to problem solve, be adaptable,

think in terms of alternatives and so on, in relation to the

performance of a. task. This ability is applicable to

employees/apprentices as well as the self employed since the

essence of many informal tasks is adaptation, particularly in

activities a, b and c.

c) The faster learning of skills as a result of the discipline and

experience of schooling
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1.21 (iia) The ability to raise credit or accumulate savings is a key

factor in increasing productivity in informal sector activities, creating

new markets and competing more effectively with the formal sector. Credit

may be raised from relatives and friends, informal sector money lenders,

government agencies, co-operatives, savings and loans societies, commercial

banks and so on. Savings may be accumulated from periods spent working in

the formal sector. It may be expected that for institutional loans, there

will be a greater willingness on the part of the institutions to lend to

people with more education, other things being equal. Similarly, there

would appear to be a greater likelihood that periods of formal sector

employment are achieved by the more schooled with a consequent increased

probability that they are able to accumulate savings which can then be used

to finance informal sector activities. Both of these suppositions can be

investigated by the surveys.

1.22 (iib) The use which is then made of capital and other inputs is an

important aspect of enterpreneurial efficiency - or, in Schultz's

terminology, allocative efficiency. The advantages stemming directly from

literacy for enterpeneurial activity are obvious - book keeping, ordering,

etc. More important, however, are the advantages it may allow in being

able to keep up with changes in the economic environment. Important

aspects of enterpreneurial efficiency include the ability to re-allocate

factors as a result of changes in economic circumstances and an increased

knowledge of relative prices, perception of the potential range of

technology and potential markets.

1.23 These ways in which education may, potentially, affect the

productivity of those working in the informal sector will be investigated
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by a number of approaches. At this stage of project conceptualization, the

approaches center around standard earnings functions, the more complex use

of path analysis and a disaggregation of education effects, and production

functions. These are each discussed in detail below,

a) Earnings Functions

1.24 The survey will yield information on the incomes derived from three

types of activity:

(i) employment by an enterprise outside the household

(ii) self-employment (working alone)

(iii) employment in household enterprises.

In many cases the incomes reported for (iii) will not be

apportionable among household members as a reward to their labor since

total value added will partly reflect returns to non-human assets, and the

share-out among household members (if observable) may reflect kinship

loyalties as much as their respective productivities. For (ii), reported

income will also sometimes contain a significant capital component. Only

for (i) can all income be attributed to labor services.

1.25 We will assume that an hour's labor earnings can be written as a

function of the individual's education and training (E), other individual

characteristics such as sex, experience, and race/ethnicity (I) and

relevant family characteristics such as father's education and

socio-economic background (F). The family background variables are

included as proxies for pre-schooling ability and a vector of learning

influences at home such as parental encouragement, and the presence of

printed materials and communications media. Thus we can write for the ith

individual,

Wi = W(Ei, Ii, Fi)
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1.26 The simplest analysis is to estimate this equation in a

conventional log-linear form across hourly wage income earners (type i).

If Ei is specified as a set of suitably defined education and training

dummies then the corresponding coefficients reflect the proportionate

differences in the hourly wage between the education and/or training groups

in question and the base group after controlling for other independent

determinants of wages. This will therefore provide estimates of the wage

differences associated with different levels and types of education and

training.

1.27 Many informal sector participants will earn their main source of

income not through wage employment but through self employment in

situations in which they are the only workers (type ii). Two approaches

can be adopted here. The first, and simplest, is to restrict the analysis

solely to individuals engaged in activites within which capital assets

other than inventories are non-existent or insignificant.

1.28 The second, and more difficult, approach is to disentangle labor

income in those activities in which physical capital is a relevant

input. 5/ This can be done, in principle, by subtracting imputed capital

costs from value added. Imputed capital costs are calculated by

multiplying the replacement value of assets by an appropriate borrowing or

lending rate and adding depreciation per period. The marginal product

associated with an additional hour of work is then estimated by dividing

labor income by hours worked. Given the number and strength of the

5/ While Mazumdar (1981), Souza and Tokman (1978) and Chiswick (1977) have
applied earnings functions to the self employed, in no case has
a detailed adjustment for capital been made.
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assumptions involved, this approach is clearly susceptible to error from

various sources and possible biases. However, an earnings function can be

fitted to the data obtained for all self employed individuals with this

method and the results compared with those for the restricted sample of

self employed discussed above.

1.29 Another issue to be focussed on is whether individuals of given

characteristics have similar earnings in different activities. If they do

then it is appropriate to estimate the returns to education in a

straightforward way on the basis of average differences in earnings by

educational level. If, however, there are certain barriers to employment

such that earnings are not equalized for similar individuals then the

returns to education depend upon the probabilities of a new school leaver

finding work in the different activities, and how those probabilities are

affected by education.

1.30 The most general way to test this is to re-specify the earnings

function as,

Wij = W(Ei, _Ii, Fi, d Edi, , Iidj, Fid-) (2)

where dj is a set of dummy variables and Eidj, Iidj, etc. are sets of

interaction terms between dj and other variables. In the simplest case, di

would be an employment status dummy i.e., wage-employment/self-employment,

but it would be more interesting to extend the number of dummies to

differentiate between different industries and occupations within the

informal sector. The coefficients for dj reflect differences in the

earnings of the base group across activities while those on the interaction

terms pick up the differences in the differentials by activity associated

with the characteristics in question. More restricted forms of the
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equation will also be used, e.g., with Iidj and Fidj omitted. The overall

hypothesis that different activities have identical earnings functions can

be tested by fitting equation 2 to separate sub samples and then applying

Chow tests.

1.31 Variations in earnings for similar individuals located in

activities at different ends of the formal-informal sector continuum will

also be tested for. Any divergence in earnings for individuals with

similar characteristics is in itself an indication of the strength of the

barriers between the sectors. Formal sector earnings may reflect

institutionally set salary scales and the effects of collective bargaining

while in the informal sector, wages and the labor component of self-

employment incomes are determined competitively. If dj is replaced in

equation 2 by a single formal/informal sector dummy, then an earnings

function analysis can pinpoint both average sectoral earnings differences

and sectoral differences associated with education and other

characteristics.

b) The Nature of the Observed Link Between Education and Earnings

1.32 Why does education or training raise individual earnings? If we

knew the answer to this question it might be possible to reorganize

educational curricula and training programmes so as to improve their

performance in this respect. As part of the surveys, short tests of both

cognitive ability COG, (e.g., reading comprehension, reasoning) and

attitudinal modernity, MOD, will be administered to economically active

household members. These can be used to decompose the effects of education

on earnings.
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1.33 An illustration of the general approach can be given with the aid

of the following simple recursive model (subscripts and random error terms

are omitted for convenience).

E = dl + d2 I + d3 F (4)

MOD = ci + c2 E + c3 I + c4 F (5)

COG = bl + b2 E + b3 I + b4 F (6)

log W = ai + a2 COG + a3 MOD + a4 E + a5 I + a6 F (7)

Although in practice education dummies will be mostly used, these are

collapsed here for convenience into a single variable, E, defined as years

of education. Working through the model, education is determined in (4) by

certain personal characteristics (age and sex) and family characteristics.

Along with education the latter also determines MOD and COG in (5) and

(6). Finally, the earnings function is re-specified in (7) with MOD and

COG added, E retained to pick up education effects not reflected in MOD or

COG and the I and F vectors retained for the same reason.

1.34 Estimation of equations (5) and (7) will allow us to divide the

overall effect of education on earnings into three components: the effect

of raising COG and hence log W, the effect of raising MOD and hence log W,

and finally the direct effect of education on log W after controlling for

COG and MOD. In terms of the model we can represent this as:

Total effect = a4 + a2 .b2 + a3.c 2
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1.35 Path analysis can also be used to examine the contribution of the

above three components to the bivariate correlation between log W and E.

This general approach can be extended much further. If one now brings in

equation (4), it is possible to further decompose the overall effects of

individual and family characteristics on earnings. (See Figure 1.1)

Individual characteristics include a pre-school ability measure, or this

could be used as an intervening variable between family background and

education.

1.36 A particularly interesting extension will be to compare results

when the analysis is applied separately to the samples of formal and

informal sector workers. This will give some useful comparative insights

if particular levels and types of education or training have different

impacts on earnings in the two sectors.

c) Direct Estimates of the Effects of Education and Training

1.37 As described briefly above, one alternative approach to measuring

the effect of education's productivity is via the use of production

function analysis. In terms of the earlier classification, the analysis

can be applied to the activities of one self-employed worker (type ii) or

multiple workers engaged in a common activity (type iii). Two variants of

the approach can be explored. The first treats labor in different

education or skill categories as separate factors of production i.e.,

Q = f(K, Ll, L2 ... Ln)

where L1 is labor input of the 1th type, while the second argues that the

education of the head of household is what matters and affects the

enterprise by improving the technical efficiency of the establishment i.e.,

Q = A (E) f (K, L)

where A is a technical efficiency parameter, E is a set of education and
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Figure 1.1. A path model of the effect

of education on earnings
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training dummies as before and L is total undifferentiated labor input. If

a Cobb-Douglas production function is used the functions can be estimated

in logarithmic form by ordinary least squares and if more complex

functions such as a CES are used then non-linear techniques can be applied.

1.38 The effect of education on allocative efficiency has been

investigated in recent studies of farm behavior by employing a profit

function derived from a Cobb-Douglas framework. The latter expresses

profit (revenue less variable costs) as a function of a parameter

reflecting both technical and allocative efficiency levels, fixed factor

quantities and variable input prices. This is an excellent framework in

which to explore the effects of farmer education given that land can

plausibly be treated as a fixed factor and other factor prices will often

vary between regions. In the urban informal sector context, however, the

framework does not appear very promising given that it is not obvious that

household enterprises employ fixed factors except perhaps for the workshop

size in manufacturing activities. Also, given that the surveys will be

carried out in only one city, we are unlikely to observe much variation in

input prices.

1.39 One possible alternative is to examine whether there is any

ralationship between the educational qualifications of the household

members and the unit costs of the enterprise. The latter can be calculated

by using the estimated earnings functions (for informal sector wages only)

to impute the wage costs of household workers and then adding capital,

inventory and intermediate input costs. Capital and inventory holding

costs can be calculated using the method discussed earlier. This only

permits us, however, to examine a modified version of the allocative
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efficiency concept as success in attempted cost minimization is being

investigated rather than success in profit miximization.

2) Labor Market Behaviour

1.40 The second major research question focusses on the effect which

education and training has on decisions with respect to participation and

behaviour in the labor market. This deals, then, with some of the complex

issues of labor supply and allocation. There are two stages of decision-

making on which to concentrate. The first relates to decisions regarding

the acquisition of education and the second to the choice of economic

sector in which individuals with different amounts of education hope to

participate and the actions taken to achieve this.

1.41 Household decision models view the household as an economic unit

maximizing a single utility function which incorporates the preferences of

all its members. In these models it is considerations of the household

unit, rather than the individual, which are paramount. As such, they go

beyond the hypothesis that an individual's decision may be affected by

household characteristics. In the context of this research proposal,

decisions relating to an individual, but made by the household, enter at

two stages. The first centers on the amount of schooling demanded for the

family as a whole, or for an individual child; the second relates to the

behaviour of the school leaver in approaching the labor market. The two

are shown schematically in Figure 1.2. Lying behind each 'household

decision' are sets of external economic factors and household

characteristics.

1.42 Factors affecting decision point (i) i.e. the household demand for

schooling, have been discussed by Birdsall and Cochrane (1982). These are,
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the price of schooling Ps, other prices' Px,- the wages of the husband, wife

and children in employment Wn, Ww, Wc, other household income V, and taste

for education T (proxied by parental education). To these may be added the

wage differential associated with the level of schooling in question and

the number of non-earning children. The household demand for schooling

level s, for an individual child is then:

Dsi = f(Ps, Px, Wn, Ww, Wc, V, T, C )

1.43 Several pieces of descriptive research (referred to in Section D

below) have shown that the first few years of employment are often

associated with shifts by individuals between types of employment status.

In this proposal, therefore, we are also interested in the household and

individual decisionmaking processes whereby school leavers approach the

labor market and make choices between unemployment and job search, part

time employment in the informal sector and job search, full time employment

in the informal sector, and employment in the formal sector. Labor market

strategy adopted by the household for the 'educated' family member again

depends on external economic factors mediated via the particular economic

circumstances of the household. Those hypothesized as influential are the

income of the family which may be used to finance job search while the

individual is only part-time employed, or unemployed, and the sector of

employment of the parents and employed children which may influence

attitudes and contacts. This part of the project will link up to work on

school leaver tracer studies which 'is already being conducted within the

Education Department.

1.44 A new labor market entrant who aspires to but cannot gain immediate

entry to the formal sector has in principle a choice of two strategies: to
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remain totally unemployed or, in the absence of barriers to entry, to

participate to some degree in the informal sector thereby reducing the

probability of finding a formal sector job in a given period (Fields 1975,

Pinera and Selowsky 1979). If the latter strategy is adopted, a choice of

the number of hours of intended search must be made (search intensity).

The primary purpose of this part of the proposed project will be to:

a) examine whether the informal sector is used as a means of financing

job search,

b) measure search intensity and experience among informal sector

participants and the unemployed,

c) estimate the effect of education on unemployment incidence and

search intensity.

1.45 Obviously much of the research will be based on descriptive

information obtained from the surveys. For example, search activity among

informal sector workers will be directly observed and cross-tabulated with

education and other characteristics. Similarly, unemployment rates will be

estimated among individuals classified by a number of characteristics

including the participating sector of other household members and

education. The more technical part of the analysis will, however, focus on

two interrelated problems: separating out the effects of education,
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training and household characteristics on the incidence and duration of

open unemployment and on the search intensity among those participating in

the informal sector. Clearly, in the absence of any barrier to entry in

the informal sector one can provide an integrated analysis in which open

unemployment is simply a special case in which the individual chooses the

upper limit of search intensity. However, given that such barriers may

exist it is useful to examine the determinants of the two decisions

separately as well as together.

a) The General Case

1.46 A complete analysis of the individual's optimal search path over

time would be rather complicated as this needs to be integrated with the

choice of an optimal consumption path given an initial asset endowment.

For present purposes it is, however, sufficient to assume a static present

value of income maximization model in which the individual only makes

decisions one period at a time. Suppose the ith individual is faced with

an informal sector wage Ti and an institutionally set formal wage Wi and a

probability of a formal sector offer that depends upon the number of hours

searched per day. 6/ The individual will then search more intensively:

the greater the difference between Wi and Ti, the greater the probability

of success for any given number of hours searched, the less the tendency

for diminishing returns to hours searched to occur in terms of the job

finding probability and the easier it is for the individual to finance

search by means other than informal sector participation. The first two

6/ In practice the individual will face a distribution of formal sector
wage offers but we will assume for the moment that this dispersion is
small and can be ignored.
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of these are determined by the arguments of the earnings function, the

third is essentially technological while the last is determined by family

characteristics.

1.47 For each economically active individual not working in the formal

sector we will know the number of hours devoted to search in the previous

week (S). The empirical model is then:

Si = S(Ei, 11, Fj) (8)

where E, I and F are defined as before.

1.48 There are two issues of particular interest here, both of which go

beyond the individual and can be placed in the context of household

decisionmaking. The first is whether search intensity is positively related

to education and training and, if so, to what extent this is because of

higher returns to search for the more educated arising from a wider

variation of earnings facing them or because of family background variables

which affect the cost of search. The second is whether it matters if the

individual's family are informal or formal sector participants. This can

be investigated by introducing one or more appropriate dummy variables.

These analyses will be conducted with equation (8) applied to all

economically active individuals (including the unemployed) who do not work

in the formal sector.
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1.49 These issues can be described graphically.

Figure 1.3 Education in a job search model

In figure 1.3 the thick and dotted lines denote the marginal cost and

revenue curves of job search for individuals with primary and secondary

schooling respectively. The marginal cost curve is drawn upward sloping to

reflect that the financing cost of job search increases over time while the

downward slope of the marginal revenue curve signifies diminishing returns

to search. For the .primary school leaver, the optimum search time is S1.

For the secondary school leaver, both cost and revenue curves are higher

because of the increased opportunity costs of search (foregone earnings)

and the greater variation in earnings levels facing individuals with

greater amounts of education. Whether the equilibrium search time for
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secondary school graduates is longer than for primary school leavers or

shorter, is an empirical question and depends on the slopes and shifts of

the curves. Depending on the way in which search is financed, the

individual or the household will be at the center of analysis.

b) The Incidence and Duration of Unemployment

1.50 This is a special version of the case above in which the individual

is treated as choosing between open unemployment and informal sector

participation at some fixed intensity. The analysis is then similar to

that above except that an unemployment dummy UNEMP for non formal sector

participants is first defined which yields a similar equation:

UNEMP = U(E, I, F) (9)

Also, an effort will be made to define a more continuous employment

variable among those who reported variation in the time budget question.

1.51 The observed number of unemployed depends, in a steady state, upon

the number of individuals entering unemployment per period and their

average completed duration of unemployment. In less developed countries a

disproportionate number of the unemployed are relatively young and

presumably many of them are new labor market entrants. Given that the

inflow among young people is essentially determined by the age distribution

and the out-turn of the educational system, the incidence of unemployment

among young people is largely determined by their completed duration. An

equation similar to those above can therefore be estimated by TOBIT

analysis with completed unemployment duration DURUNEM as the dependent

variable applied to all young people under (say) 30 years of age who have

either never experienced open unemployment or who have completed an

unemployment spell.
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c) Search Intensity

1.52 Finally one can restrict the search intensity analysis only to

those who are currently observed as participants in the informal sector.

This is valid if there are significant barriers. to entry to the informal

sector such that some individuals have the possibility of working in it and

others do not.

3. Dependent and Independent Variables

1.53 A summary of the above discussed operational variables to be

measured in this project is as follows:

(a) Dependent Variables

- W hourly wage or labor income as described above

- COG continuous cognitive measure, i.e. performance in tests
to be developed by the local research team. (Also
becoming an independent variable in the recursive model).

- MOD modernity of attitudes measure: likewise to be
developed by the local research team (For examples, see
Annex 2).

- Qij output of the jth activity in the ith household
(Self-employed and household enterprises only).

- Cij total production costs of jth activity in the ith
household (Self-employed and household enterprises
only).

- S time (hours) per week devoted to search activities.

-DURUNEM length of completed spell of unemployment.

(b) Independent Variables

1.54 These may be subdivided into four groups: education (formal and

training), individual, background and other.

a) Education

- E a set of 0 - 1 dummy variables indicating either years of
schooling completed or qualifications.

- YS years of schooling: this can be used as an alternative to E
in some equations.
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- STYPE school type, e.g. private or public.

- SQUAL a vector of school quality indicators.

- SCURR type of school curriculum followed, e.g. general
vocational.

- TR a set of 0 - 1 dummy variables indicating different levels
and types of training. In the discussion above these are
subsumed under E.

b) Individual

- SEX a 0 - 1 dummy variable indicating the sex of the individual.

- EXP total working experience.

- EXPEM time spent with present employer.

- AGE age-.

- RACE a set of 0 - 1 dummy variables denoting different racial,
ethnic or tribal groups.

- DSEC a set of 0 - 1 dummy variables denoting sector of work e.g.
self-employment or wage employment, different activities
etc. In the discussion above this was abbreviated to d.

- ABIL measure of 'raw' or non-school created ability. (For
example, see Annex 2).

- MIGR a 0 - 1 dummy variable indicating the person is a migrant to
the present residence.

- ORIGIN geographic origin of migrant.

- RES length of residence of migrants in the present city.

c) Background

i) Earnings Functions

- FATHED Education of father in years.

- MOTHED Education of mather in years.

- FATHOCC Father's occupation: a set of 0 - 1 dummy variables.

- MOTHOCC Mother's occupation: a set of 0 - 1 dummy variables.
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- FATHSEC Father's sector of employment.

- MOTHSEC Mother's sector of employment.

ii) Search and Unemployment

FATHED and FATHOCC as above plus the following:

- INC Household income per adult equivalent member.

- FATHINC Father's income (an alternative to INC)

- DEPENDS Number of dependents in household

- HINF 0 - 1 dummy denoting household members in the informal sector

- FSELF Father self-employed (an alternative to HINF).

d) Other (analysis of household enterprises only)

- K value of assets used in activity.

- L labor time of ith type used in activity.

(c) Sampling

1.55 Since the main concern of the research focusses on the effects of

education in labor markets at the competitive end of the continuum, i.e. the

informal sector, this immediately delineates the concentration of the

sample. In addition, concern is more with the recent output of the

school system, say those aged 30 or under. Putting these restrictions

together, the target area of the investigation can be identified as the

intersection of the three circles in Figure 1.4. Of course, a control

group of non-educated engaged in the same sector, will also be included.
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Figure 1.4. The target group for the investigation (shaded area).

1.56 In order to arrive at such an intersection it is necessary to

sample individuals in household units in areas which are a priori known to

contain a large proportion of the target group. (A basic questionnaire is

in Annex 1). Obviously this approach requires some simplifying

assumptions in order to be workable. For example, while average earnings

in the informal sector appear to be universally inferior to those of the

formal sector, it is not entirely justifiable to construct a sample of
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urban poor in the intent of finding a larger concentration of individuals

in the informal sector. Obviously, the "urban poor" and the "informal

sector" are not coterminous; the poor and the better off exist in both

sectors.

1.57 However, concentrating the sample in areas that are relatively

poor, contain relatively more recent migrants, fewer schools and

large-scale production activities, should increase the probability of

capturing the full range of economic activity in this sector. Conversely,

it runs the risk of not adequately capturing the experiences of those who have

found work in the formal sector. For this reason we do not wish to narrow

the criteria too closely in our sample design. Definitions in this

sector are imprecise-. And we will attempt to avoid iTitroducing our own

biases in the form of strict definitions in a field that has achieved little

consensus. By choosing a household survey rather than a survey of establishments,

data will inevitably be drawn from a universe larger than the informal sector

itself (but certainly containing it). The essential advantages of this approach

are that it leaves open the possibility of analyzing the data at a more

disaggregated level, it provides for the definition of the informal sector

in empirical terms as wide or narrow as we wish, and it permits us the

economy of utilizing extant sampling frames.

1.58 Although it would be useful to survey the urban areas as whole

of each country, it is unlikely to be practical given the escalation in

costs involved. We therefore propose in our selected country case

(described in the next section) to concentrate on the capital city

Lima,(a sample of 6,000 households.) However, when the research extents

to Indonesia in a later phase, we will be able to include a cross-section

of both rural and urban areas through use of existing household survey
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frameworks, (see Section C below describing research sites).

1.59 The main surveys will be preceded by a short but indepth pilot.

Apart from testing the applicability of the questionnaire this will also be

used to obtain vital local information regarding fixed assets and

intermediate inputs used by the main activities.

C. Country Case Studies

1.60 Five countries have been identified as potential research sites for

this project: Ivory Coast, Upper Volta, Peru, Indonesia and China. The

criteria used for identifying these countries have been a combination of

the following:

a) importance of the country in terms of Bank lending for

education,

b) willingness of the government to support the research project,

c) available previous work on the informal sector as a basis for

rigorous sampling,

d) existing local institutions identified for research

collaboration,

e) preparatory work already done by EDC towards the inclusion

of a particular country.

1.61 Missions have already visited Ivory Coast, Upper Volta, Peru and

China in preparation for this project. Government support.has been secured

in each of these countries and local research institutions have been

identified and contacted. Further missions are planned to China and

Indonesia in 1983 to negotiate with the governments and local

institutions. A recent visit by a Chinese delegation to the Bank expressed

a strong interest in participating in this study. The study was also
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endorsed during Mr. Hultin's visit to Beijing in January 1983.

1.62 Evidently, because of the cost inherent in household surveys and

the fact that this kind of research is attempted for the first time, this

phase of the proposal refers only to one country, Peru. The choice of Peru

among the five candidates is solely due to the fact that the research team

was able to do more preparatory work there relative to the other countries,

aided by Research Committee discretionary funds (RPO 672-98). It is our

hope that as experience and preparation proceeds with the other countries

that have shown interest in the proposal they will be gradually phased in.

It is also hoped, that the proposed research project on the consequences of

educational expansion will also use Peru as a country case so that we may

be able to study the effect of education across the entire urban sector.

In order to put the informal sector issue in perspective, some information

is given below for all the countries which have been considered for this

research project.including those that do not make part of the research

proposal in hand.

1. Ivory Coast

1.63 The Ivory Coast is included among the countries to be eventually

investigated for a number of reasons. First of all it has a sizeable and

rapidly growing informal sector within which the labor force is distributed

over a number of activities. Table 1.1 below shows the most recent

estimate of the overall distribution of the labor force.

Table 1.1 Ivory Coast. Employment by Economic Activity
and Type of Sector, 1980

Type of Sector
Economic Activity Modern Traditional Total

Agriculture 71,000 2,000,000 2,071,000

Non Agriculture 357,000 430,000 787,000

Total 428,000 2,430,000 2,858,000

Source; Based on information supplied by the Office National de Formation
Professionnelle.
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We can imply from this that the urban informal sector in the country as a

whole has an importance in terms of employment equal to that of the formal

sector.

1.64 More detailed information is known about the labor force in

Abidjan resulting from ILO survey work in the early 1970s' (Joshi, Lubell

and Mouly, 1974). It was estimated that in 1970, around 47,000

individuals in this city worked in the informal sector out of a total of

153,000 and that this sector's share had risen from 28 percent in 1965 to

31 percent in 1970. Table 1.2 presents the breakdown of informal sector

employment in Abidjan by sector and labor force status.

Table 1.2 Percentage Distribution of Informal Sector Employment
in Abidjan by Sector and Labor Force Status, 1970

Self-Employed
Wage and and Unpaid

Economic Activity Salary Earners Household Workers Total

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing
and Hunting 3.2 3.2 6.4

Manufacturing, Handicrafts,
Power and Construction 14.4 17.6 32.0

Trade and Services 28.7 33.0 61.7

All Sectors 46.3 53.8 100.0

Number (000's) 21.76 25.25 47.0

Source; Joshi, Lubell and Mouly (1974), Table 2.5, page 2-17.

In general the urban informal sector is less dominated by self-employed

petty traders than is the case in most other developing countries:
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industrial 'activities employ about a third of the informal sector labor

force and almost a half earn wages or salaries. This may be contrasted

with the situation in, say, Jakarta where the great bulk of the informal

sector is self-employed. Although the proportion of self-employed workers

was roughly constant between 1965 and 1970, there appears to have been a

shift away from informal services towards informal manufacturing; the

share of services in informal employment falling from 65.5 percent in 1965

to 61.7 percent in 1970 while the share of manufacturing rose from 27.6

percent to 32.0 percent over the same period. Informal industry in

Abidjan is spread over many activities among which textiles, wood

products, vehicle repair and construction are particularly important.

1.65 There is very little information on differences in wage rates

between the formal and informal sectors although one rough proxy is the

ratio of value added per worker in the two sectors in the same industry.

In 1970 this varied between 0.11 and 0.95 in different manufacturing

industries and was 0.23 for manufacturing, handicrafts and construction as

a whole.

1.66 Like many other developing countries the Ivory Coast has

experienced very high rates of open unemployment in its urban areas. In

1970 it was estimated that out of a total urban labor force of 490,000

some 115,000 were economically active and without work resulting in an

overall unemployment rate of 23.5 percent. For Abidjan alone, the

corresponding rate was 20.0 percent. Such high rates guarantee that a

random household.survey will pick up plenty of data on unemployment and

search. They also suggest that the informal sector may not be as

accessible for unemployed workers as much theoretical literature suggests.

(e.g., Fields, 1975),
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1.67 A third reason for selecting the Ivory Coast is that there should

be a reasonable distribution of educational attainment within the informal

sector labor force. Although direct data on this is lacking, one may note

that while the illiteracy rate among persons aged 15 years or older was

58.8 percent for the overall Ivory Coast population in 1980 (UNESCO,

1981), in recent years primary school enrolments have almost achieved

universality.

1.68 Fourthly, there is at the moment a household survey being planned

in the Ivory Coast and the Bank's Development Research Department is

involved in this. Linking with and complementing this work could prove

useful and result in both greater efficiency and economy.

2. Upper Volta

1.69 Very little evidence exists on the economic effects of education

in Upper Volta. During a recent EDC mission, Psacharopoulos calculated

rates of return on the basis of partial sets of earnings data from the

public sector and a series of private sector interviews. Social rates of

return calculated on the basis of 1982 data were between 15 and 20

percent. The nature of the data used for calculating these rates of

return clearly points to the necessity for a coverage of education-

relationships which goes well beyond the formal sector. In 1975,

employment in this sector amounted to only 1.5 percent of the country's

economically active population. The vast majority of, at least primary,

school leavers do not enter the formal sector but are agricultural or

informal sector workers, emigrants or are unemployed. At present nothing
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is known about the economic performance of school graduates in Upper

Volta's agricultural sector and despite an ILO study of the informal

sector there is again no knowledge of the educational dimension. At the

same time that the economic effects of schooling are unknown, there are

plans to significantly expand primary enrollments over the next two

decades.

1.70 Any consideration of the economic effects of education in Upper

Volta require an acknowledgement of the importance of international

migration, particularly to the Ivory Coast. It is estimated that 70,000

persons depart each year and according to the 1975 Census, the level of

education is closely related to the decision to migrate. This resulting

loss of educated people is not, however, regarded as totally negative.

Recorded migrant remittances from abroad in 1981 amounted to nearly

one-half of the country's official exports of goods and services. In

addition it is estimated that perhaps a half of gross migrants return each

year. To the extent those people have learned some skills in the foreign

country, they contribute to the future development of the domestic economy.

1.71 There are, then, a number of good reasons for including Upper

Volta in a study of the effect of education in the informal sector:

(a) the ratio of formal sector employment to the total labor force is

one of the smallest in the world,

(b) there already exists.some background work on the informal sector

done by the ILO,

(c) the country is one of the least researched in terms of education

and employment,
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(d) the Bank has committed itself to a major emphasis on education in

future lending,

(e) by linking research on both the Ivory Coast and Upper Volta there

is a chance of capturing the interesting effects of education on

emigration and subsequent economic performance.

3. Peru

1.72 In recent years, the number of formal sector jobs has not kept

pace with population increase in the urban centres of Peru. A result has

been the growth of the informal sector especially in the 'pueblos

jovenes'. Existing literature on this sector in Peru is mostly

descriptive and anthropological (Osterling 1981, Scott MacEwen 1981,

Wendorff 1979), though Webb (1977) made estimates of informal sector

income for the early 1970's. The recent emphasis given to the private

sector in general by the Government has widened the interest and in 1982

the Ministry of Labor, in collaboration with the ILO, launched a household

- small enterprise survey of 1500 units.

1.73 Two types of questionnaires were used, one for the head of the

enterprise and the other for employees. While, unfortunately, there was

no education question in the latter, the educational level of workers can

be found retrospectively by matching these survey results with those of

the general household survey tape. This operation and the creation of a

new merged tape is now underway, financed through the Bank's Research

Committee's proposal-preparation funds. (RPO 672-98. See Annex 0). Two

uses will be made of the merged tape:

a) the information provided will permit the measuring of variances

of the variables we are interested in for inclusion in the major

study and will thus allow a more rigorous sampling,

b) a first documentation of the relationship between education and

income in the informal sector will be provided. Given the total

absence of information on this front, even this small survey will

be useful in getting some feel for the relationships involved.
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1.74 An enlarged and more detailed survey of informal sector workers,

using the criteria listed in 1.47 has recently been discussed with the

Ministry of Labor. This involves two stages. First, a household survey

would be conducted in Lima in those neighbourhoods expected to contain a

large proportion of informal sector workers. This would collect

information on age, education, employment history, occupation, sector and

size of enterprise in which the individual works. The information can then

be analyzed and a second, more detailed survey made of selected individuals

and of enterprises in what appear to be the most important subsectors. A

sample frame for the first stage is currently being prepared in Lima.

1.75 Siting part of the research project in Peru will also enable us

to link with and complement a majorBID-financed ECIEL research project on

the role of education in rural areas (the countries involved are Peru,

Brazil, Mexico and Paraguay). The specific objective of this study is an

analysis of changes in productivity of small and medium sized farm units,

as a result of changes in educational processes. Because of Bank interest

in the results of this study, EDC is providing a small time input in

monitoring its progress. Methodologically, our interest is in the

contemplated use of path analysis in which the innovative function of

education is treated as an intermediate variable: first, as dependent on

schooling and family characteristics; second, as independent and a

determinant of agricultural production.

1.76 Depending on its actual design and intent, the study will

hopefully increase our knowledge of the role of education in rural
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environments. This will augment the evidenceawe already have on farming

from Jamison and Lau (1982) and to the extent that rural nonfarming

activities are covered, it will be a useful adjunct to our own work.

1.77 For a research program investigating the relationship between

education and informal sector activity, there are several reasons why Peru

would be a useful site:

a) because of the relatively large size of the sector in the
economy. Although exact estimates do not exist, most put the

proportion of urban informal sector employment in the total labor
force in the range of 30 to 40 percent (Wendorff, 1980, p.3);

b) because of existing previous work on household surveys by the
Ministry of Labor, there exists a good basis for a probabilistic
sampling frame;

c) because it will link to and complement the above mentioned ECIEL
project on the role of education in the rural sector of the
economy,

d) because the Government is very interested in the topic of the
proposed research. The Minister of Labor has expressed his
endorsement in writing and the Ministry of Education is eager to
see the research carried out.

4. Indonesia

1.78 The Central Bureau of Statistics periodically mounts two types

of household sample survey which are of direct relevance to this study.

The SAKERNAS is a national sample survey of labor market conditions and

the labor force in urban and rural areas. The SUSENAS is a national sample

multipurpose household survey of socioeconomic conditions in urban and

rural areas. The most recent survey in 1978 is available on tape in the

Bank. The next SUSENAS survey will be conducted in 1984, which allows

time for the Bank to request the addition of more questions on the
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respondents' educational background and time to plan the cognitive skill

testing of a sub-sample. In addition, in 1976-78 the Ministry of Education

mounted a national sample tracer survey of primary, junior and senior

secondary school leavers based on a sample of urban and rural schools.

1.79 Before the Jakarta Informal Sector Survey was conducted with ILO

support in 1975, there were only very rudimentary estimates of the size and

significance of the informal sector in that city. Sethuraman (1976) used

1971 Census data and a 1968 survey of establishments to estimate that

slightly more than half a million persons, or approximately 40 percent of

Jakarta's 1971 labor force, were engaged in informal sector activities. From

the same data it was estimated that informal sector employment, as a

percentage of total employment, varied considerably by branch of economic

activity.

1.80 While the focus of the Survey was not on the relationship of

education to skills, productivity or iob search it does, nevertheless,

constitute important ground work upon which it will be possible to

profitably build. The sample was of enterprises, not individuals or house-

holds, and covered manufacturing, construction, transport, trade and services.

From the Survey it is possible to make a rough estimate of the size of the

informal sector in Jakarta. This can be done by extrapolating from the

count of 14,028 heads of informal sector enterprises. According to the survey

report (Moir, 1978) this procedure results in an estimate of over 560,000

persons. This is, of course., only heads of enterprises in the five activities

listed above and excludes all other informal sector participants. The

informal sector is thus seen as a major source of employment in Jakarta.
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1.81 With respect to schooling, the Survey showed that 20 percent of

the men and 50 percent of the women had no formal education. The informal

sector participants had received fewer years of schooling than

characterized the Jakarta labor force as a whole. Some had informal

education in the form of learning job-related skills from neighbors,

relatives or friends.

1.82 In addition to the basic assistance which the Jakarta Informal

Sector Survey could provide to the research proposed, there is another

reason for our desire to eventually include Indonesia as a research site.

The 1980 Population Census (for which 5% use tapes are now available)

included for the first time an employment status question which contains

two self-employment categories. These are: (1) self-employment, and (2)

self-employment assisted by family member/temporary help. Because of the

existence of this question in the Census, it will be possible for us to

take advantage of a very sophisticated sampling frame and to focus

directly on individuals who have identified themselves in terms of

self-employment. The director of the Bureau of Analysis and Development

(Central Bureau of Statistics), is aware of this research proposal and has

agreed to participate by making the census tapes and sampling frames

available to us. The Population Council has also agreed to assist us in

the survey design and the training of survey takers. The University of

Indonesia's Faculty of Social Sciences has been contacted and is eager to

supply graduate students as survey workers and to participate in the

project as needed.
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Other central contacts are the Ministry of Manpower (DG for Manpower

Development) and the Ministry of Education and Culture (BP3K). Thus data

availability in Indonesia allows preliminary analyses to begin early. In

addition, the existence of periodic re-surveys allows an opportunity to

enrich the data base by adding specially designed questions required for

the study into an existing national sample framework.

5. China

1.83 China has been added to the list of potential research sites

following the interest shown in joining the project by a Chinese delegation

which visited the Bank in November 1982, led by Professor Yang Xin Heng of

Nankai University. The city of Tianjing has been suggested as the survey

site and the University of Nankai as the collaborating institution. Small

scale, exploratory studies of young self-employed workers in Tianjing were

made in 1981. Extensions of these could provide a very useful comparative

case study for the other research sites in addition to increasing the

knowledge of the precise relationships between education and the recent

growth of youth unemployment (Colletta, 1982) and between education and

work performance useful for Chinese educational policy.

1.84 An education mission to China in January 1983 discussed the

possibilities of the proposed study with the central authorities and

confirmed their interest in participating in the research project.
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D. Relationship to Other Research

1.85 Over the last ten years or so a great deal of theoretical and

empirical attention has been given to aspects of what has come to be

widely termed the informal or unprotected sector in the urban areas of

LDC's. Very little attention, however, has so far been given to the

effect of formal schooling on worKers in this sector.

1.86 Development models of the 1950's and early 1960's tended to view

the economies of poor countries as dualistic with a large low-productivity

subsistence agricultural sector and a small but growing high productivity

urban industrial sector (Lewis 1958). As rural-urban migration increased

it gradually became obvious that not all migrants were being employed in

the wage earning 'modern' sector and that large numbers were engaged in

activities generally described as trading and services. However, this

whole sector tended to be generally ignored in the development literature

and in government policy up to the end of the 1960s. Where it was

recognized it was assessed in generally negative terms and assumed to be a

purely temporary phenomenon which would disappear as the modern sector

expanded.

1.87 Perhaps the first scholar to give systematic attention to such

peripheral employment activities was Hart (1971) who coined the term

"informal sector". From fieldwork in Ghana, Hart emphasised what he

regarded as the positive role which this sector plays in providing both

income generating activities and many essential city services. This was

also the view of the highly influential International Labor Office study

of Kenya published in 1972 (1LG, 1972). The report concluded that the
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informal sector was capable of providing more jobs and growing faster than

the formal sector and the recommendations were largely designed to reduce

discrimination against it.

1.88 A large amount of the theoretical and empirical work which has

focussed on the informal sector in the last decade has concentrated at the

enterprise level and on questions of size, composition, relationships with

other sectors and the potential for growth. Other work has attempted to

define the profile and characteristics of informal sector workers.

1.89 Despite these efforts questions of the nature of skill

acquisition and the effects of different training modes on informal sector

workers have only in a few instances been tackled. One of the first

scholars to survey the training background of small scale, sector workers

was Callaway in the 1960s in Western Nigeria (Callaway, 1964). What stood

out in his research was the strength and extent of the apprenticeship

system and the small numbers of people with formal schooling participating

in that sector. By 1972, however, even in Northern Nigeria, an area of

very low educational provision, Hinchliffe (1975) reported that 40 percent

of employees/apprentices had had primary schooling.

1.90 Much of the most recent literature on skill acquisition and

educational background of workers has come from studies initiated under

the ILO's World Employment Programme. Some of these can be summarised

quite briefly. The Nihan et. al. (1978a) study in Nouakchott, Mauritania

showed that most training of informal sector workers occurs through

apprenticeship with an entrepreneur in that same sector. They also found

that employers trained within the informal sector ran their businesses at

the same level of competence as those formerly apprenticed in the formal
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sector. However, it is worth pointing out that the most successful group

of entrepreneurs was the 5 percent or so who had attended courses at a

vocational training institution.

1.91 In a related study by Ninan et. al. (1978b) of the informal

sector in Lome, Togo apprenticeships within that sector were again shown

to be the critical source of training. The same can be seen from Fowler's

(1978) study of Freetown and Fapohunda's (1981) of Lagos. Outside of the

ILO studies, King (1977) has also documented for Kenya the primacy of

apprenticeship and on-the-job training in the direct formation of informal

sector skills.

1.92 These studies tend to show low average levels of education for

informal sector workers. However, what is required for a first analysis

of the influence of education is a disaggregation by age group and also by

activity. Electrical and mechanical repairers in their early 20's are

likely to have a very different educational profile than 50 year old

domestics. Arye (1976) shows, for instance, that in Kumasi, Ghana while

only 13 percent of businessmen aged 46-50 years had had a middle school

education, the percentage for the 20-25 years group was 80 percent.

Hallak and Caillods (1981) point out another interesting feature from the

above studies of Mauritania and Togo which is the educational superiority

of employers compared to employees. This implies the possibility that

formal education, while not being a provider of specific skills, in some

way enables a transference to self employment. Why this may be so has not

yet been researched.
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1.93 While the large statistical surveys of the ILO have unearthed

large amounts of data on the characteristics of informal sector workers

there remains a large data gap on productivity and earnings differences

and on the causes of these. Early studies such as Hinchliffe's (1975) of

informal sector workers in Kano, Nigeria showed significant earnings

differences between schooled and unschooled workers but no account was

taken of individual variations other than schooling level. Activity of

employment has been shown to be a major determinant of the effect of

education on earnings in studies of San Salvador (PREALC 1978). The major

attempt, so far, to fit earnings functions to informal sector workers has

been made by Souza and Tokman (PREALC, 1978), again using data from San

Salvador and also Santo Domingo. The conclusion was that while education

'explains' from 37 to 44 percent of the income variance of all workers,

once the effects of employment status and size of establishment are

controlled for, the effect of education is greatly reduced. Hallak and

Caillods (1981) point out, however, that it was not possible in this

analysis to isolate within the informal sector those variables which are

the most important in explaining incomes variations.

1.94 The results of surveys relating education, form of apprenticeship

and capital assets to measures of entrepreneurial success tend to suggest

that while primary schooling may be closely associated with higher

productivity and earnings, the amount of capital assets is even more so.

However, since education and capital accumulation are also highly

correlated there remains a case for supposing that in one way or another,

education plays a role in influencing the effectiveness of entrepreneurial

activity.
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1.95 What the statistical profiles of the informal sector labor force

tend to show about worker skills is that most have been learned through an

apprenticeship system, mainly in the informal sector itself but also in

the formal sector, and few have resulted from specific vocationally

oriented formal education programmes. These findings, however, say

virtually nothing about the effects of basic education. The educational

profile of informal sector recruits is increasing rapidly and that

increase is the result of large amounts of expenditure. It becomes more

and more important therefore to understand tne effects of this

expenditure. So far very little research indeed has been directly related

to the issue of the effects of formal scnooling on the behavior and output

of informal sector workers.

1.96 Several pieces of research have confirmed that in many cases

workers shift between sectors during their lifetime. While some learn

skills in the formal sector and perhaps raise some capital, both of which

are then put to use within the informal sector, others use part time work

in the informal sector as a means of funding the search for a formal

sector job. The ways in which education influences these types of

behavior have again, however, received relatively little research

attention. That which exists is centered around the notion of job search.

1.97 Job search models were first introduced into the development

literature by Harris and Todaro (1970) and covered just two sectors -

rural and urban. The result was to shift the emphasis in analysing

unemployment away from demand deficiencies towards 'excess' supply

resulting from restrictions to entry. Fields (1975) introauced into the
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basic model what he termed the 'murky' sector and argued that the same

expectational factors operated within the two urban labor markets 
as

between the rural-urban areas. One of his conclusions was that, given

that employers prefer to hire better educated workers, the education of an

additional worker lowers the number of urban jobs available to the

uneducated by one but reduces the uneducated labor force by more than one

as a result of the downward effect on the probability of getting a job,

and thereby reduces unemployment.

1.98 More recently Pinera and Selowsky (1978) have developed a more

complex model of job search concentrating solely on the 
decision whether

to remain unemployed and 'search' for a formal sector job or enter the

informal sector. They argue that in the context of unemployment, wage

differences between the formal and informal sectors and no barriers to

entry to the latter, the wages of informal sector workers are likely to be

different from the true marginal product of an additional educated worker

to the labor force. Finally, Fallon's (1983) work on unemployment and

search in Delhi suggests strong relationships between unemployment and

household characteristics, and search and educational level.

1.99 The refinement of these tentative hypotheses and their further

testing is another area in which a major study of education's role in 
the

informal sector is required.
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Household Information *

A. Site Identification Code B. Survey Information

(1) (2) (3) (1) (2)

A. 1. Province 6/

A. 2. Strata 8/ / / B. 1. Name of Survey
Taker

A. 3. Region 10/ / / B.2. Date of Survey

A. 4. Municipality 1.12/
I B.3. Signature of Survey

A. 5. Village _14// Taker W

H
A. 6. Cluster Number

B.4. Name of Supervisor
A. 7. Building Number 5

B.5. Date of Supervision
A. 8. Household Number 15/ / / /

A. 9. Number of Household Members 118/ // B.6. Date of Inspection
. 1(coding)

A. 10. Number of Household Members 2/ / B.7. Signature of Supervisor
over 10

A. 11. Location or address:

* This is a skeleton household questionnaire to be adapted to the research design of this project
and the particular country circumstances in which it will be administered.

0
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C. Data on Household Members Page 2 of 7

31 4 C 7C7  Persons Age 10 and Older

Nimes of Enter Enter re- SEX AGE C8  If Code 0 is not in Column 8 C1 4the house- serial lationship 1 male in Level of
hold mmn- number to head of 2 femald Years chool- Quality Is this If Code 2 is in Col.ll How well Cols.
bers who of household ing com- person can thisi canthis for
norma11l1l11 household! Head 1 ngeorspesoy pleted now How many Reason for person each
reside members Spouse 2 attending years has leaving read ech
in this who are Child/step 3 sb(local
OUSehold age 10 Son/daughter one o since he/ Had sufficient 1 language)?

or older in law 4 7yes he ! No funds 2 (show
2. J 1yes she left Too difficult 3 card andin Grandchild 5 3 M 2=no school? Too far cway ak and

column 3 Parent 6 4 Too far away/ ask R's
ro not available 4 to read)Parent-in- 5o reOter)

law 7 6 0 W
other rel- 7 0

ative 8 8 W
Boarder/ Univ. 9 - i

friend 9 1. ( )c
Servant 0 !WO

5
Code

(2) (3) T (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15)

/1// / I/ _I /__/ _/_1 II 22-35

/ 7 l L1iI 36-49

1' 7 1 /7II I7 / 50-63
/7 /7 / / // /// // /I 64-77

/7/ /7 //// 1/ _I/I/ / / /I / 22-35

// / / // / /7 Ij j!I/ / /7 /7 / 36-49

/7I / III ,7 i // / i, 7 i7 / 50-63
__ _ / / /7 /i /- 64-77

/717 /1_7 /I / /17 /~ /_ 7 22-35
/_7 7 // / ' / ,7 i/ ~I ,~7 /~I 36-49
/ 7_ I /_ _ __/ __ /_7 I I 7 7 50-63

7/ 7 / /// /// / / 64-77
I7 T--- T_7 7 1 /T7 /7 / 22-35

/7 ///I /~ / /_~7 / /7 /7: 36-49
_ _ 77 /7 1-- -7 / -7FT /7- /T /, T 50-63



!. Source-s of Household Income Codes
Wage I

That are the -sources of income of this household? Account 2

(Place checkmarks in the appropriate boxes.) Both 3

Sources of Income Wage Earner Own Account Wage and
own account

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

P. 1. Agriculture 22 /

). 2. Industry/handicraft 23

). 3. Sales /7 24/

1). 4. Transportation ~I 25

D. 5. Services ~ 26

D. 6. Other work 27 /

D. 7. Government 28 /

D. 8. Private pension & transfer / 29

I. 9. Of the sources of income listed in column 1, which is the
main source of income? Go to

10. Of the sources of income listed in column 1, in the case of
an own account (self employed) worker, which source represents
his main source of income?

0



D.11 Production and Asset Accounts - Own Account Only

[These will vary considerably from activity to activity and from country to country. The following is therefore

only intended as a speciman outline]

For each activity

Production Account: Activity ----- Assets

(where
Value Quantity relevant) Quantity Age Value

Sales To be
separately

plus listed

Own Consumption

less

Inventory of
unsold output
at beginning
of period

plus

Inventory of
unsold output at
end of period

C ross output

less

Intermediate inputs
(to be prelisted in
each case)

- Value added

less

Gross wages paid

less Oil-

Depreciation
(to be imputed)

- Operating surplus



P. identification of Household Member

P1. Name of household member:............................. ... 1 / 3/
7. Serial number of household member.................... 22 / / /

arital S atus: Single - 1
Married - 2 H. Attending School/Taking

Widowed or divorced -3 .............. 24 / / care of the house.

G. Activities During the Past Week
H 1. Have you looked for

Can you tell Me what you have been doing for the past work during the past
week, beginning yesterday.... (name of day), then the 3 months?
day before yesterday...., 3 days ago, and so on.

Y es // No // 33/
G7 Type of GA C G G 6Cted GYe/ NoI3 /

Em- Employ- 5 Look- 6 Attend- 7 g Other
'etvityployed ed but did ing for ing school care of the (retired H2  Why aren't you look-

G (at least 1 not go to work home disabled ing for work?

Day hour a day) work etc.) 1. Taking care of the

house //

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 2. Attending school/ /
3. Health reason / / 34 /

Yesterday, .... / .. // 4. Not prepared to go
Day before __ _-t prkp(re t or gd

yesterday..... / ... hour // / / / /_ to work (retired,_

3 days ago..../I/... / / // / too old, etc.)
4 days ago.... //... / / 1/ // / //
5 days ago.... /T... / / / / / / / / / / H3. If a suitable job was
6 days ago...../ /... / / / / / / / // available, would you
7 days ago.... .. / 1 // / / accept it?

(name of day) Yes// No// 35/

Total / / / / / / / / // // //
hour(s)

Card Column I25-27 28 29 30 31 32

I (Block H to be asked only if there are

no entries in columns 2, 3 and 4). M

0



J.B. Employment History -J.C. Training

J.B.l. At what age did you start working? J.C.1. Have you ever received formal training
If 13.1 or 13.4 are ticked then to or undertaken an apprentiship?
JB3 If Yes then give details

J.B.2. Have you ever been employed by
anyone outside your household? From To Description

If Yes then give details of, past
employment history

Employer Industry Occupation Dates Monthly Permanent
From o Wae orJ.D. Unemployment History From To Wage or

Temporary J.D.1. Have you ever been unemployed?

If Yes then give details:

Spell From To Method of Finance

2

3

4

J.E. Migration History

J.E.l. Have you always lived in

(present town)?
If No then please give detailsl

From Date Rural/Urban

0'
M M

x

FAI



. mployed Card Column J. Looking for Work Card Columni 1. Where do you work and what kind of work is JA 1. How long have you been looking for work?Your employer engaged in? 36 ................ months 64 //At....... Tyne of work........6 /JA 2. Are you looking for full-time or part-timeI 2. What position do you hold or what type of job?
work do you do?-........................... 38 / / 1. Full-time 1 2. Part-time / 66

3. Job status: JA 3. From what source have you usually re-1. Worker or government employee // ceived income for your daily needs2. Businessman without employees / / 41 / during this period?
3. Employed by relative without rhyT7 . Work 3. or4. Social worker /~/~.Wrk3 Family orfriends4.Sca okr2. Sometimes work 4. Other 67 /71 4. How many hours did you work at this
job during the past week?.....hours. 42 / /7/ JA 4. Have you ever worked before?

I 5. Is the job you held during the past Yes __o 68
week the same job you held during
the last 3 months? / Other Income and Expenditures DuringYes No the Past Month

1 6. What was your net income from this Income Expenditures
job during the past month? (Do not Type Amount Hp Type Amount
include income from agriculture _W) (2) (3) (4
listed in block E, column 8.) 1. Pension I.Remittances
- In cash Rp ........... eti) sent-In goods Rp 45/ //// (Retired) sn- InToods Rp ..... r ) 2.Remittances 2.From deposits- Total R -. (hundreds) received or savings

1 7. Do you have any jobs in addition to 3.Withdrawal 3.Other (loans,
this job? from de- payments,

Yes 1_7 No /- (proceed to 50 / posits or lotteries,
- line I 10) savings investments,

1 8. How many hours did you work last week 4.Other, other- funds)
on all other jobs?.........hours 51 F/ (borrowing

money, etc.)I 9. What was you net income from all other
jobs during the past month? (Do not include
income from agriculture listed in block To9/l /. /a /E, column 8.) Total. ............ Total
- In cash Rp ........... 74
- In goods Rp ..---- - 53/// /- Total Rp .....---- '(hundreds)

I 10. How much income did you receive during the past month 58 / / / / I
from land and house rentals and interest payments?

1 11. If you have the time available would you be willing 63 II &J>to accept additional work? Yes / No T
06i

77,



ANNEX 2
EXAMPLES OF ABILITY AND MODERNITY INSTRUMENTS

Pagve 1 of 7

A. General Ability - Raven's Progressive Matrices Rationale

The geneology of the Raven's Progressive Matrices (or RPM) can

be traced back to the investigations of Spearman into the nature of

intelligence. It was his view that an undifferentiated concept of

intelligence was less than adequate in describing cognitive abilities.

Starting with the Standard RPM series, designed to sample the general

range of ability, we will be able to provide a means to assess an adult's

present ability to perceive and think clearly, irrespective of past

experiences or present ability for verbal communication. The scales

can be described as "tests of observation and clear thinking" and have

been widely used cross-nationally with high levels of reliability.
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B. Overall Modernity - the Short Form Rationale

Each of these items correlates well with the larger Overall Modernity scales in

each of the six countries in the Inkeles (Harvard) study, at a highly

significant level. Moreover, each of the questions was strongly

correlated with the independent variables of education, urban experience

and occupation. These items have been extensively incorporated in

cross-cultural research. Since it is more or less inevitable that one

or another question from a cross-national set may not serve well in a

particular country, we have identified alternative questions for each

of the above. Indeed we may ask the suggested alternate question as well,

thus providing a pool of items which are theoretical equivalents, from

which we may select those that are best understood and most discriminating

in this particular study.
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Purely A titudinal Itensa

1. Have you ever (thought over so much) gotten so highly concerned
(involved) regarding some public issue (such as . .) that you
really wanted to do something about it?

Frequently / Few times / Never
2. If schooling is freely available (if there were no kinds of obstacles)

how much schooling (reading and writing) do you think children
(the son) of people like yourself should have?

3. Two 12-year-old boys took time out from their work in the corn
(rice) fields. They were trying to figure out a way to grow the
same amount of corn (rice) with fewer hours of work.

The father of one boy said: "That is a good thing to think about.
Tell me your thoughts about how we should change our ways of
growing corn (rice)."
The father of the other boy said: "The way to grow corn (rice)
is the way we have always done it. Talk about change will waste
time but not help."

Which father said the wiser words?
4. What should most qualify a man to hold high office?

Coming from (right, distinguished, or high) family background
Devotion to the old and (revered) time-honored ways
Being the most popular amor'g the people
High education and special knowledge

5. Which is most important for the future of (this country)?
The hard work of the people
Good planning on the part of the government
God's help
Good luck

6. Learned men (scholars, scientists) in the universities are studying
such things as what determines whether a baby is a boy or girl and
how it is that a seed turns into a plant. Do you think that these in-
vestigations (studies) are:

All very good (beneficial) / All somewhat good (beneficial)
All somewhat harmful / All very harmful
Some people say that it is necessary for a man and his wife to
limit the number of children to be born so they can take better
care of those they do have (already have).
Others say that it is wrong for a man and wife purposely (volun-
tarily) to limit the number of children to be born.

Which of these opinions do you agree with more?

7. Which one of these (following ) kinJs of news interests you most?
World events (happenings in other countries)
The nation
Your home town (or village)
Sports
Religious (or tribil, cultural) evcnts (cerenonies) or festivals

8. If you were to meet a person v.ho lixes in another country a long
way ofT (thousands of kilometers / miles away), could you under-
stand his v'ay of thii-2.ing?

Yes / No
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9. Do you think a man can be truly good without having any religion-
at all?

Yes / No

Beharior-Information Items
10. Do you belong to any organization (associations, clubs), uch as,

for example, social clubs, unions, church organizations. political
groups, or other groups? If "Yes," what are the naimes of all the
organizations you belong to? (Scored for number of organizations.)

11. Would you tell me what are the biggest problems you see facing
(your country)? (Scored for number of problems or w~ords in
answer.)

12. Where is (in what country is the city of) Washington / MNucow?
(Scored correct or incorrect.)

13. How often do you (usually) get news and information from news-
papers?

Everyday / Few times a week
Occasionally (rarely) / Never
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ABSTRACT

0.01 This research proposal addresses an issue of major importance for

Bank operations that has not so far been analyzed in the existing

literature: What is the economic performance of those graduates of the

school system who are engaged in the so-called "informal sector" of the

economy of developing countries?

0.02 The existing empirical evidence on the economic role of education

has been based almost exclusively on samples of government and large firm

employees. This treatment would be valid if wages for similar kinds of

labor were equalized across sectors and activities by means of perfect

mobility. In such a case it would be immaterial which sector is sampled in

order to assess the economic effect of education. But several studies (the

most recent being Byerlee, Eicher, Liedholm and Spencer, 1983, for Sierra

Leone) and casual observation of developing country labor markets suggests

that such equalization does not take place. Minimum wage and other labor

legislation, unionization and other institutional factors characterize

particular labor markets. Due to these restrictions to entry, wages are

above those levels needed to clear such markets and there is an excess

supply of labor to them.

0.03 In most developing countries, however, the majority of urban labor

ends up working in labor markets where legislation and institutional

factors are less binding and hence where restrictions to entry are less.

This section of the labor force usually includes wage labor working in

small, non-unionized and non-registered enterprises, self-employed labor

and those in family businesses. In these activities earnings perform more
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of a clearing role and therefore reflect better the relative scarcity or

abundance of different types of labor and hence their contribution to the

economy.

0.04 A previous Research Committee project on "Farmer Education and Farm

Efficiency" has significantly contributed to our knowledge on the effect of

education on rural productivity. A more recent Research Committee project

on the "Labor Market Consequences of Educational Expansion" is generating

results on the effect of education in the large firm sector of the

economy. The proposed project aims at filling the knowledge gap on the

economic performance of the educated who are "employed" in the non-farm,

non-modern sector in developing countries.

0.05 This gray area of economic activities, often referred to as the

"informal sector", accounts for more than one half of total urban

employment in many poor countries. The proportion of new flows of

graduates who will seek first entry into these activities is even higher.

Consequently, any educational policy which disregards conditions in this

sector of the economy will miss an important empirical dimension of the

problem.

0.06 Much of the literature debate surrounding developing country labor

markets refers to "sectors" - rural farm, rural non-farm, urban formal,

urban informal. The terms "informal" and "formal" are also used in this

proposal as a shorthand for delineating those activities in which earnings

have and do not have a market clearing function, respectively. These

should not, however, be regarded as strict compartments for two reasons.

Firstly, in urban areas the labor market conditions relating to different

activities can be placed on a continuum ranging from those in which

earnings are solely a result of competitive forces to those in which
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institutional factors are clearly dominant. Secondly, many individuals may

work in more than one sector at any one time and even more important, may

move between sectors (and unemployment) over time. While concentrating

attention on those currently working at the competitive end of the

continuum i.e., in informal sector activities, the project will inevitably

also consider other parts of the continuum and the ways in which

individuals move between them.

0.07 The proposal addresses one central research question, the answer to

which would enhance existing knowledge on the socio-economic role of

schooling in developing country settings: Do the more educated engaged in

informal sector activities, other things being equal, "perform" or behave

differently from the less educated? The performance test goes beyond the

traditional earnings differential and extends to small enterprise

efficiency and job search behaviour.

0.08 The research design is primarily based on household data so that in

addition to informal sector workers a number of participants engaged in

less competitive activities can also be included. This is important in

view of addressing labor supply questions, especially during the job search

process. To complement the household data, small enterprise surveys in

activities which have been shown to contain many of the self-employed will

also be made.

0.09 Preparatory work has identified five potential research sites for

this project: Upper Volta, Ivory Coast, Peru, Indonesia and China. The

criteria used were a combination of the existence of a large informal

sector in the particular country and previous work on it as to allow cost

effective sampling; the importance of the country for Bank operations

regarding human resource development; the willingness of the Government to
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support the research project; and the existence of local institutions for

research collaboration. For timing and budgetary reasons, the present

phase of the research refers only to Peru. Preparatory work on the Ivory

Coast, Upper Volta, China and Indonesia continues so as to possibly include

them at a later stage as a follow up to the proposal in hand.



I. MAIN ISSUES AND ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Introduction

1.01 There are always potential dangers in establishing exclusive

categories for purposes of classification. In labor market studies of

developing countries, the terms "formal" and "informal" sector have

emerged. The definition of these terms and their usefulness have been

debated for a decade. Quite clearly, on any of the conventional

definitions the activity of a small family business is very different to

that of large scale manufacturing. At the same time, many activities fall

between these two extremes and are spread out along a continuum. As a

first stage in conceptualizing the issues in this research proposal,

however, some form of categorization is useful since the focus is on

particular types of activity and their associated labor market. The

distinction used in this proposal to categorize workers into formal and

informal sectors is the extent to which there is a tendency in the activity

in which they work for the wage (or earnings) to perform a clearing role in

the labor market. (See Harberger, 1971).

1.02 Much of the information used to assess proposed education

investment projects in developing countries has been drawn from statistical

data on formal sector wage employment. Although it is true that the highly

qualified will most likely eventually find modern, formal or public sector

jobs, it has become clear in recent years that a significant proportion of

all individuals who have received some schooling can expect to spend at

least part of their working lives outside such "organized" sectors. In

rural areas this means working in either farm employment or off-farm

employment (Leiserson and Anderson, 1980). Much valuable research has been
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undertaken by the Bank and other institutions and individual researchers

on the complex relationship in rural settings between education and

agricultural productivity (e.g., Lockheed, Jamison and Lau 1980, Jamison

and Lau 1982). And, of course, work is continuing on the effect of

education among those employed by formal sector establishments (e.g.,

Knight and Sabot 1981). However, there is a notable dearth of research on

education and employment in both the informal off-farm sector and the urban

informal sector.

1.03 Interest in this topic within the Bank, therefore, derives from a

lack of assurance on the economic performance of graduates of the school

system across the whole labor market. Manpower surveys and the resulting

forecasts of skill needs in developing countries have been based largely on

data representative of the urban formal sector. 1/ Similarly, cost-benefit

studies have typically used data referring only to those workers employed

for wages and salaries in the formal private sector and in the public

sector. 2/ However, in the case of most developing countries this

population is a small fraction of the country's labor-force.In the cities

alone, over one half of workers are commonly employed in the informal

sector, yet little is known about the effect which schooling has on their

performance. While much has been written about the effects of schooling on

occupational attainment, earnings potential, job productivity and other

issues, the focus has been on the formal sector. Bowman (1980, p.13) has

described this situation very clearly:

1/ For example, see Government of Malaysia, (1973).

2/ See Psacharopoulos (1973), Appendix B for the earnings sources of 28
cost benefit studies in developing countries.
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"In reading the results of ... rate-of-return investigations of
education ... it is important that we ... remind ourselves of the

systematic bias ... against the inclusion of returns to education
in nonwage activities. Most of the rate of return studies are
based on data of wage and salaried persons only. No one knows how
much of a contribution to growth may derive from a better educated
population of independent entrepreneurs."

1.04 Clearly, as the informal sector grows and becomes the sector in

which very many school leavers will seek their first employment, it becomes

increasingly important to analyze the economic effects of schooling in this

sector if investment decisions in education are to be linked to an accurate

assessment of economic returns.

B. Goals and Objectives

1.05 The central objective of this research proposal is to assess the

effects of education on those individuals working in the informal sector.

Analysis of this sector, however, is made in the context of the total urban

labor market. At any one time, an individual may be unemployed, combining

household domestic and economically productive work, employed part time in

the informal sector while looking for a formal sector job, working full

time in the informal sector and regarding this as either a temporary or

permanent situation, or working full time in the formal sector. Within the

informal sector itself, members may be apprentices, wage employees, self

employed or non-wage workers in a household enterprise. Over time, an

individual can be expected to move between several of these states,

especially during the early years of his labor force participation.

1.06 As a result of this complexity, the proposal is divided into two

parts. First, it concentrates on analysing the effects of education on the

economic performance of those individuals who at one point in time are

engaged in the informal sector as wage earners, household workers or self

employed. The underlying approach of this part of the proposal is human
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capital theory. Second, while still concentrating on those working in the

informal sector, the proposal aims to analyse the factors involved in an

individual's (or household's) choice of labor market strategy in the

context of the options described above. This part of the research will be

based on models of job search and household decision making.

C. Research Focus

1.07 Prior to a presentation of the methods to be used to approach the

research goals, some discussion of the data types and the units of analysis

is required.

1.08 The person not engaged in the formal sector but seeking

economically productive employment can be assumed to allocate his (her)

time across different activities i.e., self-employment, wage employment or

job search (including open unemployment) such that the expected returns

from the last hour in each are equated. If, alternatively, instead of

focussing on decisions made by the individual, attention is placed on the

household, the issue is again one of optimal time allocation but in this

case it is the expected returns to the household which are equated.

1.09 If, for simplicity, it is assumed that the individual (household)

has no innate preferences or tastes in favor of or against any of these

activities then the expected marginal value of an additional hour of

self-employment, the net hourly wage of employees and the expected marginal

value arising from an additional hour of search will all be equal.
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1.10 In practice, there may be systematic differences in these values

for a given individual or between apparently identical individuals for

several reasons including different non-monetary or psychic costs and

benefits associated with each activity (e.g., working conditions),

restrictions set by household domestic work, barriers to entry, lack of

information and errors in decision making. Across individuals with

different characteristics the list must be lengthened. Not only will less

productive workers have lower earnings but so also will those who suffer

the effects of discrimination. Careful standardization is thus required

before one can seriously attempt to isolate the effects of education on

earnings. Similarly, the impact of education on expected returns to job

search and hence on search behaviour must be carefully separated from the

influence of other variables.

1.11 Some of the difficulties mentioned above could be avoided if it

were possible to directly observe the effect of the educational or training

levels of workers on the performance of the enterprises (including one-

person businesses) in which they are employed. One, at first sight,

appealing approach is to directly estimate a production function of the

form:

Q = f(K, N, H) (1)

where Q is output, K is physical capital input, N is input of uneducated

labor and H is a suitable measure of the service flow from educated labor.

In agricultural studies, the Cobb-Douglas function has usually been favored
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(Lockheed, Jamison and Lau, 1980), although alternatives have also been

proposed. 4/ The central aim of such an approach is to isolate the effect

of H on Q. In some studies this has been interpreted as the difference in

productivity between educated and less educated labor while others have

seen it as the effect of education in pushing the enterprise closer to its

technological frontier. Important extensions of this latter approach have

examined the impact of education on the proximity that farmers achieve to

their profit maximization positions (allocative efficiency) by the use of a

profit function derived from a Cobb-Douglas production function (Jamison

and Lau 1982).

1.12 There are, however, a number of good reasons why it would be very

unwise to use production function studies as the primary approach to

analyze education-productivity relationships in the urban informal sector.

Firstly, the bulk of informal activities are concentrated in services and

trading within which it is notoriously difficult to define a real output

measure and to specify a production function in the normal sense.

Secondly, the wide spread of secondary i.e. industrial activities in the

informal sector means that any general survey will pick up only a very

limited number of observations in most activities. If sufficient

observations were obtained in a small number of activities then the

results, although interesting in themselves, could well be atypical of the

informal sector as a whole. These comments do not rule out the use of

production functions altogether and, where there appear to be

4/ In aggregate production function studies, alternatives such as the
single and two level CES functions have also been used.



concentrations of particular activities, such studies may be a useful

adjunct to other data sources.

1.13 The central focus of the research proposal is, therefore, directed

towards measuring the effect of education and training and testing a number

of related hypotheses with the aid of data taken from observations on

individuals within households.

1.14 While the survey of households will concentrate on picking up

information on informal sector workers, it will also cover some working in

the formal sector and is likely to include some unemployed persons. It

will also pick up information on women who combine household domestic work

with part time employment. In this case, part time employment in the

informal sector may not be combined with job search but is a direct

response to the restrictions set by domestic responsibilities. All this

comparative information should prove extremely valuable for two reasons.

Firstly, information across the urban labor market will give a view of the

market as a whole and will therefore provide a base for analyzing

determinants of labor supply to different sectors. Secondly, as explained

below, there are certain hypotheses regarding behaviour in different parts

of the labor market that are particularly interesting.

1.15 The problems of obtaining reasonably accurate income information at

the household level cannot, however, be disregarded and it may also be

necessary to construct some expenditure data as a check. In addition, any

factors which lead to substantial seasonal variation in earnings will need

to be very carefully allowed for.
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D. Research Questions and Methodology

1) The Effect of Education and Training on Observed Earnings and

Productivity

1.16 One way of isolating the effects of education on the productivity

of those engaged in the informal sector is to follow Schultz's (1975)

distinction between (a) worker or production efficiency i.e. how well a

task is performed and (b) entrepreneurial or allocative efficiency i.e.

decisionmaking ability.

1.17 Prior to that discussion, however, it is useful to make a somewhat

crude division of informal sector activities, which are very heterogeneous,

into various categories. As a start, five categories can be identified

together with the respective skill levels associated with them.

a) Craft activities: unchanging technology, manual-artistic skills

unrelated to formal schooling, e.g. carving, basket work.

b) Simple consumer goods: low skill, repetitive process,

identical product, e.g. paraffin lamps from tin cans.

c) Services: managerial skills from the very simple to the

complex, e.g. hawking, food stalls, money lending.

d) More sophisticated consumer goods: manual, trade skills, e.g.

carpentry, welding.

e) Workshop production: high level of manual skill e.g. machining

intermediate and simple capital goods.

1.18 Each of these categories of activities requires different levels of

skills and abilities for both the wage earner/apprentice and the self

employed/employer. Each also faces different demand conditions and

possibilities of market expansion. For (a), (b) and much of (c),

possibilities of dynamic growth involving increases in labor productivity

are slight and additional numbers of those participating often simply lead
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to smaller market shares. It is those enterprises in categories (d) and

(e) which are likely to be more capable of finding or creating new markets,

competing directly with formal sector enterprises or increasing their

involvement with the formal sector through sub-contracting the production

of intermediate products.

1.19 Returning to Schultz's distinction between productive and

allocative efficiency, education may affect informal sector participants'

earnings by:

i) Increasing labour productivity - productive efficiency.

iia) Positively influencing the capacity to obtain
credit or generate savings leading to capital allocative
accumulation efficiency

iib) Increasing enterpreneurial efficiency.

Each of these is discussed below.

1.20 (i) Education may raise the labor productivity of all types of

informal sector workers through at least three ways:

a) The direct teaching of a skill which can be used to more

effectively perform a particular task. The opportunity to use

such a skill is likely to be greater in those activities which

are open ended and not highly structured i.e. activites a, b

and c.

b) The ability learned in school to problem solve, be adaptable,

think in terms of alternatives and so on, in relation to the

performance of a task. This ability is applicable to

employees/apprentices as well as the self employed since the

essence of many informal tasks is adaptation, particularly in

activities a, b and c.

c) The faster learning of skills as a result of the discipline and

experience of schooling,
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1.21 (iia) The ability to raise credit or accumulate savings is a key

factor in increasing productivity in informal sector activities, creating

new markets and competing more effectively with the formal sector. Credit

may be raised from relatives and friends, informal sector money lenders,

government agencies, co-operatives, savings and loans societies, commercial

banks and so on. Savings may be accumulated from periods spent working in

the formal sector. It may be expected that for institutional loans, there

will be a greater willingness on the part of the institutions to lend to

people with more education, other things being equal. Similarly, there

would appear to be a greater likelihood that periods of formal sector

employment are achieved by the more schooled with a consequent increased

probability that they are able to accumulate savings which can then be used

to finance informal sector activities. Both of these suppositions can be

investigated by the surveys.

1.22 (iib) The use which is then made of capital and other inputs is an

important aspect of enterpreneurial efficiency - or, in Schultz's

terminology, allocative efficiency. The advantages stemming directly from

literacy for enterpeneurial activity are obvious - book keeping, ordering,

etc. More important, however, are the advantages it may allow in being

able to keep up with changes in the economic environment. Important

aspects of enterpreneurial efficiency include the ability to re-allocate

factors as a result of changes in economic circumstances and an increased

knowledge of relative prices, perception of the potential range of

technology and potential markets.

1.23 These ways in which education may, potentially, affect the

productivity of those working in the informal sector will be investigated
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by a number of approaches. At this stage of project conceptualization, the

approaches center around standard earnings functions, the more complex use

of path analysis and a disaggregation of education effects, and production

functions. These are each discussed in detail below,

a) Earnings Functions

1.24 The survey will yield information on the incomes derived from three

types of activity:

(i) employment by an enterprise outside the household

(ii) self-employment (working alone)

(iii) employment in household enterprises.

In many cases the incomes reported for (iii) will not be

apportionable among household members as a reward to their labor since

total value added will partly reflect returns to non-human assets, and the

share-out among household members (if observable) may reflect kinship

loyalties as much as their respective productivities. For (ii), reported

income will also sometimes contain a significant capital component. Only

for (i) can all income be attributed to labor services.

1.25 We will assume that an hour's labor earnings can be written as a

function of the individual's education and training (E), other individual

characteristics such as sex, experience, and race/ethnicity (I) and

relevant family characteristics such as father's education and

socio-economic background (F). The family background variables are

included as proxies for pre-schooling ability and a vector of learning

influences at home such as parental encouragement, and the presence of

printed materials and communications media. Thus we can write for the ith

individual,

Wi = W(Ei, Ii, Fi)
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1.26 The simplest analysis is to estimate this equation in a

conventional log-linear form across hourly wage income earners (type i).

If E. is specified as a set of suitably defined education and training

dummies then the corresponding coefficients reflect the proportionate

differences in the hourly wage between the education and/or training groups

in question and the base group after controlling for other independent

determinants of wages. This will therefore provide estimates of the wage

differences associated with different levels and types of education and

training.

1.27 Many informal sector participants will earn their main source of

income not through wage employment but through self employment in

situations in which they are the only workers (type ii). Two approaches

can be adopted here. The first, and simplest, is to restrict the analysis

solely to individuals engaged in activites within which capital assets

other than inventories are non-existent or insignificant.

1.28 The second, and more difficult, approach is to disentangle labor

income in those activities in which physical capital is a relevant

input. 5/ This can be done, in principle, by subtracting imputed capital

costs from value added. Imputed capital costs are calculated by

multiplying the replacement value of assets by an appropriate borrowing or

lending rate and adding depreciation per period. The marginal product

associated with an additional hour of work is then estimated by dividing

labor income by hours worked. Given the number and strength of the

5/ While Mazumdar (1981), Souza and Tokman (1978) and Chiswick (1977) have
applied earnings functions to the self employed, in no case has
a detailed adjustment for capital been made.
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assumptions involved, this approach is clearly susceptible to error from

various sources and possible biases. However, an earnings function can be

fitted to the data obtained for all self employed individuals with this

method and the results compared with those for the restricted sample of

self employed discussed above.

1.29 Another issue to be focussed on is whether individuals of given

characteristics have similar earnings in different activities. If they do

then it is appropriate to estimate the returns to education in a

straightforward way on the basis of average differences in earnings by

educational level. If, however, there are certain barriers to employment

such that earnings are not equalized for similar individuals then the

returns to education depend upon the probabilities of a new school leaver

finding work in the different activities, and how those probabilities are

affected by education.

1.30 The most general way to test this is to re-specify the earnings

function as,

Wij = W(Ei, Ii, Fi, d-j, Ei, d, jidj, Fidij) (2)

where dj is a set of dummy variables and Eidj, lidj, etc. are sets of

interaction terms between dj and other variables. In the simplest case, dj

would be an employment status dummy i.e., wage-employment/self-employment,

but it would be more interesting to extend the number of dummies to

differentiate between different industries and occupations within the

informal sector. The coefficients for dj reflect differences in the

earnings of the base group across activities while those on the interaction

terms pick up the differences in the differentials by activity associated

with the characteristics in question. More restricted forms of the
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equation will also be used, e.g., with Iidj and Fidj omitted. The overall

hypothesis that different activities have identical earnings functions can

be tested by fitting equation 2 to separate sub samples and then applying

Chow tests.

1.31 Variations in earnings for similar individuals located in

activities at different ends of the formal-informal sector continuum will

also be tested for. Any divergence in earnings for individuals with

similar characteristics is in itself an indication of the strength of the

barriers between the sectors. Formal sector earnings may reflect

institutionally set salary scales and the effects of collective bargaining

while in the informal sector, wages and the labor component of self-

employment incomes are determined competitively. If dj is replaced in

equation 2 by a single formal/informal sector dummy, then an earnings

function analysis can pinpoint both average sectoral earnings differences

and sectoral differences associated with education and other

characteristics.

b) The Nature of the Observed Link Between Education and Earnings

1.32 Why does education or training raise individual earnings? If we

knew the answer to this question it might be possible to reorganize

educational curricula and training programmes so as to improve their

performance in this respect. As part of the surveys, short tests of both

cognitive ability COG, (e.g., reading comprehension, reasoning) and

attitudinal modernity, MOD, will be administered to economically active

household members. These can be used to decompose the effects of education

on earnings.
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1.33 An illustration of the general approach can be given with the aid

of the following simple recursive model (subscripts and random error terms

are omitted for convenience).

E = dl + d2 I + d3 F (4)

MOD = ci + c2 E + c3 I + c4 F (5)

COG = bl + b2 E + b3 I + b4 F (6)

log W = ai + a2 COG + a3 MOD + a4 E + a5 I + a6 F (7)

Although in practice education dummies will be mostly used, these are

collapsed here for convenience into a single variable, E, defined as years

of education. Working through the model, education is determined in (4) by

certain personal characteristics (age and sex) and family characteristics.

Along with education the latter also determines MOD and COG in (5) and

(6). Finally, the earnings function is re-specified in (7) with MOD and

COG added, E retained to pick up education effects not reflected in MOD or

COG and the I and F vectors retained for the same reason.

1.34 Estimation of equations (5) and (7) will allow us to divide the

overall effect of education on earnings into three components: the effect

of raising COG and hence log W, the effect of raising MOD and hence log W,

and finally the direct effect of education on log W after controlling for

COG and MOD. In terms of the model we can represent this as:

Total effect = a4 + a2.b2 + a3.c2
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1.35 Path analysis can also be used to examine the contribution of the

above three components to the bivariate correlation between log W and E.

This general approach can be extended much further. If one now brings in

equation (4), it is possible to further decompose the overall effects of

individual and family characteristics on earnings. (See Figure 1.1) ,

Individual characteristics include a pre-school ability measure, or this

could be used as an intervening variable between family background and

education.

1.36 A particularly interesting extension will be to compare results

when the analysis is applied separately to the samples of formal and

informal sector workers. This will give some useful comparative insights

if particular levels and types of education or training have different

impacts on earnings in the two sectors.

c) Direct Estimates of the Effects of Education and Training

1.37 As described briefly above, one alternative approach to measuring

the effect of education's productivity is via the use of production

function analysis. In terms of the earlier classification, the analysis

can be applied to the activities of one self-employed worker (type ii) or

multiple workers engaged in a common activity (type iii). Two variants of

the approach can be explored. The first treats labor in different

education or skill categories as separate factors of production i.e.,

Q = f(K, Ll, L2 --- Ln)

where L1 is labor input of the 1th type, while the second argues that the

education of the head of household is what matters and affects the

enterprise by improving the technical efficiency of the establishment i.e.,

Q = A (E) f (K, L)

where A is a technical efficiency parameter, E is a set of education and
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Figure 1.1. A path model of the effect
of education on earnings
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training dummies as before and L is total undifferentiated labor input. If

a Cobb-Douglas production function is used the functions can be estimated

in logarithmic form by ordinary least squares and if more complex

functions such as a CES are used then non-linear techniques can be applied.

1.38 The effect of education on allocative efficiency has been

investigated in recent studies of farm behavior by employing a profit

function derived from a Cobb-Douglas framework. The latter expresses

profit (revenue less variable costs) as a function of a parameter

reflecting both technical and allocative efficiency levels, fixed factor

quantities and variable input prices. This is an excellent framework in

which to explore the effects of farmer education given that land can

plausibly be treated as a fixed factor and other factor prices will often

vary between regions. In the urban informal sector context, however, the

framework does not appear very promising given that it is not obvious that

household enterprises employ fixed factors except perhaps for the workshop

size in manufacturing activities. Also, given that the surveys will be

carried out in only one city, we are unlikely to observe much variation in

input prices.

1.39 One possible alternative is to examine whether there is any

ralationship between the educational qualifications of the household

members and the unit costs of the enterprise. The latter can be calculated

by using the estimated earnings functions (for informal sector wages only)

to impute the wage costs of household workers and then adding capital,

inventory and intermediate input costs. Capital and inventory holding

costs can be calculated using the method discussed earlier. This only

permits us, however, to examine a modified version of the allocative
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efficiency concept as success in attempted cost minimization is being

investigated rather than success in profit miximization.

2) Labor Market Behaviour

1.40 The second major research question focusses on the effect which

education and training has on decisions with respect to participation and

behaviour in the labor market. This deals, then, with some of the complex

issues of labor supply and allocation. There are two stages of decision-

making on which to concentrate. The first relates to decisions regarding

the acquisition of education and the second to the choice of economic

sector in which individuals with different amounts of education hope to

participate and the actions taken to achieve this.

1.41 Household decision models view the household as an economic unit

maximizing a single utility function which incorporates the preferences of

all its members. In these models it is considerations of the household

unit, rather than the individual, which are paramount. As such, they go

beyond the hypothesis that an individual's decision may be affected by

household characteristics. In the context of this research proposal,

decisions relating to an individual, but made by the household, enter at

two stages. The first centers on the amount of schooling demanded for the

family as a whole, or for an individual child; the second relates to the

behaviour of the school leaver in approaching the labor market. The two

are shown schematically in Figure 1.2. Lying behind each 'household

decision' are sets of external economic factors and household

characteristics.

1.42 Factors affecting decision point (i) i.e. the household demand for

schooling, have been discussed by Birdsall and Cochrane (1982). These are,
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the price of schooling Ps, other prices Px, the wages of the husband, wife

and children in employment Wn, Ww, Wc, other household income V, and taste

for education T (proxied by parental education). To these may be added the

wage differential associated with the level of schooling in question and

the number of non-earning children. The household demand for schooling

level s, for an individual child is then:

Dsi = f(Ps, Px, Wn, Ww, Wc, V, T, C )

1.43 Several pieces of descriptive research (referred to in Section D

below) have shown that the first few years of employment are often

associated with shifts by individuals between types of employment status.

In this proposal, therefore, we are also interested in the household and

individual decisionmaking processes whereby school leavers approach the

labor market and make choices between unemployment and job search, part

time employment in the informal sector and job search, full time employment

in the informal sector, and employment in the formal sector. Labor market

strategy adopted by the household for the 'educated' family member again

depends on external economic factors mediated via the particular economic

circumstances of the household. Those hypothesized as influential are the

income of the family which may be used to finance job search while the

individual is only part-time employed, or unemployed, and the sector of

employment of the parents and employed children which may influence

attitudes and contacts. This part of the project will link up to work on

school leaver tracer studies which is already being conducted within the

Education Department.

1.44 A new labor market entrant who aspires to but cannot gain immediate

entry to the formal sector has in principle a choice of two strategies: to
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remain totally unemployed or, in the absence of barriers to entry, to

participate to some degree in the informal sector thereby reducing the

probability of finding a formal sector job in a given period (Fields 1975,

Pinera and Selowsky 1979). If the latter strategy is adopted, a choice of

the number of hours of intended search must be made (search intensity).

The primary purpose of this part of the proposed project will be to:

a) examine whether the informal sector is used as a means of financing

job search,

b) measure search intensity and experience among informal sector

participants and the unemployed,

c) estimate the effect of education on unemployment incidence and

search intensity.

1.45 Obviously much of the research will be based on descriptive

information obtained from the surveys. For example, search activity among

informal sector workers will be directly observed and cross-tabulated with

education and other characteristics. Similarly, unemployment rates will be

estimated among individuals classified by a number of characteristics

including the participating sector of other household members and

education. The more technical part of the analysis will, however, focus on

two interrelated problems: separating out the effects of education,
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training and household characteristics on the incidence and duration of

open unemployment and on the search intensity among those participating in

the informal sector. Clearly, in the absence of any barrier to entry in

the informal sector one can provide an integrated analysis in which open

unemployment is simply a special case in which the individual chooses the

upper limit of search intensity. However, given that such barriers may

exist it is useful to examine the determinants of the two decisions

separately as well as together.

a) The General Case

1.46 A complete analysis of the individual's optimal search path over

time would be rather complicated as this needs to be integrated with the

choice of an optimal consumption path given an initial asset endowment.

For present purposes it is, however, sufficient to assume a static present

value of income maximization model in which the individual only makes

decisions one period at a time. Suppose the ith individual is faced with

an informal sector wage Ti and an institutionally set formal wage Wi and a

probability of a formal sector offer that depends upon the number of hours

searched per day. 6/ The individual will then search more intensively:

the greater the difference between Wi and Ti, the greater the probability

of success for any given number of hours searched, the less the tendency

for diminishing returns to hours searched to occur in terms of the job

finding probability and the easier it is for the individual to finance

search by means other than informal sector participation. The first two

6/ In practice the individual will face a distribution of formal sector
wage offers but we will assume for the moment that this dispersion is
small and can be ignored.
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of these are determined by the arguments of the earnings function, the

third is essentially technological while the last is determined by family

characteristics.

1.47 For each economically active individual not working in the formal

sector we will know the number of hours devoted to search in the previous

week (S). The empirical model is then:

Si = S(Ei, Ii, Fi) (8)

where E, I and F are defined as before.

1.48 There are two issues of particular interest here, both of which go

beyond the individual and can be placed in the context of household

decisionmaking. The first is whether search intensity is positively related

to education and training and, if so, to what extent this is because of

higher returns to search for the more educated arising from a wider

variation of earnings facing them or because of family background variables

which affect the cost of search. The second is whether it matters if the

individual's family are informal or formal sector participants. This can

be investigated by introducing one or more appropriate dummy variables.

These analyses will be conducted with equation (8) applied to all

economically active individuals (including the unemployed) who do not work

in the formal sector.
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1.49 These issues can be described graphically.

C c s+/ I'

Figure 1.3 Education in a job search model

In figure 1.3 the thick and dotted lines denote the marginal cost and

revenue curves of job search for individuals with primary and secondary

schooling respectively. The marginal cost curve is drawn upward sloping to

reflect that the financing cost of job search increases over time while the

downward slope of the marginal revenue curve signifies diminishing returns

to search. For the primary school leaver, the optimum search time is Si-

For the secondary school leaver, both cost and revenue curves are higher

because of the increased opportunity costs of search (foregone earnings)

and the greater variation in earnings levels facing individuals with

greater amounts of education. Whether the equilibrium search time for
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secondary school graduates is longer than for primary school leavers or

shorter, is an empirical question and depends on the slopes and shifts of

the curves. Depending on the way in which search is financed, the

individual or the household will be at the center of analysis.

b) The Incidence and Duration of Unemployment

1.50 This is a special version of the case above in which the individual

is treated as choosing between open unemployment and informal sector

participation at some fixed intensity. The analysis is then similar to

that above except that an unemployment dummy UNEMP for non formal sector

participants is first defined which yields a similar equation:

UNEMP = U(E, I, F) (9)

Also, an effort will be made to define a more continuous employment

variable among those who reported variation in the time budget question.

1.51 The observed number of unemployed depends, in a steady state, upon

the number of individuals entering unemployment per period and their

average completed duration of unemployment. In less developed countries a

disproportionate number of the unemployed are relatively young and

presumably many of them are new labor market entrants. Given that the

inflow among young people is essentially determined by the age distribution

and the out-turn of the educational system, the incidence of unemployment

among young people is largely determined by their completed duration. An

equation similar to those above can therefore be estimated by TOBIT

analysis with completed unemployment duration DURUNEM as the dependent

variable applied to all young people under (say) 30 years of age who have

either never experienced open unemployment or who have completed an

unemployment spell.
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c) Search Intensity

1.52 Finally one can restrict the search intensity analysis only to

those who are currently observed as participants in the informal sector.

This is valid if there are significant barriers to entry to the informal

sector such that some individuals have the possibility of working in it and

others do not.

3. Dependent and Independent Variables

1.53 A summary of the above discussed operational variables to be

measured in this project is as follows:

(a) Dependent Variables

- W hourly wage or labor income as described above

- COG continuous cognitive measure, i.e. performance in tests
to be developed by the local research team. (Also
becoming an independent variable in the recursive model).

- MOD modernity of attitudes measure; likewise to be
developed by the local research team (For examples, see
Annex 2).

- Qij output of the jth activity in the ith household
(Self-employed and household enterprises only).

- Cij total production costs of jth activity in the ith
household (Self-employed and household enterprises
only).

- S time (hours) per week devoted to search activities.

-DURUNEM length of completed spell of unemployment.

(b) Independent Variables

1.54 These may be subdivided into four groups: education (formal and

training), individual, background and other.

a) Education

- E a set of 0 - 1 dummy variables indicating either years of
schooling completed or qualifications.

- YS years of schooling; this can be used as an alternative to E
in some equations.
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- STYPE school type, e.g. private or public.

- SQUAL a vector of school quality indicators.

- SCURR type of school curriculum followed, e.g. general

vocational.

- TR a set of 0 - 1 dummy variables indicating different levels
and types of training. In the discussion above these are

subsumed under E.

b) Individual

- SEX a 0 - 1 dummy variable indicating the sex of the individual.

- EXP total working experience.

- EXPEM time spent with present employer.

- AGE age.

- RACE a set of 0 - 1 dummy variables denoting different racial,
ethnic or tribal groups.

- DSEC a set of 0 - 1 dummy variables denoting sector of work e.g.

self-employment or wage employment, different activities
etc. In the discussion above this was abbreviated to d.

- ABIL measure of 'raw' or non-school created ability. (For

example, see Annex 2).

- MIGR a 0 - 1 dummy variable indicating the person is a migrant to

the present residence.

- ORIGIN geographic origin of migrant.

- RES length of residence of migrants in the present city.

c) Background

i) Earnings Functions

- FATHED Education of father in years.

- MOTHED Education of mather in years.

- FATHOCC Father's occupation: a set of 0 - 1 dummy variables.

- MOTHOCC Mother's occupation: a set of 0 - 1 dummy variables.
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- FATHSEC Father's sector of employment.

- MOTHSEC Mother's sector of employment.

ii) Search and Unemployment

FATHED and FATHOCC as above plus the following:

- INC Household income per adult equivalent member.

- FATHINC Father's income (an alternative to INC)

- DEPENDS Number of dependents in household

- HINF 0 - 1 dummy denoting household members in the informal sector

- FSELF Father self-employed (an alternative to HINF).

d) Other (analysis of household enterprises only)

- K value of assets used in activity.

- L labor time of i h type used in activity.

(c) Sampling

1.55 Since the main concern of the research focusses on the effects of

education in labor markets at the competitive end of the continuum, i.e. the

informal sector, this immediately delineates the concentration of the

sample. In addition, concern is more with the recent output of the

school system, say those aged 30 or under. Putting these restrictions

together, the target area of the investigation can be identified as the

intersection of the three circles in Figure 1.4. Of course, a control

group of non-educated engaged in the same sector, will also be included.
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Informal

Sector

Educated

Aged under 30 years

Figure 1.4. The target group for the investigation (shaded area).

1.56 In order to arrive at such an intersection it is necessary to

sample individuals in household units in areas which are a priori known to

contain a large proportion of the target group. (A basic questionnaire is

in Annex 1). Obviously this approach requires some simplifying

assumptions in order to be workable. For example, while average earnings

in the informal sector appear to be universally inferior to those of the

formal sector, it is not entirely justifiable to construct a sample of
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urban poor in the intent of finding a larger concentration of individuals

in the informal sector. Obviously, the "urban poor" and the "informal

sector" are not coterminous; the poor and the better off exist in both

sectors.

1.57 However, concentrating the sample in areas that are relatively

poor, contain relatively more recent migrants, fewer schools and

large-scale production activities, should increase the probability of

capturing the full range of economic activity in this sector. Conversely,

it runs the risk of not adequately capturing the experiences of those who have

found work in the formal sector. For this reason we do not wish to narrow

the criteria too closely in our sample design. Definitions in this

sector are imprecise. And we will attempt to avoid introducing our own

biases in the form of strict definitions in a field that has achieved little

consensus. By choosing a household survey rather than a survey of establishments,

data will inevitably be drawn from a universe larger than the informal sector

itself (but certainly containing it). The essential advantages of this approach

are that it leaves open the possibility of analyzing the data at a more

disaggregated level, it provides for the definition of the informal sector

in empirical terms as wide or narrow as we wish, and it permits us the

economy of utilizing extant sampling frames.

1.58 Although it would be useful to survey the urban areas as whole

of each country, it is unlikely to be practical given the escalation in

costs involved. We therefore propose in our selected country case

(described in the next section) to concentrate on the capital city

Lima,(a sample of 6,000 households.) However, when the research extents

to Indonesia in a later phase, we will be able to include a cross-section

of both rural and urban areas through use of existing household survey
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frameworks, (see Section C below describing research sites).

1.59 The main surveys will be preceded by a short but indepth pilot.

Apart from testing the applicability of the questionnaire this will also be

used to obtain vital local information regarding fixed assets and

intermediate inputs used by the main activities.

C. Country Case Studies

1.60 Five countries have been identified as potential research sites for

this project: Ivory Coast, Upper Volta, Peru, Indonesia and China. The

criteria used for identifying these countries have been a combination of

the following:

a) importance of the country in terms of Bank lending for

education,

b) willingness of the government to support the research project,

c) available previous work on the informal sector as a basis for

rigorous sampling,

d) existing local institutions identified for research

collaboration,

e) preparatory work already done by EDC towards the inclusion

of a particular country.

1.61 Missions have already visited Ivory Coast, Upper Volta, Peru and

China in preparation for this project. Government support has been secured

in each of these countries and local research institutions have been

identified and contacted. Further missions are planned to China and

Indonesia in 1983 to negotiate with the governments and local

institutions. A recent visit by a Chinese delegation to the Bank expressed

a strong interest in participating in this study.. The study was also
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endorsed during Mr. Hultin's visit to Beijing in January 1983.

1.62 Evidently, because of the cost inherent in household surveys and

the fact that this kind of research is attempted for the first time, this

phase of the proposal refers only to one country, Peru. The choice of Peru

among the five candidates is solely due to the fact that the research team

was able to do more preparatory work there relative to the other countries,

aided by Research Committee discretionary funds (RPO 672-98). It is our

hope that as experience and preparation proceeds with the other countries

that have shown interest in the proposal they will be gradually phased in.

It is also hoped, that the proposed research project on the consequences of

educational expansion will also use Peru as a country case so that we may

be able to study the effect of education across the entire urban sector.

In order to put the informal sector issue in perspective, some information

is given below for all the countries which have been considered for this

research project including those that do not make part of the research

proposal in hand.

1. Ivory Coast

1.63 The Ivory Coast is included among the countries to be eventually

investigated for a number of reasons. First of all it has a sizeable and

rapidly growing informal sector within which the labor force is distributed

over a number of activities. Table 1.1 below shows the most recent

estimate of the overall distribution of the labor force.

Table 1.1 Ivory Coast. Employment by Economic Activity
and Type of Sector, 1980

Type of Sector
Economic Activity Modern Traditional Total

Agriculture 71,000 2,000,000 2,071,000

Non Agriculture 357,000 430,000 787,000

Total 428,000 2,430,000 2,858,000

Source: Based on information supplied by the Office National de Formation
Professionnelle.
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We can imply from this that the urban informal sector in the country as a

whole has an importance in terms of employment equal to that of the formal

sector.

1.64 More detailed information is known about the labor force in

Abidjan resulting from ILO survey work in the early 1970s' (Joshi, Lubell

and Mouly, 1974). It was estimated that in 1970, around 47,000

individuals in this city worked in the informal sector out of a total of

153,000 and that this sector's share had risen from 28 percent in 1965 to

31 percent in 1970. Table 1.2 presents the breakdown of informal sector

employment in Abidjan by sector and labor force status.

Table 1.2 Percentage Distribution of Informal Sector Employment
in Abidjan by Sector and Labor Force Status, 1970

Self-Employed

Wage and and Unpaid
Economic Activity Salary Earners Household Workers Total

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing
and Hunting 3.2 3.2 6.4

Manufacturing, Handicrafts,
Power and Construction 14.4 17.6 32.0

Trade and Services 28.7 33.0 61.7

All Sectors 46.3 53.8 100.0

Number (000's) 21.76 25.25 47.0

Source; Joshi, Lubell and Mouly (1974), Table 2.5, page 2-17.

In general the urban informal sector is less dominated by self-employed

petty traders than is the case in most other developing countries.
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industrial activities employ about a third of the informal sector labor

force and almost a half earn wages or salaries. This may be contrasted

with the situation in, say, Jakarta where the great bulk of the informal

sector is self-employed. Although the proportion of self-employed workers

was roughly constant between 1965 and 1970, there appears to have been a

shift away from informal services towards informal manufacturing; the

share of services in informal employment falling from 65.5 percent in 1965

to 61.7 percent in 1970 while the share of manufacturing rose from 27.6

percent to 32.0 percent over the same period. Informal industry in

Abidjan is spread over many activities among which textiles, wood

products, vehicle repair and construction are particularly important.

1.65 There is very little information on differences in wage rates

between the formal and informal sectors although one rough proxy is the

ratio of value added per worker in the two sectors in the same industry.

In 1970 this varied between 0.11 and 0.95 in different manufacturing

industries and was 0.23 for manufacturing, handicrafts and construction as

a whole.

1.66 Like many other developing countries the Ivory Coast has

experienced very high rates of open unemployment in its urban areas. In

1970 it was estimated that out of a total urban labor force of 490,000

some 115,000 were economically active and without work resulting in an

overall unemployment rate of 23.5 percent. For Abidjan alone, the

corresponding rate was 20.0 percent. Such high rates guarantee that a

random household survey will pick up plenty of data on unemployment and

search. They also suggest that the informal sector may not be as

accessible for unemployed workers as much theoretical literature suggests.

(e.g., Fields, 1975),
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1.67 A third reason for selecting the Ivory Coast is that there should

be a reasonable distribution of educational attainment within the informal

sector labor force. Although direct data on this is lacking, one may note

that while the illiteracy rate among persons aged 15 years or older was

58.8 percent for the overall Ivory Coast population in 1980 (UNESCO,

1981), in recent years primary school enrolments have almost achieved

universality.

1.68 Fourthly, there is at the moment a household survey being planned

in the Ivory Coast and the Bank's Development Research Department is

involved in this. Linking with and complementing this work could prove

useful and result in both greater efficiency and economy.

2. Upper Volta

1.69 Very little evidence exists on the economic effects of education

in Upper Volta. During a recent EDC mission, Psacharopoulos calculated

rates of return on the basis of partial sets of earnings data from the

public sector and a series of private sector interviews. Social rates of

return calculated on the basis of 1982 data were between 15 and 20

percent. The nature of the data used for calculating these rates of

return clearly points to the necessity for a coverage of education-

relationships which goes well beyond the formal sector. In 1975,

employment in this sector amounted to only 1.5 percent of the country's

economically active population. The vast majority of, at least primary,

school leavers do not enter the formal sector but are agricultural or

informal sector workers, emigrants or are unemployed. At present nothing
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is known about the economic performance of school graduates in Upper

Volta's agricultural sector and despite an ILO study of the informal

sector there is again no knowledge of the educational dimension. At the

same time that the economic effects of schooling are unknown, there are

plans to significantly expand primary enrollments over the next two

decades.

1.70 Any consideration of the economic effects of education in Upper

Volta require an acknowledgement of the importance of international

migration, particularly to the Ivory Coast. It is estimated that 70,000

persons depart each year and according to the 1975 Census, the level of

education is closely related to the decision to migrate. This resulting

loss of educated people is not, however, regarded as totally negative.

Recorded migrant remittances from abroad in 1981 amounted to nearly

one-half of the country's official exports of goods and services. In

addition it is estimated that perhaps a half of gross migrants return each

year. To the extent those people have learned some skills in the foreign

country, they contribute to the future development of the domestic economy.

1.71 There are, then, a number of good reasons for including Upper

Volta in a study of the effect of education in the informal sector:

(a) the ratio of formal sector employment to the total labor force is

one of the smallest in the world,

(b) there already exists some background work on the informal sector

done by the ILO,

(c) the country is one of the least researched in terms of education

and employment,
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(d) the Bank has committed itself to a major emphasis on education in

future lending,

(e) by linking research on both the Ivory Coast and Upper Volta there

is a chance of capturing the interesting effects of education on

emigration and subsequent economic performance.

3. Peru

1.72 In recent years, the number of formal sector jobs has not kept

pace with population increase in the urban centres of Peru. A result has

been the growth of the informal sector especially in the 'pueblos

jovenes'. Existing literature on this sector in Peru is mostly

descriptive and anthropological (Osterling 1981, Scott MacEwen 1981,

Wendorff 1979), though Webb (1977) made estimates of informal sector

income for the early 1970's. The recent emphasis given to the private

sector in general by the Government has widened the interest and in 1982

the Ministry of Labor, in collaboration with the ILO, launched a household

- small enterprise survey of 1500 units.

1.73 Two types of questionnaires were used, one for the head of the

enterprise and the other for employees. While, unfortunately, there was

no education question in the latter, the educational level of workers can

be found retrospectively by matching these survey results with those of

the general household survey tape. This operation and the creation of a

new merged tape is now underway, financed through the Bank's Research

Committee's proposal-preparation funds. (RPO 672-98. See Annex 0). Two

uses will be made of the merged tape:

a) the information provided will permit the measuring of variances

of the variables we are interested in for inclusion in the major

study and will thus allow a more rigorous sampling,

b) a first documentation of the relationship between education and

income in the informal sector will be provided. Given the total

absence of information on this front, even this small survey will

be useful in getting some feel for the relationships involved.



>
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1.74 An enlarged and more detailed survey of informal sector workers,

using the criteria listed in 1.47 has recently been discussed with the

Ministry of Labor. This involves two stages. First, a household survey

would be conducted in Lima in those neighbourhoods expected to contain a

large proportion of informal sector workers. This would collect

information on age, education, employment history, occupation, sector and

size of enterprise in which the individual works. The information can then

be analyzed and a second, more detailed survey made of selected individuals

and of enterprises in what appear to be the most important subsectors. A

sample frame for the first stage is currently being prepared in Lima.

1.75 Siting part of the research project in Peru will also enable us

to link with and complement a major BID-financed ECIEL research project on

the role of education in rural areas (the countries involved are Peru,

Brazil, Mexico and Paraguay). The specific objective of this study is an

analysis of changes in productivity of small and medium sized farm units,

as a result of changes in educational processes. Because of Bank interest

in the results of this study, EDC is providing a small time input in

monitoring its progress. Methodologically, our interest is in the

contemplated use of path analysis in which the innovative function of

education is treated as an intermediate variable; first, as dependent on

schooling and family characteristics; second, as independent and a

determinant of agricultural production.

1.76 Depending on its actual design and intent, the study will

hopefully increase our knowledge of the role of education in rural
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environments. This will augment the evidence we already have on farming

from Jamison and Lau (1982) and to the extent that rural nonfarming

activities are covered, it will be a useful adjunct to our own work.

1.77 For a research program investigating the relationship between

education and informal sector activity, there are several reasons why Peru

would be a useful site:

a) because of the relatively large size of the sector in the

economy. Although exact estimates do not exist, most put the

proportion of urban informal sector employment in the total labor

force in the range of 30 to 40 percent (Wendorff, 1980, p.3);

b) because of existing previous work on household surveys by the
Ministry of Labor, there exists a good basis for a probabilistic

sampling frame;

c) because it will link to and complement the above mentioned ECIEL

project on the role of education in the rural sector of the

economy,

d) because the Government is very interested in the topic of the

proposed research. The Minister of Labor has expressed his
endorsement in writing and the Ministry of Education is eager to

see the research carried out.

4. Indonesia

1.78 The Central Bureau of Statistics periodically mounts two types

of household sample survey which are of direct relevance to this study.

The SAKERNAS is a national sample survey of labor market conditions and

the labor force in urban and rural areas. The SUSENAS is a national sample

multipurpose household survey of socioeconomic conditions in urban and

rural areas. The most recent survey in 1978 is available on tape in the

Bank. The next SUSENAS survey will be conducted in 1984, which allows

time for the Bank to request the addition of more questions on the
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respondents' educational background and time to plan the cognitive skill

testing of a sub-sample. In addition, in 1976-78 the Ministry of Education

mounted a national sample tracer survey of primary, junior and senior

secondary school leavers based on a sample of urban and rural schools.

1.79 Before the Jakarta Informal Sector Survey was conducted with ILO

support in 1975, there were only very rudimentary estimates of the size and

significance of the informal sector in that city. Sethuraman (1976) used

1971 Census data and a 1968 survey of establishments to estimate that

slightly more than half a million persons, or approximately 40 percent of

Jakarta's 1971 labor force, were engaged in informal sector activities. From

the same data it was estimated that informal sector employment, as a

percentage of total employment, varied considerably by branch of economic

activity.

1.80 While the focus of the Survey was not on the relationship of

education to skills, productivity or Job search it does, nevertheless,

constitute important ground work upon which it will be possible to

profitably build. The sample was of enterprises, not individuals or house-

holds, and covered manufacturing, construction, transport, trade and services.

From the Survey it is possible to make a rough estimate of the size of the

informal sector in Jakarta. This can be done by extrapolating from the

count of 14,028 heads of informal sector enterprises. According to the survey

report (Moir, 1978) this procedure results in an estimate of over 560,000

persons. This is, of course, only heads of enterprises in the five activities

listed above and excludes all other informal sector participants. The

informal sector is thus seen as a major source of employment in Jakarta,
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1.81 With respect to schooling, the Survey showed that 20 percent of

the men and 50 percent of the women had no formal education. The informal

sector participants had received fewer years of schooling than

characterized the Jakarta labor force as a whole. Some had informal

education in the form of learning job-related skills from neighbors,

relatives or friends.

1.82 In addition to the basic assistance which the Jakarta Informal

Sector Survey could provide to the research proposed, there is another

reason for our desire to eventually include Indonesia as a research site.

The 1980 Population Census (for which 5% use tapes are now available)

included for the first time an employment status question which contains

two self-employment categories. These are; (1) self-employment, and (2)

self-employment assisted by family member/temporary help. Because of the

existence of this question in the Census, it will be possible for us to

take advantage of a very sophisticated sampling frame and to focus

directly on individuals who have identified themselves in terms of

self-employment. The director of the Bureau of Analysis and Development

(Central Bureau of Statistics), is aware of this research proposal and has

agreed to participate by making the census tapes and sampling frames

available to us. The Population Council has also agreed to assist us in

the survey design and the training of survey takers. The University of

Indonesia's Faculty of Social Sciences has been contacted and is eager to

supply graduate students as survey workers and to participate in the

project as needed.
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Other central contacts are the Ministry of Manpower (DG for Manpower

Development) and the Ministry of Education and Culture (BP3K). Thus data

availability in Indonesia allows preliminary analyses to begin early. In

addition, the existence of periodic re-surveys allows an opportunity to

enrich the data base by adding specially designed questions required for

the study into an existing national sample framework.

5. China

1.83 China has been added to the list of potential research sites

following the interest shown in joining the project by a Chinese delegation

which visited the Bank in November 1982, led by Professor Yang Xin Heng of

Nankai University. The city of Tianjing has been suggested as the survey

site and the University of Nankai as the collaborating institution. Small

scale, exploratory studies of young self-employed workers in Tianjing were

made in 1981. Extensions of these could provide a very useful comparative

case study for the other research sites in addition to increasing the

knowledge of the precise relationships between education and the recent

growth of youth unemployment (Colletta, 1982) and between education and

work performance useful for Chinese educational policy.

1.84 An education mission to China in January 1983 discussed the

possibilities of the proposed study with the central authorities and

confirmed their interest in participating in the research project.
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D. Relationship to Other Research

1.85 Over the last ten years or so a great deal of theoretical and

empirical attention has been given to aspects of what has come to be

widely termed the informal or unprotected sector in the urban areas of

LDC's. Very little attention, however, has so far been given to the

effect of formal schooling on workers in this sector.

1.86 Development models of the 1950's and early 1960's tended to view

the economies of poor countries as dualistic with a large low-productivity

subsistence agricultural sector and a small but growing high productivity

urban industrial sector (Lewis 1958). As rural-urban migration increased

it gradually became obvious that not all migrants were being employed in

the wage earning 'modern' sector and that large numbers were engaged in

activities generally described as trading and services. However, this

whole sector tended to be generally ignored in the development literature

and in government policy up to the end of the 1960s. Where it was

recognized it was assessed in generally negative terms and assumed to be a

purely temporary phenomenon which would disappear as the modern sector

expanded.

1.87 Perhaps the first scholar to give systematic attention to such

peripheral employment activities was Hart (1971) who coined the term

"informal sector". From fieldwork in Ghana, Hart emphasised what he

regarded as the positive role which this sector plays in providing both

income generating activities and many essential city services. This was

also the view of the highly influential International Labor Office study

of Kenya published in 1972 (ILO, 1972). The report concluded that the
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informal sector was capable of providing more jobs and growing faster than

the formal sector and the recommendations were largely designed to reduce

discrimination against it.

1.88 A large amount of the theoretical and empirical work which has

focussed on the informal sector in the last decade has concentrated at the

enterprise level and on questions of size, composition, relationships with

other sectors and the potential for growth. Other work has attempted to

define the profile and characteristics of informal sector workers.

1.89 Despite these efforts questions of the nature of skill

acquisition and the effects of different training modes on informal sector

workers have only in a few instances been tackled. One of the first

scholars to survey the training background of small scale sector workers

was Callaway in the 1960s in Western Nigeria (Callaway, 1964). What stood

out in his research was the strength and extent of the apprenticeship

system and the small numbers of people with formal schooling participating

in that sector. By 1972, however, even in Northern Nigeria, an area of

very low educational provision, Hinchliffe (1975) reported that 40 percent

of employees/apprentices had had primary schooling.

1.90 Much of the most recent literature on skill acquisition and

educational background of workers has come from studies initiated under

the ILO's World Employment Programme. Some of these can be summarised

quite briefly. The Nihan et. al. (1978a) study in Nouakchott, Mauritania

showed that most training of informal sector workers occurs through

apprenticeship with an entrepreneur in that same sector. They also found

that employers trained within the informal sector ran their businesses at

the same level of competence as those formerly apprenticed in the formal
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sector. However, it is worth pointing out that the most successful group

of entrepreneurs was the 5 percent or so who had attended courses at a

vocational training institution.

1.91 In a related study by Nihan et. al. (1978b) of the informal

sector in Lome, Togo apprenticeships within that sector were again shown

to be the critical source of training. The same can be seen from Fowler's

(1978) study of Freetown and Fapohunda's (1981) of Lagos. Outside of the

ILO studies, King (1977) has also documented for Kenya the primacy of

apprenticeship and on-the-job training in the direct formation of informal

sector skills.

1.92 These studies tend to show low average levels of education for

informal sector workers. However, what is required for a first analysis

of the influence of education is a disaggregation by age group and also by

activity. Electrical and mechanical repairers in their early 20's are

likely to have a very different educational profile than 50 year old

domestics. Arye (1976) shows, for instance, that in Kumasi, Ghana while

only 13 percent of businessmen aged 46-50 years had had a middle school

education, the percentage for the 20-25 years group was 80 percent.

Hallak and Caillods (1981) point out another interesting feature from the

above studies of Mauritania and Togo which is the educational superiority

of employers compared to employees. This implies the possibility that

formal education, while not being a provider of specific skills, in some

way enables a transference to self employment. Why this may be so has not

yet been researched.
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1.93 While the large statistical surveys of the ILO have unearthed

large amounts of data on the characteristics of informal sector workers

there remains a large data gap on productivity and earnings differences

and on the causes of these. Early studies such as Hinchliffe's (1975) of

informal sector workers in Kano, Nigeria showed significant earnings

differences between schooled and unschooled workers but no account was

taken of individual variations other than schooling level. Activity of

employment has been shown to be a major determinant of the effect of

education on earnings in studies of San Salvador (PREALC 1978). The major

attempt, so far, to fit earnings functions to informal sector workers has

been made by Souza and Tokman (PREALC, 1978), again using data from San

Salvador and also Santo Domingo. The conclusion was that while education

'explains' from 37 to 44 percent of the income variance of all workers,

once the effects of employment status and size of establishment are

controlled for, the effect of education is greatly reduced. Hallak and

Caillods (1981) point out, however, that it was not possible in this

analysis to isolate within the informal sector those variables which are

the most important in explaining incomes variations.

1.94 The results of surveys relating education, form of apprenticeship

and capital assets to measures of entrepreneurial success tend to suggest

that while primary schooling may be closely associated with higher

productivity and earnings, the amount of capital assets is even more so.

However, since education and capital accumulation are also highly

correlated there remains a case for supposing that in one way or another,

education plays a role in influencing the effectiveness of entrepreneurial

activity.
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1.95 What the statistical profiles of the informal sector labor force

tend to show about worker skills is that most have been learned through an

apprenticeship system, mainly in the informal sector itself but also in

the formal sector, and few have resulted from specific vocationally

oriented formal education programmes. These findings, however, say

virtually nothing about the effects of basic education. The educational

profile of informal sector recruits is increasing rapidly and that

increase is the result of large amounts of expenditure. It becomes more

and more important therefore to understand the effects of this

expenditure. So far very little research indeed has been directly related

to the issue of the effects of formal schooling on the behavior and output

of informal sector workers.

1.96 Several pieces of research have confirmed that in many cases

workers shift between sectors during their lifetime. While some learn

skills in the formal sector and perhaps raise some capital, both of which

are then put to use within the informal sector, others use part time work

in the informal sector as a means of funding the search for a formal

sector job. The ways in which education influences these types of

behavior have again, however, received relatively little research

attention. That which exists is centered around the notion of job search.

1.97 Job search models were first introduced into the development

literature by Harris and Todaro (1970) and covered just two sectors -

rural and urban. The result was to shift the emphasis in analysing

unemployment away from demand deficiencies towards 'excess' supply

resulting from restrictions to entry. Fields (1975) introduced into the
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basic model what he termed the 'murky' sector and argued that the same

expectational factors operated within the two urban labor markets 
as

between the rural-urban areas. One of his conclusions was that, given

that employers prefer to hire better educated workers, the education of an

additional worker lowers the number of urban jobs available to the

uneducated by one but reduces the uneducated labor force by more than one

as a result of the downward effect on the probability of getting a job,

and thereby reduces unemployment.

1.98 More recently Pinera and Selowsky (1978) have developed a more

complex model of job search concentrating solely on the decision 
whether

to remain unemployed and 'search' for a formal sector job or enter the

informal sector. They argue that in the context of unemployment, wage

differences between the formal and informal sectors and no barriers to

entry to the latter, the wages of informal sector workers are likely to be

different from the true marginal product of an additional educated worker

to the labor force. Finally, Fallon's (1983) work on unemployment and

search in Delhi suggests strong relationships between unemployment and

household characteristics, and search and educational level.

1.99 The refinement of these tentative hypotheses and their further

testing is another area in which a major study of education's role in the

informal sector is required.
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Household Information *

A. Site Identification Code B. Survey Information

(1)(2) (3) ()(2)

A. 1. Province 6/ / /

A. 2. Strata 8/ / / B. 1. Name of Survey
Taker

A. 3. Region 10/ / / B.2. Date of Survey

A. 4. Municipality 12/ / /
B .3. Signature of Survey

A. 5. Village 14// Taker

A. 6. Cluster Number

B.4. Name of Supervisor
C.,

A. 7. Building Number

B.5. Date of Supervision
A. 8. Household Number 15/ / / /

A. 9. Number of Household Members 18/ / / B.6. Date of Inspection
(coding)

A. 10. Number of Household Members B.7. Signature of Supervisor
over 10

A. 11. Location or address:

* This is a skeleton household questionnaire to be adapted to the research design of this project
and the particular country circumstances in which it will be administered.

0



ANNEX 1

C. Data on Household Members 
Page f 7

C C C Persons Age 10 and Older

Names of Enter Enter re- SEX AGE 8 If Code 0 is not in Column 8 C1 4
the house- serial lationship 1 male in
hold mem- number to head of 2 femalE Years IQuality s this If Code 2 is in Col.ll How well Cols.
bers who of household co- can this
normally household Head 1igcr-pro ____ o
nrmsid membeseh d Spos 2 pleted now How many Reason for person each

r attending years has leaving read
in this who are Child/step 3 N ne _ school? it been (local person
household age 10 Son/daughter None 0/Had sufficient 1 language)

or older in law 4 1 = since he/ No funds 2 (showin Gld rainchldw 4? 1-yes she left Todifcl 3in Grandchild 5 3 2=no school? Too difficult 3 card and
column 3 Parent 6 4 Too far away/ ask R's

Parent-in- 5not available 4 to read)
law 7 6 Other 5

other rel- 7 c
ative 8 8 4
Boarder/ Univ. 9 0 )Ca
friend 9 a cZQcC

Servant 0 1n 0o>

I Code

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (1_) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15)

7/// // /// /7 //7 22-35

I / L l_ /7 36-49

7/ "/'7/ 50-63
/ / // // // // / /7 64-77

//// // /// / / 22-35

/ /7 36-49

50-63

// /7 /// // /// /7 64-77

/7/17 / /// / 7 // /~7 /7 22-35
// 36-49

50-63

/7// // / //// / 7 /// // // 64-77
/1/ // /// /-? 7 T7 / -T_ /7 /7 22-35

/ /-7 /// / 7/7 /// /7 /7' 36-49

F _7 /1-7 7T-T FT FT F-T r7 -7 50-63



D. Sources of Household Income Codes

Wage 1
What are the sources of income of this household? Account 2

(Place checkmarks in the appropriate boxes.) Both 3

Sources of Income Wage Earner Own Account Wage and
own account

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

D. 1. Agriculture / 22

D. 2. Industry/handicraft / //23 /

D. 3. Sales 24/

D. 4. Transportation / 25 /

1. 5. Services -7 /7 /7 26/7

D. 6. Other wo.rk /~ 27 /

D. 7. Government /7 /I /I 28 /1

D. 8. Private pension & transfer /7 /_ /_ 29

9. Of the sources of income listed in column 1, which is the
main source of income? Go to

10. Of the sources of income listed in column 1, in the case of
an own account (self employed) worker, which source represents
his main source of income?

0



D.11 Production and Asset Accounts - Own Account Only

[These will vary considerably from activity to activity and from country to country. The following is therefore

only intended as a speciman outlinel

For each activity

Production Account: Activity----- Assets

(where
Value Quantity relevant) Quantity Age Value

Sales To be
separately

plus listed

Own Consumption

less

Inventory of
unsold output
at beginning
of period

plus

Inventory of
unsold output at
end of period

- Gross output

less

Intermediate inputs
(to be prelisted in
each case)

Value added

less

Gross wages paid M M

less 0

Depreciation
(to be imputed)

- Operating surplus



F. Identification of Household Member

Fl. Name of household member:................................ 1 / /3/
F2. Serial number of household member.................... 22 / / /
"3. Marital Status: Single - 1

Married - 2 H. Attending School/Taking

Widowed or divorced -3 ............... 24 // care of the house.

G. Activities During the Past Week

H1 . Have you looked for
Can you tell me what you have been doing for the past work during the past

week, beginning yesterday.... (name of day), then the 3 months?
day before yesterday...., 3 days ago, and so on.

Yes// No// 33/
G Type of Em- Employ- Look- G Attend- G Tkgther

ctivity ployed ed but did ing for ing school care of the (retired H 2 . Why aren't you look-
G (at least 1 not go to work home disabled ing for work?

Day hour a day) work etc.) 1. Taking care of the
house /7

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 2. Attending school/ /
- - - - - 3. Health reason / / 34 /

Yesterday,.I..hour ___s)_

y.hour(s) / / / // __/ 4. Not prepared to go
Day before _......hour /7 - /7 -- to work (retired,-
yesterday.... / 1/ // // // // too old, etc.) /

3 days ago .... // /.. /T/--
4 days ago.... /... / / I/ H

5 days ago.... /... / / H3 . If a suitable job was
6 days ago. . .. /.././//available, would you
7 days ago.... //... // accept it?

(name of day) Yes/7 No// 35/

Total
hour (s)

Card Column 25-27 28 29 30 31 32

I J(Block H to be asked only if there are
no entries in columns 2, 3 and 4).

0
-h



J.B. Employment History J.C. Training

J.B.l. At what age did you start working? J.C.l. Have you ever received formal training

If 13.1 or 13.4 are ticked then to or undertaken an apprentiship?

JB3 If Yes then give details

J.B.2. Have you ever been employed by

anyone outside your household? From To Description
If Yes then give details of past
employment history

Employer Industry Occupation Dates Monthly Permanent J.D. Unemployment History
From To Wage or

Temporary J.D.l. Have you ever been unemployed?

If Yes then give details:

Spell From To Method of Finance

1

2

3

4

J.E. Migration History

J.E.l. Have you always lived in
(present town)?
If No then please give detailsl

From Date Rural/Urban

0



I. Employed Card Column J. Looking for Work Card ColumnI 1. Where do you work and what kind of work is JA 1. How long have you been looking for work?your employer engaged in?/months 
64///At ..................... Tyne of work ....... 36. . . . . . . .mo t s4

JA 2. Are you looking for full-time or part-time1 2. What position do you hold or what type of job?
work do you do?........................... 38 / /T/ 1. Full-time / 2. Part-time /_ 66 I

. ob status: JA 3. From what source have you usually re-1. Worker or government employee / ceived income for your daily needs2. Businessman without employees I / 41 / / during this period?
3. Employed by relative without payT 1. Work 3. Family or friends
4. Social worker /

2. Sometimes work 4. Other 67 /_~I 4. How many hours did you work at this
job during the past week?.....hours. 42 /T/ A 4. Have you ever worked before?

1 5. Is the job you held during the past Yes/f No// 68 /
week the same job you held during
the last 3 months?

Yes /7 No / 44 /7 Other Income and Expenditures During
-sN - the Past Month

I 6. What was your net income from this Income Expenditurs
job during the past month? (Do not Type Amount -Rp Type Amount 1p
include income from agriculture (1) (2) (3) (4)
listed in block E, column 8.) 1. Pension l.Remittances
- In cash Rp ........... ( etir n .ent

-In goods Rp. . 45/ //// (Retired) sn- InTo ds Rp .... dr ) 2 .Remittances 2.From deposits-Total Rp ( hundredsreceived or savings
I 7. Do you have any jobs in addition to 3.Withdrawal 3.Other (loans

this job? from de- payments,
Yes _7 No / _(Proceed to 50/_/ posits or lotteries,

- line 1 10) savings investments,
I 8. How many hours did you work last week 4.Other, other-funds)

on all other jobs? ... ......hours 51 / (borrowing
I 9. What was you net income from all other money, etc.)

jobs during the past month? (Do not include
income from agriculture listed in block 69/////
E, column 8.) Total ........... Total ..........
- In cash Rp ........... 74/
-In goods Rp ....--.--.. 53/
- Total Rp........... (hundreds)

I 10. How much income did you receive during the past month 58/f//
from land and house rentals and interest payments?

1 11. If you have the time available would you be willing 63 /
to accept additional work? Yes / No 14

I f 0



ANNEX 2
EXAMPLES OF ABILITY AND MODERNITY INSTRUMENTS

Page 1 of 7

A. General Ability - Raven's Progressive Matrices Rationale

The geneology of the Raven's Progressive Matrices (or RPM) can

be traced back to the investigations of Spearman into the nature of

intelligence. It was his view that an undifferentiated concept of

intelligence was less than adequate in describing cognitive abilities.

Starting with the Standard RPM series, designed to sample the general

range of ability, we will be able to provide a means to assess an adult's

present ability to perceive and think clearly, irrespective of past

experiences or present ability for verbal communication. The scales

can be described as "tests of observation and clear thinking" and have

been widely used cross-nationally with high levels of reliability.
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ANNEX 2
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B. Overall Modernity - the Short Form Rationale

Each of these items correlates well with the larger Overall Modernity scales in

each of the six countries in the Inkeles (Harvard) study, at a highly

significant level. Moreover, each of the questions was strongly

correlated with the independent variables of education, urban experience

and occupation. These items have been extensively incorporated in

cross-cultural research. Since it is more or less inevitable that one

or another question from a cross-national set may not serve well in a

particular country, we have identified alternative questions for each

of the above. Indeed we may ask the suggested alternate question as well,

thus providing a pool of items which are theoretical equivalents, from

which we may select those that are best understood and most discriminating

in this particular study.
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Purely Attitudinal Itenisa

j. Have you ever (thought over so much) gotten so highly concerned
(involved) regarding some public issue (such as .) that you
really wanted to do something about it?

Frequently / Few times / Never
2. If schooling is freely available (if there were no kinds of obstacles)

how much schooling (reading and writing) do you think children
(the son) of people like yourself should have?

3. Two 12-year-old boys took time out from their work in the corn
(rice) fields. They were trying to figure out a way to grow the
same amount of corn (rice) with fewer hours of work.

The father of one boy said: "That is a good thing to think about.
Tell me your thoughts about how we should change our ways of
growing corn (rice)."
The father of the other boy said: "The way to grow corn (rice)
is the way we have always done it. Talk about change will waste
time but not help."

Which father said the wiser words?

4. What should most qualify a man to hold high office?
Coming from (right, distinguished, or high) family background
Devotion to the old and (revered) time-honored ways
Being the most popular among the people
High education and special knowledge

5. Which is most important for the future of (this country)?
The hard Awork of the people
Good planning on the part of the government
God's help
Good luck

6. Learned men (scholars, scientists) in the universities are studying
such things as what determines whether a baby is a boy or girl and
how it is that a seed turns into a plant. Do you think that these in-
vestigations (studies) are:

All very good (beneficial) / All somewhat good (beneficial)
All somewhat harmful / All very harmful
Some people say that it is necessary for a man and his wife to
limit the number of children to be born so they can take better
care of those they do have (already have).
Others say that it is wrong for a man and wife purposely (volun-
tarily) to limit the number of children to be born.

Which of these opinions do you agree with more?
7. Which one of these (following) kinds of news interests you most?

World events (happenings in other countries)
The nation
Your home town (or village)
Sports
Religious (or tribal, cultural) events (ceremonies) or festivals

8. If you were to meet a person who lives in another country a long
way off (thousands of kilometers / miles away), could you under-
stand his %say of thinking?

Yes / No
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9. Do you think a man can be truly good without having any religion
at all?

Yes / No

Behavior-Infortnation Items

10. Do you belong to any organization (associations, clubs), uch as,
for example, social clubs, unions, church org2nizations, political
groups, or other groups? ff "Yes," what are the names of all the
organizations you belong to? (Scored for number of organizations.)

11. Would you tell me what are the biggest problems you see facing
(your country)? (Scored for number of problems or w~ords in
answer.)

12. Where is (in what country is the city of) Washington / Moscow?
(Scored correct or incorrect.)

13. How often do you (usually) get news and information from news-
papers?

Everyday / Few times a week
Occasionally (rarely) / Never
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ABSTRACT

0.01 This research proposal addresses an issue of major importance for

Bank operations that has not so far been analyzed in the existing

literature: What is the economic performance of those graduates of the

school system who are engaged in the so-called "informal sector" of the

economy of developing countries?

0.02 The existing empirical evidence on the economic role of education

has been based almost exclusively on samples of government and large firm

employees. This treatment would be valid if wages for similar kinds of

labor were equalized across sectors and activities by means of perfect

mobility. In such a case it would be immaterial which sector is sampled in

order to assess the economic effect of education. But several studies (the

most recent being Byerlee, Eicher, Liedholm and Spencer, 1983, for Sierra

Leone) and casual observation of developing country labor markets suggests

that such equalization does not take place. Minimum wage and other labor

legislation, unionization and other institutional factors characterize

particular labor markets. Due to these restrictions to entry, wages are

above those levels needed to clear such markets and there is an excess

supply of labor to them.

0.03 In most developing countries, however, the majority of urban labor

ends up working in labor markets where legislation and institutional

factors are less binding and hence where restrictions to entry are less.

This section of the labor force usually includes wage labor working in

small, non-unionized and non-registered enterprises, self-employed labor

and those in family businesses. In these activities earnings perform more
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of a clearing role and therefore reflect better the relative scarcity or

abundance of different types of labor and hence their contribution to the

economy.

0.04 A previous Research Committee project on "Farmer Education and Farm

Efficiency" has significantly contributed to our knowledge on the effect of

education on rural productivity. A more recent Research Committee project

on the "Labor Market Consequences of Educational Expansion" is generating

results on the effect of education in the large firm sector of the

economy. The proposed project aims at filling the knowledge gap on the

economic performance of the educated who are "employed" in the non-farm,

non-modern sector in developing countries.

0.05 This gray area of economic activities, often referred to as the

"informal sector", accounts for more than one half of total urban

employment in many poor countries. The proportion of new flows of

graduates who will seek first entry into these activities is even higher.

Consequently, any educational policy which disregards conditions in this

sector of the economy will miss an important empirical dimension of the

problem.

0.06 Much of the literature debate surrounding developing country labor

markets refers to "sectors" - rural farm, rural non-farm, urban formal,

urban informal. The terms "informal" and "formal" are also used in this

proposal as a shorthand for delineating those activities in which earnings

have and do not have a market clearing function, respectively. These

should not, however, be regarded as strict compartments for two reasons.

Firstly, in urban areas the labor market conditions relating to different

activities can be placed on a continuum ranging from those in which

earnings are solely a result of competitive forces to those in which
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institutional factors are clearly dominant. Secondly, many individuals may

work in more than one sector at any one time and even more important, may

move between sectors (and unemployment) over time. While concentrating

attention on those currently working at the competitive end of the

continuum i.e., in informal sector activities, the project will inevitably

also consider other parts of the continuum and the ways in which

individuals move between them.

0.07 The proposal addresses one central research question, the answer to

which would enhance existing knowledge on the socio-economic role of

schooling in developing country settings: Do the more educated engaged in

informal sector activities, other things being equal, "perform" or behave

differently from the less educated? The performance test goes beyond the

traditional earnings differential and extends to small enterprise

efficiency and job search behaviour.

0.08 The research design is primarily based on household data so that in

addition to informal sector workers a number of participants engaged in

less competitive activities can also be included. This is important in

view of addressing labor supply questions, especially during the job search

process. To complement the household data, small enterprise surveys in

activities which have been shown to contain many of the self-employed will

also be made.

0.09 Preparatory work has identified five potential research sites for

this project: Upper Volta, Ivory Coast, Peru, Indonesia and China. The

criteria used were a combination of the existence of a large informal

sector in the particular country and previous work on it as to allow cost

effective sampling; the importance of the country for Bank operations

regarding human resource development; the willingness of the Government to
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support the research project; and the existence of local institutions for

research collaboration. For timing and budgetary reasons, the present

phase of the research refers only to Peru. Preparatory work on the Ivory

Coast, Upper Volta, China and Indonesia continues so as to possibly include

them at a later stage as a follow up to the proposal in hand.



I. MAIN ISSUES AND ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Introduction

1.01 There are always potential dangers in establishing exclusive

categories for purposes of classification. In labor market studies of

developing countries, the terms "formal" and "infoirmal" sector have

emerged. The definition of these terms and their usefulness have been

debated for a decade. Quite clearly, on any of the conventional

definitions the activity of a small family business is very different to

that of large scale manufacturing. At the same time, many activities fall

between these two extremes and are spread out along a continuum. As a

first stage in conceptualizing the issues in this research proposal,

however, some form of categorization is useful since the focus is on

particular types of activity and their associated labor market. The

distinction used in this proposal to categorize workers into formal and

informal sectors is the extent to which there is a tendency in the activity

in which they work for the wage (or earnings) to perform a clearing role in

the labor market. (See Harberger, 1971).

1.02 Much of the information used to assess proposed education

investment projects in developing countries has been drawn from statistical

data on formal sector wage employment. Although it is true that the highly

qualified will most likely eventually find modern, formal or public sector

jobs, it has become clear in recent years that a significant proportion of

all individuals who have received some schooling can expect to spend at

least part of their working lives outside such "organized" sectors. In

rural areas this means working in either farm employment or off-farm

employment (Leiserson and Anderson, 1980). Much valuable research has been
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undertaken by the Bank and other institutions and individual researchers

on the complex relationship in rural settings between education and

agricultural productivity (e.g., Lockheed, Jamison and Lau 1980, Jamison

and Lau 1982). And, of course, work is continuing on the effect of

education among those employed by formal sector establishments (e.g.,

Knight and Sabot 1981). However, there is a notable dearth of research on

education and employment in both the informal off-farm sector and the urban

informal sector.

1.03 Interest in this topic within the Bank, therefore, derives from a

lack of assurance on the economic performance of graduates of the school

system across the whole labor market. Manpower surveys and the resulting

forecasts of skill needs in developing countries have been based largely on

data representative of the urban formal sector. I/ Similarly, cost-benefit

studies have typically used data referring only to those workers employed

for wages and salaries in the formal private sector and in the public

sector. 2/ However, in the case of most developing countries this

population is a small fraction of the country's labor-force.In the cities

alone, over one half of workers are commonly employed in the informal

sector, yet little is known about the effect which schooling has on their

performance. While much has been written about the effects of schooling on

occupational attainment, earnings potential, job productivity and other

issues, the focus has been on the formal sector. Bowman (1980, p.13) has

described this situation very clearly:

1/ For example, see Government of Malaysia, (1973).

2/ See Psacharopoulos (1973), Appendix B for the earnings sources of 28
cost benefit studies in developing countries.
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"In reading the results of ... rate-of-return investigations of
education ... it is important that we ... remind ourselves of the
systematic bias ... against the inclusion of returns to education
in nonwage activities. Most of the rate of return studies are
based on data of wage and salaried persons only. No one knows how
much of a.contribution to growth may derive from a better educated
population of independent entrepreneurs."

1.04 Clearly, as the informal sector grows and becomes the sector in

which very many school leavers will seek their first employment, it becomes

increasingly important to analyze the economic effects of schooling in this

sector if investment decisions in education are to be linked to an accurate

assessment of economic returns.

B. Goals and Objectives

1.05 The central objective of this research proposal is to assess the

effects of education on those individuals working in the informal sector.

Analysis of- this sector, however, is made in the context of the total urban

labor market. At any one time, an individual may be unemployed, combining

household domestic and economically productive work, employed part. time in

the informal sector while looking for a formal sector job, working full

time in the informal sector and regarding this as either a temporary or

permanent situation, or working full time in the formal sector. Within the

informal sector itself, members may be apprentices, wage employees, self

employed or non-wage workers in a household enterprise. Over time, an

individual can be expected to move between several of these states,

especially during the early years of his labor force participation.

i.06 As a result of this complexity, the proposal is divided into two

parts. First, it concentrates on analysing the effects of education on the

economic performance of those individuals who at one point in time are

engaged in the informal sector as wage earners, household workers or self

employed. The underlying approach of this part of the proposal is human
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capital theory. Second, while still concentrating on those working in the

informal sector, the proposal aims to analyse the factors involved in an

individual's (or household's) choice of labor market strategy in the

context of the options described above. This part of the research will be

based on models of job search and household decision making.

C. Research Focus

1.07 Prior to a presentation of the methods to be used to approach the

research goals, some discussion of the data types and the units of analysis

is required.

1.08 The person not engaged in the formal sector but seeking

economically productive employment can be assumed to allocate his (her)

time across different activities i.e., self-employment, wage employment or

job search (including open unemployment) such that the expected returns

from the last hour in each are equated. If, alternatively, instead of

focussing on decisions made by the individual, attention is placed on the

household, the issue is again one of optimal time allocation but in this

case it is the expected returns to the household which are equated.

1.09 If, for simplicity, it is assumed. that the individual (household)

has no innate preferences or tastes in favor of or against any of these

activities then the expected marginal value of an additional hour of

self-employment, the net hourly wage of employees and the expected marginal

value arising from an additional hour of search will all be equal.
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1.10 In practice, there may be systematic differences in these values

for a given individual or between apparently identical individuals for

several reasons including different non-monetary or psychic costs and

benefits associated with each activity (e.g., working conditions),

restrictions set by household domestic work, barriers to entry, lack of

information and errors in decision making. Across individuals with

different characteristics the list must be lengthened. Not only will less

productive workers have lower earnings but so also will those who suffer

the effects of discrimination. Careful standardization is thus required

before one can seriously attempt to isolate the effects of education on

earnings. Similarly, the impact of education on expected returns to job

search and hence on search behaviour must be carefully separated from the

influence of other variables.

1.11 Some of the difficulties mentioned above could be avoided if it

were possible to directly observe the effect of the educational or training

levels of workers on the performance of the enterprises (including one-

person businesses) in which they are employed. One, at first sight,

appealing approach is to directly estimate a production function of the

form:

Q = f(K, N, H) (1)

where Q is output, K is physical capital input, N is input of uneducated

labor and H is a suitable measure of the service flow from educated labor.

In agricultural studies, the Cobb-Douglas function has usually been favored
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(Lockheed, Jamison and Lau, 1980), although alternatives have also been

proposed. 4/ The central aim of such an approach is to isolate the effect

of H on Q. In some studies this has been interpreted as the difference in

productivity between educated and less educated labor while others have

seen it as the effect of education in pushing the enterprise closer to its

technological frontier. Important extensions of this latter approach have

examined the impact of education on the proximity that farmers achieve to

their profit maximization positions (allocative efficiency) by the use of a

profit function derived from a Cobb-Douglas production function (Jamison

and Lau 1982).

1.12 There are, however, a number of good reasons why it would be very

unwise to use production function studies as the primary approach to

analyze education-productivity relationships in the urban informal sector.

Firstly, the bulk of informal activities are concentrated in services and

trading within which it is notoriously difficult to define a real output

measure and to specify a production function in the normal sense.

Secondly, the wide spread of secondary i.e. industrial activities in the

informal sector means that any general survey will pick up only a very

limited number of observations in most activities. If sufficient

observations were obtained in a small number of activities then the

results, although interesting in themselves, could well be atypical of the

informal sector as a whole. These comments do not rule out the use of

production functions altogether and, where there appear to be

4/ In aggregate production function studies, alternatives such as the

single and two level CES functions have also been used.
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concentrations of particular activities, such studies may be a useful

adjunct to other data sources.

1.13 The central focus of the research proposal is, therefore, directed

towards measuring the effect of education and training and testing a number

of related hypotheses with the aid of data taken from observations on

individuals within households.

1.14 While the survey of households will concentrate on picking up

information on informal sector workers, it will also cover some working in

the formal sector and is likely to include some unemployed persons. It

will also pick up information on women who combine household domestic work

with part time employment. In this case, part time employment in the

informal sector may not be combined with job search but is a direct

response to the restrictions set by domestic responsibilities. All this

comparative information should prove extremely valuable for two reasons.

Firstly, information across the urban labor market will give a view of the

market as a whole and will therefore provide a base for analyzing

determinants of labor supply to different sectors. Secondly, as explained

below, there are certain hypotheses regarding behaviour in different parts

of the labor market that are particularly interesting.

1.15 The problems of obtaining reasonably accurate income information at

the household level cannot, however, be disregarded and it may also be

necessary to construct some expenditure data as a check. In addition, any

factors which lead to substantial seasonal variation in earnings will need

to be very carefully allowed for.



D. Research Questions and Methodology

1) The Effect of Education and Training on Observed Earnings and

Productivity

1.16 One way of isolating the effects of education on the productivity

of those engaged in the informal sector is to follow Schultz's (1975)

distinction between (a) worker or production efficiency i.e. how well a

task is performed and (b) entrepreneurial or allocative efficiency i.e.

decisionmaking ability.

1.17 Prior to that discussion, however, it is useful to make a somewhat

crude division of informal sector activities, which are very heterogeneous,

into various categories. As a start, five categories can be identified

together with the respective skill levels associated with them.

a) Craft activities: unchanging technology, manual-artistic skills

unrelated to formal schooling, e.g. carving, basket work.

b) Simple consumer goods: low skill, repetitive process,

identical product, e.g. paraffin lamps from tin cans.

c) Services: managerial skills from the very simple to the

complex, e.g. hawking, food stalls, money lending.

d) More sophisticated consumer goods: manual, trade skills, e.g.

carpentry, welding.

e) Workshop production: high level of manual skill e.g. machining

intermediate and simple capital goods.

1.18 Each of these categories of activities requires different levels of

skills and abilities for both the wage earner/apprentice and the self

employed/employer. Each also faces different demand conditions and

possibilities of market expansion. For (a), (b) and much of (c),

possibilities of dynamic growth involving increases in labor productivity

are slight and additional numbers of those participating often simply lead
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to smaller market shares. It is those enterprises in categories (d) and

(e) which are likely to be more capable of finding or creating new markets,

competing directly with formal sector enterprises or increasing their

involvement with the formal sector through sub-contracting the production

of intermediate products.

1.19 Returning to Schultz's distinction between productive and

allocative efficiency, education may affect informal sector participants'

earnings by:

i) Increasing labour productivity - productive efficiency.

iia) Positively influencing the capacity to obtain
credit or generate savings leading to capital allocative
accumulation. 

efficiency

iib) Increasing enterpreneurial efficiency.

Each of these is discussed below.

1.20 (i) Education may raise the labor productivity of all types of

informal sector workers through at least three ways:

a) The direct teaching of a skill which can be used to more

effectively perform a particular task. The opportunity to use

such a skill is likely to be greater in those activities which

are open ended and not highly structured i.e. activites a, b

and c.

b) The ability learned in school to problem solve, be adaptable,

think in terms of alternatives and so on, in relation to the

perfo.rmance of a task. This ability is applicable to

employees/apprentices as well as the self employed since the

essence of many informal tasks is adaptation, particularly in

activities a, b and c.

c) The faster learning of skills as a result of the discipline and

experience of schooling
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1.21 (iia) The ability to raise credit or accumulate savings is a key

factor in increasing productivity in informal sector activities, creating

new markets and competing more effectively with the formal sector. Credit

may be raised from relatives and friends, informal sector money lenders,

government agencies, co-operatives, savings and loans societies, commercial

banks and so on. Savings may be accumulated from periods spent working in

the formal sector. It may be expected that for institutional loans, there

will be a greater willingness on the part of the institutions to lend to

people with more education, other things being equal. Similarly, there

would appear to be a greater likelihood that periods of formal sector

employment are achieved by the more schooled with a consequent increased

probability that they are able to accumulate savings which can then be used

to finance informal sector activities. Both of these suppositions can be

investigated by the surveys.

1.22 (iib) The use which is then made of capital and other inputs is an

important aspect of enterpreneurial efficiency - or, in Schultz's

terminology, allocative efficiency. The advantages stemming directly from

literacy for enterpeneurial activity are obvious - book keeping, ordering,

etc. More important, however, are the advantages it may allow in being

able to keep up with changes in the economic environment. Important

aspects of enterpreneurial efficiency include the ability to re-allocate

factors as a result of changes in economic circumstances and an increased

knowledge of relative prices, perception of the potential range of

technology and potential markets.

1.23 These ways in which education may, potentially, affect the

productivity of those working in the informal sector will be investigated
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by a number of approaches. At this stage of project conceptualization, the

approaches center around standard earnings functions, the more complex use

of path analysis and a disaggregation of education effects, and production

functions. These are each discussed in detail below,

a) Earnings Functions

1.24 The survey will yield information on the incomes derived from three

types of activity:

(i) employment by an enterprise outside the household

(ii) self-employment (working alone)

(iii) employment in household enterprises.

In many cases the incomes reported for (iii) will not be

apportionable among household members as a reward to their labor since

total value added will partly reflect returns to non-human assets, and the

share-out among household members (if observable) may reflect kinship

loyalties as much as their respective productivities. For (ii), reported

income will also sometimes contain a significant capital component. Only

for (i) can all income be attributed to labor services.

1.25 We- will assume that an hour's labor earnings can be written as a

function of the individual's education and training (E), other individual

characteristics such as sex, experience, and race/ethnicity (I) and

relevant family characteristics such as father's education and

socio-economic background (F). The family background variables are

included as proxies for pre-schooling ability and a vector of learning

influences at home such as parental encouragement, and the presence of

printed materials and communications media. Thus we can write for the ith

individual,

Wi = W(Ei, Ii, Fi)
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1.26 The simplest analysis is to estimate this equation in a

conventional log-linear form across hourly wage income earners (type i).

If Ej is specified as a set of suitably defined education and training

dummies then the corresponding coefficients reflect the proportionate

differences in the hourly wage between the education and/or training groups

in question and the base group after controlling for other independent

determinants of wages. This will therefore provide estimates of the wage

differences associated with different levels and types of education and

training.

1.27 Many informal sector participants will earn their main source of

income not through wage employment but through self employment in

situations in which they are the only workers (type ii). Two approaches

can be adopted here. The first, and simplest, is to restrict the analysis

solely to individuals engaged in activites within which capital assets

other than inventories are non-existent or insignificant.

1.28 The second, and more difficult, approach is to disentangle labor

income in those activities in which physical capital is a relevant

input. 5/ This can be done, in principle, by subtracting imputed capital

costs from value added. Imputed capital costs are calculated by

multiplying the replacement value of assets by an appropriate borrowing or

lending rate and adding depreciation per period. The marginal product

associated with an additional hour of work is then estimated by dividing

labor income by hours worked. Given the number and strength of the

5/ While Mazumdar (1981), Souza and Tokman (1978) and Chiswick (1977) have
applied earnings functions to the self employed, in no case has
a detailed adjustment for capital been made.
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assumptions involved, this approach is clearly susceptible to error from

various sources and possible biases. However, an earnings function can be

fitted to the data obtained for all self employed individuals with this

method and the results compared with those for the restricted sample of

self employed discussed above.

1.29 Another issue to be focussed on is whether individuals of given

characteristics have similar earnings in different activities. If they do

then it is appropriate to estimate the returns to education in a

straightforward way on the basis of average differences in earnings by

educational level. If, however, there are certain barriers to employment

such that earnings are not equalized for similar individuals then the

returns to education depend upon the probabilities of a new school leaver

finding work in the different activities, and how those probabilities are

affected by education.

1.30 The most general way to test this is to re-specify the earnings

function as,

i jW> I i, d*j, i, dij, Lidj, Fidj) (2)

where dj is a set of dummy variables and Eidj, Iidj, etc. are sets of

interaction terms between dj and other variables. In the simplest case, dj

would be an employment status dummy i.e., wage-employment/self-employment,

but it would be more interesting to extend the number of dummies to

differentiate between different industries and occupations within the

informal sector. The coefficients for dj reflect differences in the

earnings of the base group across activities while those on the interaction

terms pick up the differences in the differentials by activity associated

with the characteristics in question. More restricted forms of the
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equation will also be. used, e.g., with Iidj and Fidj omitted. The overall

hypothesis that different activities have identical earnings functions can

be tested by fitting equation 2 to separate sub samples and then applying

Chow tests.

1.31 Variations in earnings for similar individuals located in

activities at different ends of the formal-informal sector continuum will

also be tested for. Any divergence in earnings for individuals with

similar characteristics is in itself an indication of the strength of the

barriers between the sectors. Formal sector earnings may reflect

institutionally set salary scales and the effects of collective bargaining

while in the informal sector, wages and the labor component of self-

employment incomes are determined competitively. If dj is replaced in

equation 2 by a single formal/informal sector dummy, then an earnings

function analysis can pinpoint both average sectoral earnings differences

and sectoral differences associated with education and other

characteristics.

b) The Nature of the Observed Link Between Education and Earnings

1.32 Why does education or training raise individual earnings? If we

knew the answer to this question it might be possible to reorganize

educational curricula and training programmes so as to improve their

performance in this respect. As part of the surveys, short tests of both

cognitive ability COG, (e.g., reading comprehension, reasoning) and

attitudinal modernity, MOD, will be administered to economically active

household members. These can be used to decompose the effects of education

on earnings.
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1.33 An illustration of the general approach can be given with the aid

of the following simple recursive model (subscripts and random error terms

are omitted for convenience).

E = dl + d2 I + d3 F (4)

MOD = ci + c2 E + c3 I + c4 F (5)

COG = bl + b2 E + b3 I + b4 F (6)

log W = ai + a2 COG + a3 MOD + a4 E + a5 I + a6 F (7)

Although in practice education dummies will be mostly used, these are

collapsed here for convenience into a single variable, E, defined as years

of education. Working through the model, education is determined in (4) by

certain personal characteristics (age and sex) and family characteristics.

Along with education the latter also determines MOD and COG in (5) and

(6). Finally, the earnings function is re-specified in (7) with MOD and

COG added, E retained to pick up education effects not reflected in MOD or

COG and the I and F vectors retained for the same reason.

1.34 Estimation of equations (5) and (7) will allow us to divide the

overall effect of education on earnings into three components: the effect

of raising COG and hence log W, the effect of raising MOD and hence log W,

and finally the direct effect of education on log W after controlling for

COG and MOD. In terms of the model we can represent this as:

Total effect = a4 + a2.b2 + a3'c2
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1.35 Path analysis can also be used to examine the contribution of the

above three components to the bivariate correlation between log W and E.

This general approach can be extended much further. If one now brings in

equation (4), it is possible to further decompose the overall effects of

individual and family characteristics on earnings. (See Figure 1.1)

Individual characteristics include a pre-school ability measure, or this

could be used as an intervening variable between family background and

education.

1.36 A particularly interesting extension will be to compare results

when the analysis is applied separately to the samples of formal and

informal sector workers. This will give some useful comparative insights

if particular levels and types of education or training have different

impacts on earnings in the two sectors.

c) Direct Estimates of the Effects of Education and Training

1.37 As described briefly above, one alternative approach to measuring

the effect of education's productivity is via the use of production

function analysis. In terms of the earlier classification, the analysis

can be applied to the activities of one self-employed worker (type ii) or

multiple workers engaged in a common activity (type iii). Two variants of

the approach can be explored. The first treats labor in different

education or skill categories as separate factors of production i.e.,

Q = f(K, Ll, L2 --- Ln)

where Ll is labor input of the 1 th type, while the second argues that the

education of the head of household is what matters and affects the

enterprise by improving the technical efficiency of the establishment i.e.,

Q = A (E) f (K, L)

where A is a technical efficiency parameter, E is a set of education and
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training dummies as before and L is total undifferentiated labor input. If

a Cobb-Douglas production function is used the functions can be estimated

in logarithmic form by ordinary least squares and if more complex

functions such as a CES are used then non-linear techniques can be applied.

1.38 The effect of education on allocative efficiency has been

investigated in recent studies of farm behavior by employing a profit

function derived from a Cobb-Douglas framework. The latter expresses

profit (revenue less variable costs) as a function of a parameter

reflecting both technical and allocative efficiency levels, fixed factor

quantities and variable input prices. This is an excellent framework in

which to explore the effects of farmer education given that land can

plausibly be treated as a fixed factor and other factor prices will often

vary between regions. In the urban informal sector context, however, the

framework does not appear very promising given that it is not obvious that

household enterprises employ fixed factors except perhaps for the workshop

size in manufacturing activities. Also, given that the surveys will be

carried out in only one city, we are unlikely to observe much variation in

input prices.

1.39 One possible alternative is to examine whether there is any

ralationship between the educational qualifications of the household

members and the unit costs of the enterprise. The latter can be calculated

by using the estimated earnings functions (for informal sector wages only)

to impute the wage costs of household workers and then adding capital,

inventory and intermediate input costs. Capital and inventory holding

costs can be calculated using the method discussed earlier. This only

permits us, however, to examine a modified version of the allocative
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efficiency concept as success in attempted cost minimization is being

investigated rather than success in profit miximization.

2) Labor Market Behaviour

1.40 The second major research question focusses on the effect which

education and training has on decisions with respect to participation and

behaviour in the labor market. This deals, then, with some of the complex

issues of labor supply and allocation. There are two stages of decision-

making on which to concentrate. The first relates to decisions regarding

the acquisition of education and the second to the choice of economic

sector in which individuals with different amounts of education hope to

participate and the actions taken to achieve this.

1.41 Household decision models view the household as an economic unit

maximizing a single utility function which incorporates the preferences of

all its members. In these models it is considerations of the household

unit, rather than the individual, which are paramount. As such, they go

beyond the hypothesis that an individual's decision may be affected by

household characteristics. In the context of this research proposal,

decisions relating to an individual, but made by the household, enter at

two stages. The first centers on the amount of schooling demanded for the

family as a whole, or for an individual child; the second relates to the

behaviour of the school leaver in approaching the labor market. The two

are shown schematically in Figure 1.2. Lying behind each 'household

decision' are sets of external economic factors and household

characteristics.

1.42 Factors affecting decision point (i) i.e. the household demand for

schooling, have been discussed by Birdsall and Cochrane (1982). These are,
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the price of schooling Ps, other prices Px, the wages of the husband, wife

and children in employment Wn, Ww, Wc, other household income V, and taste

for education T (proxied by parental education). To these may be added the

wage differential associated with the level of schooling in question and

the number of non-earning children. The household demand for schooling

level s, for an individual child is then:

Dsi = f(Ps, Px, Wn, Ww, Wc, V, T, C )

1.43 Several pieces of descriptive research (referred to in Section D

below) have shown that the first few years of employment are often

associated with shifts by individuals between types of employment status.

In this proposal, therefore, we are also interested in the household and

individual decisionmaking processes whereby school leavers approach the

labor market and make choices between unemployment and job search, part

time employment in the informal sector and job search, full time employment

in the informal sector, and employment in the formal sector. Labor market

strategy adopted by the household for the 'educated' family member again

depends on external economic factors mediated via the particular economic

circumstances of the household. Those hypothesized as influential are the

income of the family which may be used to finance job search while the

individual is only part-time employed, or unemployed, and the sector of

employment of the parents and employed children which may influence

attitudes and contacts. This part of the project will link up to work on

school leaver tracer studies which is already being conducted within the

Education Department.

1.44 A new labor market entrant who aspires to but cannot gain immediate

entry to the formal sector has in principle a choice of two strategies: to
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remain totally unemployed or, in the absence of barriers to entry, to

participate to some degree in the informal sector thereby reducing the

probability of finding a formal sector job in a given period (Fields 1975,

Pinera and Selowsky 1979). If the latter strategy is adopted, a choice of

the number of hours of intended search must be made (search intensity).

The primary purpose of this part of the proposed project will be to:

a) examine whether the informal sector is used as a means of financing

job search,

b) measure search intensity and experience among informal sector

participants and the unemployed,

c) estimate the effect of education on unemployment incidence and

search intensity.

1.45 Obviously much of the research will be based on descriptive

information obtained from the surveys. For example, search activity among

informal sector workers will be directly observed and cross-tabulated with

education and other characteristics. Similarly, unemployment rates will be

estimated among individuals classified by a number of characteristics

including the participating sector of other household members and

education. The more technical part of the analysis will, however, focus on

two interrelated problems: separating out the effects of education,
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training and 'household characteristics on the incidence and duration of

open unemployment and on the search intensity among those participating in

the informal sector. Clearly, in the absence of any barrier to entry in

the informal sector one can provide an integrated analysis in which open

unemployment is simply a special case in which the individual chooses the

upper limit of search intensity. However, given that such barriers may

exist it is useful to examine the determinants of the two decisions

separately as well as together.

a) The General Case

1.46 A complete analysis of the individual's optimal search path over

time would be rather complicated as this needs to be integrated with the

choice of an optimal consumption path given an initial asset endowment.

For present purposes it is, however, sufficient to assume a static present

value of income maximization model in which the individual only makes

decisions one period at a time. Suppose the ith individual is faced with

an informal sector wage Ti and an institutionally set formal wage Wi and a

probability of a formal sector offer that depends upon the number of hours

searched per day. 6/ The individual will then search more intensively:

the greater the difference between Wi and Ti, the greater the probability

of success for any given number of hours searched, the less the tendency

for diminishing returns to hours searched to occur in terms of the job

finding probabilijty and the easier it is for the individual to finance

search by means other than informal sector participation. The first two

6/ In practice the individual will face a distribution of formal sector
wage offers but we will assume for the moment that this dispersion is
small and can be ignored.
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of these are determined by the arguments of the earnings function, the

third is essentially technological while the last is determined by family

characteristics.

1.47 For each economically active individual not working in the formal

sector we will know the number of hours devoted to search in the previous

week (S). The empirical model is then:

Si = S(Ei, Ii , Fl) (8)

where E, I and F are defined as before.

1.48 There are two issues of particular interest here, both of which go

beyond the individual and can be placed in the context of household

decisionmaking. The first is whether search intensity is positively related

to education and training and, if so, to what extent this is because of

higher returns to search for the more educated arising from a wider

variation of earnings facing them or because of family background variables

which affect the cost of search. The second is whether it matters if the

individual's family are informal or formal sector participants. This can

be investigated by introducing one or more appropriate dummy variables.

These analyses will be conducted with equation (8) applied to all

economically active individuals (including the unemployed) who do not work

in the formal sector.
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1.49 These issues can be described graphically.

-7'ie dev.+ect 4a se-urc

Figure 1.3 Education in a job search model

In figure 1.3 the thick and dotted lines denote the marginal cost and

revenue curves of job search for individuals with primary and secondary

schooling respectively. The marginal cost curve is drawn upward sloping to

reflect that the financing cost of job search increases over time while the

downward slope of the marginal revenue curve signifies diminishing returns

to search. For the primary school leaver, the optimum search time is Sl.

For the secondary school leaver, both cost and revenue curves are higher

because of the increased opportunity costs of search (foregone earnings)

and the greater variation in earnings levels facing individuals with

greater amounts of education. Whether the equilibrium search time for
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secondary school 'graduates is longer than for primary school leavers or

shorter, is an empirical question and depends on the slopes and shifts of

the curves. Depending on the way in which search is financed, the

individual or the household will be at the center of analysis.

b) The Incidence and Duration of Unemployment

1.50 This is a special version of the case above in which the individual

is treated as choosing between open unemployment and informal sector

participation at some fixed intensity. The analysis is then similar to

that above except that an unemployment dummy UNEM1P for non formal sector

participants is first defined which yields a similar equation:

UNEMP = U(E, I, F) (9)

Also, an effort will be made to define a more continuous employment

variable among those who reported variation in the time budget question.

1.51 The observed number of unemployed depends, in a steady state, upon

the number of individuals entering unemployment per period and their

average completed duration of unemployment. In less developed countries a

disproportionate number of the unemployed are relatively young and

presumably many of them are new labor market entrants. Given that the

inflow among young people is essentially determined by the age distribution

and the out-turn of the educational system, the incidence of unemployment

among young people is largely determined by their completed duration. An

equation similar to those above can therefore be estimated by TOBIT

analysis with completed unemployment duration DURUNEM as the dependent

variable applied to all young people under (say) 30 years of age who have

either never experienced open unemployment or who have completed an

unemployment spell.
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c) Search Intensity

1.52 Finally one can restrict the search intensity analysis only to

those who are currently observed as participants in 'the informal sector.

This is valid if there are significant barriers to entry to the informal

sector such that some individuals have the possibility of working in it and

others do not.

3. Dependent and Independent Variables

1.53 A summary of the above discussed operational variables to be

measured in this project is as follows:

(a) Dependent Variables

- W hourly wage or labor income as described above

- COG continuous cognitive measure, i.e. performance in tests
to be developed by the local research team. (Also
becoming an independent variable in the recursive model).

- MOD modernity of attitudes measure. likewise to be
developed by the local research team (For examples, see
Annex 2).

- Qij output of the jth activity in the ith household
(Self-employed and household enterprises only).

- Cij total production costs of jth activity in the ith
household (Self-employed and household enterprises
only).

- S time (hours) per week devoted to search activities.

-DURUNEM length of completed spell of unemployment.

(b) Independent Variables

1.54 These may be subdivided into four groups: education (formal and

training), individual, background and other.

a) Education

- E a set of 0 - 1 dummy variables indicating either years of
schooling completed or qualifications.

- YS years of schooling: this can be used as an alternative to E
in some equations.
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- STYPE school type, e.g. private or public.

- SOUAL a vector of school quality indicators.

- SCURR type of school curriculum followed, e.g. general
vocational.

- TR a set of 0 - 1 dummy variables indicating different levels
and types of training. In the discussion above these are
subsumed under E.

b) Individual

- SEX a 0 - 1 dummy variable indicating the sex of the individual.

- EXP total working experience.

- EXPEM time spent with present employer.

- AGE age.

- RACE a set of 0 - 1 dummy variables denoting different racial,
ethnic or tribal groups.

- DSEC a set of 0 - 1 dummy variables denoting sector of work e.g.
self-employment or wage employment, different activities
etc. In the discussion above this was abbreviated to d.

- ABIL measure of 'raw' or non-school created ability. (For
example, see Annex 2).

- MIGR a 0 - 1 dummy variable indicating the person is a migrant to
the present residence.

- ORIGIN geographic origin of migrant.

- RES length of residence of migrants in the present city.

c) Background

i) Earnings Functions

- FATHED Education of father in years.

MOTHED Education of mather in years.

- FATHOCC Father's occupation: a set of 0 - 1 dummy variables.

- MOTHOCC Mother's occupation: a set of 0 - 1 dummy variables.
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- FATHSEC Father's sector of employment.

- MOTHSEC Mother's sector of employment.

ii) Search and Unemployment

FATHED and FATHOCC as above plus the following:

- INC Household income per adult equivalent member.

- FATHINC Father's income (an alternative to INC)

- DEPENDS Number of dependents in household

- HINF 0 - 1 dummy denoting household members in the informal sector

- FSELF Father self-employed (an alternative to HINF).

d) Other (analysis of household enterprises only)

- K value of assets used in activity.

- L. labor time of ith type used in activity.

(c) Sampling

1.55 Since the main concern of the research focusses on the effects of

education in labor markets at the competitive end of the continuum, i.e. the

informal sector, this immediately delineates the concentration of the

sample. In addition, concern is more with the recent output of the

school system, say those aged 30 or under. Putting these restrictions

together, the target area of the investigation can be identified as the

intersection of the three circles in Figure 1.4. Of course, a control

group of non-educated engaged in the same sector, will also be included.
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Informal
Sector

Educated

Aged under.30 years

Figure 1.4. The target group for the investigation (shaded area).

1.56 In order to arrive at such an intersection it is necessary to

sample individuals in household units in areas which are a priori known to

contain a large proportion of the target group. (A basic questionnaire is

in Annex 1). Obviously this approach requires some simplifying

assumptions in order to be workable. For example, while average earnings

in the informal sector appear to be universally inferior to those of the

formal sector, it is not entirely justifiable to construct a sample of
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urban poor in the intent of finding a larger concentration of individuals

in the informal sector. Obviously, the "urban poor" and the "informal

sector" are not coterminous; the poor and the better off exist in both

sectors.

1.57 However, concentrating the sample in areas that are relatively

poor, contain relatively more recent migrants, fewer schools and

large-scale production activities, should increase the probability of

capturing the full range of economic activity in this sector. Conversely,

it runs the risk of not adequately capturing the experiences of those who have

found work in the formal sector. For this reason we do not wish to narrow

the criteria too closely in our sample design. Definitions in this

sector are imprecise. And we will attempt to avoid introducing our own

biases in the form of strict definitions in a field that has achieved little

consensus. By choosing a household survey rather than a survey of establishments,

data will inevitably be drawn from a universe larger than the informal sector

itself (but certainly containing it). The essential advantages of this approach

are that it leaves open the possibility of analyzing the data at a more

disaggregated level, it provides for the definition of the informal sector

in empirical terms as wide or narrow as we wish, and it permits us the

economy of utilizing extant sampling frames.

1.58 Although it would be useful to survey the urban areas as whole

of each country, it is unlikely to be practical given the escalation in

costs involved. We therefore propose in our selected country case

(described in the next section) to concentrate on the capital city

Lima,(a sample of 6,000 households.) However, when the research extents

to Indonesia in a later phase, we will be able to include a cross-section

of both rural and urban areas through use of existing household survey
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frameworks, (see Section C below describing research sites).

1.59 The main surveys will be preceded by a short but indepth pilot.

Apart from testing the applicability of the questionnaire this will also be

used to obtain vital local information regarding fixed assets and

intermediate inputs used by the main activities.

C. Country Case Studies

1.60 Five countries have been identified as potential research sites for

this project: Ivory Coast, Upper Volta, Peru, Indonesia and China. The

criteria used for identifying these countries have been a combination of

the following:

a) importance of the country in terms of Bank lending for

education,

b) willingness of the government to support the research project,

c) available previous work on the informal sector as a basis for

rigorous sampling,

d) existing local institutions identified for research

collaboration,

e) preparatory-work already done by EDC towards the inclusion

of a particular country.

1.61 Missions have already visited Ivory Coast, Upper Volta, Peru and

China in preparation for this project. Government support has been secured

in each of these countries and local research institutions have been

identified and contacted. Further missions are planned to China and

Indonesia in 1983 to negotiate with the governments and local

institutions. A recent visit by a Chinese delegation to the Bank expressed

a strong interest in participating in this study. The study was also
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endorsed during Mr. Hultin's visit to Beijing in January 1983.

1.62 Evidently, because of the cost inherent in household surveys and

the fact that this kind of research i.s attempted for the first time, this

phase of the proposal refers only to one country, Peru. The choice of Peru

among the five candidates is solely due to the fact that the research team

was able to do more preparatory work there relative to the other countries,

aided by Research Committee discretionary funds (RPO 672-98). It is our

hope that as experience and preparation proceeds with the other countries

that have shown interest in the proposal they will be gradually phased in.

It is also hoped, that the proposed research project on the consequences of

educational expansion will also use Peru as a country case so that we may

be able to study the effect of education across the entire urban sector.

In order to put the informal sector issue in perspective, some information

is given below for all the countries which have been considered for this

research project including those that do not make part of the research

proposal in hand.

1. Ivory Coast

1.63 The Ivory Coast is included among the countries to be eventually

investigated for a number of reasons. First of all it has a sizeable and

rapidly growing informal sector within which the labor force is distributed

over a number of activities. Table 1.1 below shows the most recent

estimate of the overall distribution of the labor force.

Table 1.1 Ivory Coast. Employment by Economic Activity
and Type of Sector, 1980

Type of Sector
Economic Activity Modern Traditional Total

Agriculture 71,000 2,000,000 2,071,000

Non Agriculture 357,000 . 430,000 787,000

Total 428,000 2,430,000 2,858,000

Source: Based on information supplied by the Office National de Formation
Profassionnelle.
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We can imply from this that the urban informal sector in the country as a

whole has an importance in terms of employment equal to that of the formal

sector.

1.64 More detailed information is known about the labor force in

Abidjan resulting from ILO survey work in the early 1970s' (Joshi, Lubell

and Mouly, 1974). It was estimated that in 1970, around 47,000

individuals in this city worked in the informal sector out of a total of

153,000 and that this sector's share had risen from 28 percent in 1965 to

31 percent in 1970. Table 1.2 presents the breakdown of informal sector

employment in Abidjan by sector and labor force status.

Table 1.2 Percentage Distribution of Informal Sector Employment
in Abidjan by Sector and Labor Force Status, 1970

Self-Employed

Wage and and Unpaid
Economic Activity Salary Earners Household Workers Total

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing
and Hunting 3.2 3.2 6.4

Manufacturing, Handicrafts,
Power and Construction 14.4 17.6 32.0

Trade and Services 28.7 . 33.0 61.7

All Sectors 46.3 53.8 100.0

Number (000's) 21.76 25.25 47.0

Source; Joshi, Lubell and Mouly (1974), Table 2.5, page 2-17.

In general the urban informal sector is less dominated by self-employed

petty traders than is the case in most other developing countries:
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industrial activities employ about a third of the informal sector labor

force and almost a half earn wages or salaries. This may be contrasted

with the situation in, say, Jakarta where the great bulk of the informal

sector is self-employed. Although the proportion of self-employed workers

was roughly constant between 1965 and 1970, there appears to have been a

shift away from informal services towards informal manufacturing: the

share of services in informal employment falling from 65.5 percent in 1965

to 61.7 percent in 1970 while the share of manufacturing rose from 27.6

percent to 32.0 percent over the same period. Informal industry in

Abidjan is spread over many activities among which textiles, wood

products, vehicle repair and construction are particularly important.

1.65 There is very little information on differences in wage rates

between the formal and informal sectors although one rough proxy is the

ratio of value added per worker in the two sectors in the same industry.

In 1970 this varied between 0.11 and 0.95 in different manufacturing

industries and was 0.23 for manufacturing, handicrafts and construction as

a whole.

1.66 Like many other developing countries the Ivory Coast has

experienced very high rates of open unemployment in its urban areas. In

1970 it was estimated that out of a total urban labor force of 490,000

some 115,000 were economically active and without work resulting in an

overall unemployment rate of 23.5 percent. For. Abidjan alone, the

corresponding rate was 20.0 percent. Such high rates guarantee that a

random household survey will pick up plenty of data on unemployment and

search. They also suggest that the informal sector may not be as

accessible for unemployed workers as much theoretical literature suggests.

(e.g., Fields, 1975),
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1.67 A third reason for selecting the Ivory Coast is that there should

be a reasonable distribution of educational attainment within the informal

sector labor force. Although direct data on this is lacking, one may note

that while the illiteracy rate among persons aged 15 years or older was

58.8 percent for the overall Ivory Coast population in 1980 (UNESCO,

1981), in recent years primary school enrolments have almost achieved

universality.

1.68 Fourthly, there is at the moment a household survey being planned

in the Ivory Coast and the Bank's Development Research Department is

involved in this. Linking with and complementing this work could prove

useful and result in both greater efficiency and economy.

2. Upper Volta

1.69 Very little evidence exists on the economic effects of education

in Upper Volta. During a recent EDC mission, Psacharopoulos calculated

rates of return on the basis of partial sets of earnings data from the

public sector and a series of private sector interviews. Social rates of

return calculated on the basis of 1982 data were between 15 and 20

percent. The nature of the data used for calculating these rates of

return clearly points to the necessity for a coverage of education-

relationships which goes well beyond the formal sector. In 1975,

employment in this sector amounted to only 1.5 percent of the country's

economically active population. The vast majority of, at least- primary,

school leavers do not enter the formal sector but are agricultural or

informal sector workers, emigrants or are unemployed. At present nothing
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is known about the economic performance of scrooi graduates in Upper

Volta's agricultural sector and despite an ILO study of the informal

sector there is again no knowledge of the educational dimension. At the

same time that the economic effects of schooling are unknown, there are

plans to significantly expand primary enrollments over the next two

decades.

1.70 Any consideration of the economic effects of education in Upper

Volta require an acknowledgement of the importance of international

migration, particularly to the Ivory Coast. It is estimated that 70,000

persons depart each year and according to the 1975 Census, the level of

education is closely related to the decision to migrate. This resulting

loss of educated people is not, however, regarded as totally negative.

Recorded migrant remittances from abroad in 1981 amounted to nearly

one-half of the country's official exports of goods and services. In

addition it is estimated that perhaps a half of gross migrants return eacn

year. To the extent those people have learned some skills in the foreign

country, they contribute to the future development of the domestic economy.

1.71 There are, then, a number of good reasons for including Upper

Volta in a study of the effect of education in the informal sector:

(a) the ratio of formal sector employment to the total labor force is
one of the smallest in the world,

(b) there already exists some background work on the informal sector

done by the ILO,

(c) the country is one of the least researched in terms of education

and employment,



(d) the Bank has committed itself to a major emphasis on education in
future lending,

(e) by linking research on both the Ivory Coast and Upper Volta there
is a chance of capturing the interesting effects of education on
emigration and subsequent economic performance.

3. Peru

1.72 In recent years, the number of formal sector jobs has not kept

pace with population increase in the urban centres of Peru. A result has

been the growth of the informal sector especially in the 'pueblos

jovenes'. Existing literature on this sector in Peru is mostly

descriptive and anthropological (Osterling 1981, Scott MacEwen 1981,

Wendorff 1979), though Webb (1977) made estimates of informal sector

income for the early 1970's. The recent emphasis given to the private

sector in general by the Government has widened the interest and in 1982

the Ministry of Labor, in collaboration with the ILO, launched a household

- small enterprise survey of 1500 units.

1.73 Two types of questionnaires were used, one for the head of the

enterprise and the other for employees. While, unfortunately, there was

no education question in the latter, the educational level of workers can

be found retrospectively by matching these survey results with those of

the general household survey tape. This operation and the creation of a

new merged tape is now underway, financed through the Bank's Research

Committee's proposal-preparation funds. (RPO 672-98. See Annex 0). Two

uses will be made of the merged tape:

a) the information provided will permit the measuring of variances

of the variables we are interested in for inclusion in the major

study and will thus allow a more rigorous sampling,

b) a first documentation of the relationship between education and

.income in the informal sector will be provided. Given the total

absence of information on this front, even this small survey will
be useful in getting some feel for the relationships involved.
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1.74 An enlarged and more detailed survey of informal sector workers,

using the criteria listed in 1.47 has recently been discussed with the

Ministry of Labor. This involves two stages. First, a household survey

would be conducted in Lima in those neighbourhoods expected to contain a

large proportion of informal sector workers. This would collect

information on age, education, employment history, occupation, sector and

size of enterprise in which the individual works. The information can then

be analyzed and a second, more detailed survey made of selected individuals

and of enterprises in what appear to be the most important subsectors. A

sample frame for the first stage is currently being prepared in Lima.

1.75 Siting part of the research project in Peru will also enable us

to link with and complement a major BID-financed ECIEL research project on

the role of education in rural areas (the countries involved are Peru,

Brazil, Mexico and Paraguay). The specific objective of this study is an

analysis of changes in productivity of small and medium sized farm units,

as a result of changes in educational processes. Because of Bank interest

in the results of this study, EDC is providing a small time input in'

monitoring its progress. Methodologically, our interest is in the

contemplated use of path analysis in which the innovative function of

education is treated as an intermediate variable: first, as dependent on

schoioling and family characteristics; second, as independent and a

determinant of agricultural production.

1.76 Depending on its actual design and intent, the study will

hopefully increase our knowledge of the role of education in rural
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environments. This will augment the evidence we already have on farming

from Jamison and Lau (1982) and to the extent that rural nonfarming

activities are covered, it will be a useful adjunct to our own work.

1.77 For a research program investigating the relationship between

education and informal sector activity, there are several reasons why Peru

would be a useful site:

a) because of the relatively large size of the sector in the

6conomy. Although exact estimates do not exist, most put the

proportion of urban informal sector employment in the total labor

force in the range of 30 to 40 percent (Wendorff, 1980, p.3 );

b) because of existing previous work on household surveys by the

Ministry of Labor, there exists a good basis for a probabilistic
sampling frame;

c) because it will link to and complement the above mentioned ECIEL

project on the role of education in the rural sector of the

economy,

d) because the Government is very interested in the topic of the

proposed research. The Minister of Labor has expressed his

endorsement in writing and the Ministry of Education is eager to

see the research carried out.

4. Indonesia

1.78 The Central Bureau of Statistics periodically mounts two types

of household sample survey which are of direct relevance to this study.

The SAKERNAS is a national sample survey of labor market conditions and

the labor force in urban and rural areas. The SUSENAS is a national sample

multipurpose household- survey of socioeconomic conditions in urban and

rural areas. The most recent survey in 1978 is available on tape in the

Bank. The next SUSENAS survey will be conducted in 1984, which allows

time for the Bank to request the addition of more questions on the
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respondents' educational background and time to plan the cognitive skill

testing of a sub-sample. In addition, in 1976-78 the Ministry of Education

mounted a national sample tracer survey of primary, junior and senior

secondary school leavers based on a sample of urban and rural schools.

1.79 Before the Jakarta Informal Sector Survey was conducted with ILO

support in 1975, there were only very rudimentary estimates of the size and

significance of the informal sector in that city. Sethuraman (1976) used

1971 Census data and a 1968 survey of establishments to estimate that

slightly more than half a million persons, or approximately 40 percent of

Jakarta's 1971 labor force, were engaged in informal sector activities. From

the same data it was estimated that informal sector employment, as a

percentage of total employment, varied considerably by branch of economic

activity.

1.80 While the focus of the Survey was not on the relationship of

education to skills, productivity or job search it does, nevertheless,

constitute important ground work upon which it will be possible to

profitably build. The sample was of enterprises, not individuals or house-

holds, and covered manufacturing, construction, transport, trade and services.

From the Survey it is possible to make a rough estimate of the size of the

informal sector in Jakarta. This can be done by extrapolating from the

count of 14,028 heads of informal sector enterprises. According to the survey

report (Moir, 1978) this procedure results in an estimate of over 560,000

persons. This is, of course, only heads of enterprises in the five activities

listed above and excludes all other informal sector participants. The

informal sector is thus seen as a major source of employment in Jakarta.
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1.81 With respect to schooling, the Survey showed that 20 percent of

the men and 50 percent of the women had no formal education. The informal

sector participants had received fewer years of schooling than

characterized the Jakarta labor force as a whole. Some had informal

education in the form of learning job-related skills from neighbors,

relatives or friends.

1.82 In addition to the basic assistance which the Jakarta Informal

Sector Survey could provide to the research proposed, there is another

reason for our desire to eventually include Indonesia as a research site.

The 1980 Population Census (for which 5% use tapes are now available)

included for the first time an employment status question which contains

two self-employment categories. These are: (1) self-employment, and (2)

self-employment assisted by family member/temporary help. Because of the

existence of this question in the Census, it will be possible for us to

take advantage of a very sophisticated sampling frame and to focus

directly on individuals who have identified themselves in terms of

self-employment. The director of the Bureau of Analysis and Development

(Central Bureau of Statistics), is aware of this research proposal and has

agreed to participate by making the census tapes and sampling frames

available to us. The Population Council has also agreed to assist us in

the survey design and the training of survey takers. The University of

Indonesia's Faculty of Social Sciences has been contacted and is eager to

supply graduate students as survey workers and to participate in the

project as needed.
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Other central contacts are the Ministry of Manpower (DG for Manpower

Development) and the Ministry of Education and Culture (BP3K). Thus data

availability in Indonesia allows preliminary analyses to begin early. In

addition, the existence of periodic re-surveys allows an opportunity to

enrich the data base by adding specially designed questions required for

the study into an existing national sample framework.

5. China

1.83 -China has been added to the list of potential research sites

following the interest shown in joining the project by a Chinese delegation

which visited the Bank in November 1982, led by Professor Yang Xin Heng of

Nankai University. The city of Tianjing has been suggested as the survey

site and the University of Nankai as the collaborating institution. Small

scale, exploratory studies of young self-employed workers in Tianjing were

made in 1981. Extensions of these could provide a very useful comparative

case study for the other research sites in addition to increasing the

knowledge of the precise relationships between education and the recent

growth of youth unemployment (Colletta, 1982) and between education and

work performance useful for Chinese educational policy.

1.84 An education mission to China in January 1983 discussed the

possibilities of the proposed study with the central authorities and

confirmed their interest in participating in the research project.
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D. Relationship-to Other Researchi

1.85 Over the last ten years or so a great deal of theoretical ana

empirical attention has been given to aspects of what has come to be

widely termed the informal or unprotected sector in the urban areas of

LDC's. Very little attention, however, has so far been given to the

effect of formal schooling on workers in this sector.

1.86 Development models of the 1950's and early 1960's tended to view

the economies of poor countries as dualistic with a large low-productivity

subsistence agricultural sector and a small but growing high productivity

urban industrial sector (Lewis 1958). As rural-urban migration increased

it gradually became obvious that not all migrants were being employed in

the wage earning 'modern' sector and that large numbers were engaged in

activities generally described as trading and services. However, this

whole sector tended to be generally ignored in the development literature

and in government policy up to the end of the 1960s. Where it was

recognized it was assessed in generally negative terms and assumed to be a

purely temporary phenomenon which would disappear as the modern sector

expanded.

1.87 Perhaps the first scholar to give systematic attention to such

peripheral employment activities was Hart (1971) who coined the term

"informal sector". From fieldwork in Ghana7, Hart empnasised what he

regarded as the positive role which this sector plays in providing both

income generating activities and many essential city services. This was

also the view of the highly influential International Labor Office study

of Kenya published in 1972 (ILO, 1972). The report concluded tnat the
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informal sector was capable of providing more jobs and growing faster than

the formal sector and the recommendations were largely designed to reduce

discrimination against it.

1.88 A large amount of the theoretical and empirical work which has

focussed on the informal sector in the last decade has concentrated at the

enterprise level and on questions of size, composition, relationships with

other sectors and the potential for growth. Other work has attempted to

define the profile and characteristics of informal sector workers.

1.89 Despite these efforts questions of the nature of skill

acquisition and the effects of different training modes on informal sector

workers have only in a few instances been tackled. One of the first

scholars to survey the training background of small scale sector workers

was Callaway in the 1960s in Western Nigeria (Callaway, 1964). What stood

out in his research was the strength and extent of the apprenticeship

system and the small numbers of people with formal schooling participating

in that sector. By 1972, however, even in Northern Nigeria, an area of

very low educational provision, Hinchliffe (1975) reported that 40 percent

of employees/apprentices had had primary schooling.

1.90 Much of the most recent literature on skill acquisition and

educational background of workers has come from studies initiated under

the ILO's World Employment Programme. Some of these can be summarised

quite briefly. The Nihan et. al. (1978a) study in Nouakchott, Mauritania

showed that most training of informal sector workers occurs through

apprenticeship with an entrepreneur in that same sector. They also found

that employers trained within the informal sector ran their businesses at

the same level of competence as those formerly apprenticed in the formal
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sector. However, it is worth pointing out that the most successful group

of entrepreneurs was tne 5 percent or so wno had attended courses at a

vocational training institution.

1.91 In a related study by Ninan et. al. (1978b) of the informal

sector in Lome, Togo apprenticeships within that sector were again shown

to be the critical source of training. The same can be seen from Fowler's

(1978) study of Freetown and Fapohunda's (1981) of Lagos. Outside of the

ILO studies, King (1977) has also documented for Kenya the primacy of

apprenticeship and on-the-job training in the direct formation of informal

sector skills.

1.92 These studies tend to show low average levels of education for

informal sector workers. However, what is.required for a first analysis

of the influence of education is a disaggregation by age group and also by

activity. Electrical and mechanical repairers in their early 20's are

likely to have a very different educational profile than 50 year oid

domestics. Arye (1976) shows, for instance, that in Kumasi, Ghana while

only 13 percent of businessmen aged 46-50 years had had a middle school

education, the percentage for the 20-25 years group was 80 percent.

Hallak and Caillods (1981) point out another interesting feature from the

above studies of Mauritania and Togo which is the educational superiority

of employers compared to employees. This implies the possibility that

formal education, while not being a provider of specific skills, in some

way enables a transference to self employment. Why this may be so has not

yet been researched.
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1.93 While the large statistical surveys of the ILO have unearthed

large amounts of data on the characteristics of informal sector workers

there remains a large data gap on productivity and earnings differences

and on the causes of these. Early studies such as Hinchliffe's (1975) of

informal sector workers in Kano, Nigeria showed significant earnings

differences between schooled and unschooled workers but no account was

taken of individual variations other than schooling level. Activity of

employment has been shown to be a major determinant of the effect of

education on earnings in studies of San Salvador (PREALC 1978). The major

attempt, so far, to fit earnings functions to informal sector workers has

been made by Souza and Tokman (PREALC, 1978), again using data from San

Salvador and also Santo Domingo. The conclusion was that while education

'explains' from 37 to 44 percent of the income variance of all workers,

once the effects of employment status and size of establishment are

controlled for, the effect of education is greatly reduced. Hallak and

Caillods (1981) point out, however, that it was not possible in this

analysis to isolate within the informal sector those variables which are

the most important in explaining incomes variations.

1.94 The results of surveys relating education, form of apprenticeship

and capital assets to measures of entrepreneurial success tend to suggest

that while primary schooling may be closely associated with nigher

productivity and earnings, the amount of capital assets is even more so.

However, since education and capital accumulation are also highly

correlated there remains a case for supposing that in one way or another,

education plays a role in influencing the effectiveness of entrepreneurial

activity.
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1.95 What the statistical profiles of the informal sector labor force

tend to show about worker skills is that most have been learned through an

apprenticeship system, mainly in the informal sector itself but also in

the formal sector, and few have resulted from specific vocationally

oriented formal education programmes. These findings, however, say

virtually nothing about the effects of basic education. The educational

profile of informal sector recruits is increasing rapidly and that

increase is the result of large amounts of expenditure. It becomes more

and more important therefore to understand tne effects of this

expenditure. So far very little research indeed has been directly related

to the issue of the effects of formal scnooling on the behavior and output

of informal sector workers.

1.96 Several pieces of research have confirmed that in many cases

workers shift between sectors during their lifetime. While some learn

skills in the formal sector and perhaps raise some capital, both of which

are then put to use within the informal sector, others use part time work

in the informal sector as a means of funding the search for a formal

sector job. The ways in which education influences these types of

behavior have again, however, received relatively little research

attention. That which exists is centered around the notion of job search.

1.97 Job search models were first introduced into the development

literature by Harris and Todaro (1970) and covered just two sectors -

rural and urban. The result was to shift the emphasis in analysing

unemployment away from demand deficiencies towards 'excess' supply

resulting from restrictions to entry. Fields (1975) introauced into the
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basic model what he termed the 'murky' sector and argued that the same

expectational factors operated within the two urban labor markets as

between the rural-urban areas. One of his conclusions was that, given

that employers prefer to hire better educated workers, the education of an

additional worker lowers the number of urban jobs available to the

uneducated by one but reduces the uneducated labor force by more than one

as a result of the downward effect on the probability of getting a job,

and thereby reduces unemployment.

1.98 More recently Pinera and Selowsky (1978) have developed a more

complex model of job search concentrating solely on the decision whether

to remain unemployed and 'search' for a formal sector job or enter the

informal sector. They argue that in the context of unemployment, wage

differences between the formal and informal sectors and no barriers to

entry to the latter, the wages of informal sector workers are likely to be

different from the true marginal product of an additional educated worker

to the labor force. Finally, Fallon's (1983) work on unemployment and

search in Delhi suggests strong relationships between unemployment and

household characteristics, and search and educational level.

1.99 The refinement of these tentative hypotheses and their further

testing is another area in which a major study of education's role in the

informal sector is required.
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II. ORGANIZATION

2.01 In Peru the research will be carried out by local institutions.

(See Section III, below). Beyond finance, the Bank will be involved in

three functions:

a) consultation regarding -the research design;

b) monitoring of the execution of the project;

c) use of the generated results at two stages:

analysis of the computer data files as they are produced for

answering supplementary research questions to those being

conducted by the local team in the case country, and absorption

and dissemination of the findings of the study.

2.02 The central consultants will be two economists (Professors

Hinchliffe and Fallon) and one sociologist (Professor Holsinger) (See CV's

in Annex 4). Professor Hinchliffe has worked for several years on cost

benefit aspects of education including comparative studies of the earnings

of formal, informal and rural sector workers in Nigeria. He has additional

research experience in Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Ghana and Papua New Guinea.

Professor Fallon has, since 1975, been working on a major study of job

search in New Delhi and, in addition, has done fieldwork in Botswana.

Professor Holsinger is known, particularly, for his pathbreaking work on

relationships between education and attitudinal modernity in Indonesia.

2.03 In addition to the principle investigator (G. Psacharopoulos) a

second staff member joining EDC's Research Unit in June 1983, Dr. Peter

Moock, will be involved in the project. Moock has worked in Nepal,

Thailand, Liberia and Kenya, recently specializing on the effects of

education on farm efficiency.
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2.04 Because of the many parties in the Bank interested in this research

proposal, it is suggested that two collaborators from Departments outside

EDC be included in the working group for each country. The organization

chart is shown in Table 2.1

Table 2.1

Organization Chart for Education -
Informal Sector Research Project

Bank
EDC

Principal Investigator
Full-Time Resident

Consultant

DED
Two Research
Collaborators

Country case
study, this proposal Other countries

(er) / (to be phased at
a later stage)

Government Ministry of Labor,
Ministry of Education China

Indonesia

---------- Ivory Coast

Research Centro de Upper Volta

Institution Investigacion,
Universidad de
Pacifico
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2.05 A timetable of major events is given in Table 2.2 spanning over
three financial years.

Table 2.2

TIMETABLE OF MAJOR EVENTS

Date Event

1983 April Mission to Peru to prepare contracts
with collaborating institutions

May-October Preparation of pilot instruments and
sampling frame

November-December Pilot'testing of instruments

1984 January-February Anal. sis of pilot data
Redesign of instruments

March Main field survey

April Coding and punching of data
Clean data files

July-December Statistical analysis
Report writing

1985 March Seminar on synthesis of results

June Final report
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III. COLLABORATION WITH INSTITUTIONS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

3.01 Following visits by Bank Staff to candidate countries for field

work in this study, the following institutions have been approached, and

have shown interest in carrying out the work.

Peru

The institution identified during the mission as prime candidate

for undertaking the.research contract is the Centro de Investigacion of the

Universidad del Pacifico. The Center has excellent computer facilities and

skilled personnel in quantitative analysis. (See Annex 3 for a description

of their activities).

Ivory Coast

The Office National de Formation Professionelle (ONFP) of the

Ministry of Technical and Professional Training, together with CIRES has

been contacted. (Details of ONFP and their response are provided in

Annex 3). Appropriate institutions in Upper Volta have also been

identified, but will not now be contacted until the political situation is

more clear. In the absence of a research site in Upper Volta, Voltaics

will be traced in the Ivory Coast.
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IV. RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

4.01 Table 4.1 gives a summary of the overall resources anticipated to

be committed to this study, spread over three fiscal years. The study will

also use a full time Bank resident team to coordinate the activities,

monitor progress and conduct supplementary analyses to those conducted by

the local researchers and one full-time consultant located in EDC. -.Table

4.2 provides a more detailed analysis of the major cost items of the study.

Table 4.1

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS, EDUCATION-INFORMAL
SECTOR STUDY

Resource FY83 FY84 FY85 Total

A. Staff Requirements
(in staff weeks)
Principal Supervisor 2 10 3 15
Other 1 2 1 4

Total 3 12 4 19

B. Case Study - Peru (in '000 US$)
Contractual services 20 90 12 122

C. Headquarters (in '000 US$)
Contractual services 20 100 40 160

D. Data processing (Bank) (in'000 US$) - 10 - 10

E. OPS Resources
Travel (number of trips)
Principal supervisor 1 2 1 4
Others 1 2 1 4
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Table 4.2

BUDGET FOR EDUCATION-INFORMAL SECTOR
RESEARCH PROJECT ($)

Location/Item Total Monthly Salary/
Person Unit Price
Months (in US$) Total

Headquarters

Resident consultant 16 4,200 67,200
Research assistant - 16 3,000 48,000
Other consultants 6 3,500 21,000
Consultants, trav. + per diem 24,000
Data processing 10,000

Subtotal 170,200

Peru

Local Consultants 16 3,000 48,000
Auxiliary workers 10 800 8,000
Printing 6,000 quest. 2.00 12,000
Coding 6,000 quest. 1.30 7,800
Punching 6,000 quest. 1.30 7,800
Data processing 8,000
Overheads 10,200
Seminar 7,000
Contingencies 12,800

Subtotal 121,600

OVERALL TOTAL,

(FY83, FY84, and FY85) 291,800
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The World Bank 1818 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A. - Telephone: (202) 477-1234 * Cables: INTBAFRAD

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE- VORLD BANK AND THE DIRECCION

GENERAL DEL ELE0, MIISTERIO DE TRABAJO, PERU

Agreement dated January 26 ,1983 between the International. Bank for

Reconstruction and Development (hereinafter called the Bank) and the

Direcci6n General de Empleo (hereinafter called the DGE). The Bank

represented by Mr. Elkyn Chaparro, Residente Representative; and the DGE

represented by Mr. Edgar Flores B., authorized by Resoluci6n Ministerial N'0 1 3
-8 3-TRcelebrate the following agreement.

ARTICLE I: . This agreement refers to the preparatory stage of a study on the

role of education in the informal sector of the economy.

ARTICLE II: The Bank and the DGE agree in the need of creating a merged file

matching information on individuals from the Encuestas de Niveles de Empleo,

1981 and 1982; and the Encuestas de Estratos No Organizados, 1982 carried out

by the DGE. The variables to be included in this file shall be determined by

a working team formed by the Bank and the DGE. These variables shall be of

relevance for the analysis of the Urban Informal Sector behavior; and shall be

part of the framework of a study on the Role of Education in the Urban .Informal

Sector.

ARTICLE III: A sampling design and framework for selecting a households sample

in Lima Metropolitana to be applied in another study on the Role of Education

in the Informal Sector of the Economy shall be constructed on the basis of the

above file.

ARTICLE IV: To accomplik the purposes of this agreement, the DGE shall under-

take the following tasks:

a) Provide the working team with the information on the Encuestas de Niveles
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de Empleo 1981 and 1982, and the Encuestas de Estratos No Organizados 1982.

b) Employ the computer programming and computing services necessary to create

a computarized merged file matching the data on individuals from.the above

surveys.

c) Assign two professionals to be members of the working team.

d) Design a sampling frame for selecting the households sample to be used in

the future study Role of Education in the Informal Sector of the Economy.

This design shall include a description of the existent sampling frame,

the sample characteristics and the method of cases selection.

e) Furnish to the Bank Representative not later than February 21, 1983 the

computarized merged file matching the information on the individuals of

1981 and 1982 surveys.

f) Furnish to the Bank Representative the necessary codes to read the com-

putarized merged file.

ARTICLE V: The Bank shall:

a) Assign one professional to be member of the working team.

b) Pay to the DGE a fee of US$ 5,000 (five thousand dollars) for creating a

computarized merged file matching the information on the Encuestas de Ni-

veles de Empleo and the Encuesta de Estratos No Organizados; designing the

sampling frame and method to select a household survey. This fee shall be

paid to. the Ministerio de Trabajo y Promoci6n Social, DGE as follows:

- US$ 2,500 at the signature of this agreement.

- US$ 2,500 at the time the Bank receives the document on the households

sampling frame design and verifies the technical quality of the computarized

merged file.
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ARTICLE VI: This agreement shall operate under the study make on request

modality. The attached analytical budget is part of this agreement.

ARTICLE VII: Any proposition of the DGE to modificate the analytical budget

shall be communicated and approved in writing by the Bank Representative.

ARTICLE VIII: The non-consumable goods financed out .of the proceeds of this

agreement shall be transferred to the DGE by the Bank, at the completion of the

agreement.

ARTICLE IX: Both institutions shall have the right of analyzing and publishing

the results of this agreement after consulting the other one.

In recognition of this agreement, the representatives of the Bank and the DGE

sign this document in the city of Lima on January 83

For the World.Bank For t ecti6n General de Empleo
Mr. Elkyn Chaparro del isterL de Trabajo y Promoci6n
Resident Representative Mr. Edg ores Benavente
representative Mr. George
Psacharopoulos
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ANALYTICAL BULGET OF THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE WORLD BANK AND THE MINISTERIO
DEL TRABAJO Y PROMOCION SOCIAL,DIRECCION GENERAL DE EMPLEO.

( in current USA dollars)

Items:

1) Personnel. 
US$1.700

-system analysts,computer
programmers to prepare
the merged file.

-statisticians to prepare
the sampling frame.

-administration of agree-
ment

2) Goods. 
US$1.500-computer materials

3) Services. 
US$1.800-computer services time

4) TOTAL 
US$5.000



Household Information *

A. Site Identification Code B. Survey Information

(1) (2) (3) (1) (2)

A. 1. Province 6/

A. 2. Strata 8/ B. 1. Name of Survey
Taker

A. 3. Region 10/ / / B.2. Date of Survey

A. 4. Municipality 12/

B.3. Signature of Survey
A. 5. Village 14/ / Taker

A. 6. Cluster Number

B.4. Name of Supervisor (
A. 7. Building Number

B.5. Date of Supervision H

A. 8. Household Number- 15/ /

A. 9. Number of Household Members 18/ / / B.6. Date of Inspection
(coding)

A. 10. Number of Household Members 20/ /-- B.7. Signature of Supervisor
over 10

A. 11. Location or address:

* This is a skeleton household questionnaire to be adapted to the research design of this project
and the particular country circumstances in which it will be administered.

P31
(D
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C C3 C4 C6 C 7 Persons Age 10 and Older

N"Imes of Enter Enter re- I SEX AGE C C
the house- serial lationship 1 male in -e_ Ity
hold mem- number to head of 2 femalE Years School- Quality Is this If Code 2 is in Col.ll How well Cols.
bers who of household ing com- person can this for
normally household Head 1 pleted now How many Reason for person each
reside members Spouse 2 attending years has leaving read person
in this who are Child/step 3 None 0 school? it been (local
ousehold age 10 Son/daughter since he/ Had sufficient 1 language)

or older in law 4 2 =yes she left No funds 2 (show
in Grandchild 5 3 2=no school? Too difficult 3 card and
column 3 Parent 6 4 Too far away/ ask R's

Parent-in- 5 X ' u not available 4 to read)
law 7 6 ' 0 4 Other 5

~r C i -other rel- 7 a r I
ative 8 8
Boarder/ Univ. 9 '
friend 9

Servant 0 1 wo

C5
Code

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9 (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15)

/ // /22-35

El- / / L7727 10 36-49

7 _ _ /1/ / 50-63

/ // /I1 /I /1 64-77
/- / /22-35

/1/ 7 /7/-7 / / 36-49

/ _I / / / /7/7 // /50-63
/7 /_1 /_/_/ F / / /7 /1/ /_ /-7 64-77

f7/7 7 / 7 / 7/_7 //7 /I 22-35
1 7 /36-49

7-- // // / /_ /7 50-63

- 2 / .//.1 / //7 / / // /7 / 64-77
1/ // / // / ~ /~7 T/ TF7 /~7 / 22-35
/7 _ _II 7/ /7 / /~ /_I 36-49
F 75 P7 F~7 T7 FF F FT-7 F-7 -FT 50-63



D. SuUrces of Household Income o- d es ~

Wage I
W'hat are the sources of income of this household? Account 2
(Place checkmarks in the appropriate boxes.) Both 3

Sources of Income Wage Earner Own Account Wage and
own account

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

). 1. Agriculture 22 //

1). 2. Industry/handicraft // ./23 /

1). 3. Sales 24/

1). 4. Transportation 25 /

1). 5. Services 26

). 6. Other work 27

1). 7. Government 28

1. 8. Private pension & transfer 29

9. Of the sources of income listed in column 1, which is the
main source of income? Go to_-~_---1

10. Of the sources of income listed in column 1, in the case of
an own account (self employed) worker, which source represents
his main source of income?

(D1

0

-4



D.11 Production and Asset Accounts - Own Account Only

[These will vary considerably from activity to activity and from country to country. 
The following is therefore

only intended as a speciman outline)

For each activity

Production Account: Activity--__ Assets

(where
Value Quantity relevant) Quantity Age Value

Sales To be
separately

Plus listed

Own Consumption

less

Inventory of
unsold output
at beginning
of period

Plus

Inventory of
unsold output at
end of period

- Gross output

less

Intermediate inputs
(to be prelisted in
each case)

- Value added

less

Gross wages paid

less

Depreciation
(to be imputed)

- Operating surplus



F. Identification of Household Member

F]. Name of household member:............................. 1 / 3/
F2. Serial number of household member.................... 22 /
:'3. Marital Status: Single - 1

Married - 2 H. Attending School/Taking
Widowed or divorced -3 ............. 24 / care of the house.

C. Activities During the Past Week
H 1. Have you looked for

Can you tell me what you have been doing for the past work during the past
week, beginning yesterday.... (name of day), then the 3 months?
day before yesterday...., 3 days ago, and so on.

G GC~~terYes // No //33/
C Type of C Em- G Employ- G5Look- 6 Attend- Taking ,Other

_ctivity ployed ed but did ing for ing school care of the (retired 112. Why aren't you look-
C (at least 1 not go to work home disabled ing for work?

Day hour a day) work etc.) 1. Taking care of the

house //
(1) (2) (4) (5) (6) (7) 2. Attending school! /

Ys. 73. Health reason / / 34 /
Yesterday,...../ /..hour(s) / /_ /_ /_ / / 4. Not prepared to go
Day before -------- owr (rtrd
yesterday..... ... hour /7 /7/ / / to work (retired /

3 days ago.... ... / // / / / ooold,etc.)
4 days ago.... / T/ // T / / /
5 days ago...../ . / / // 3. If a suitable job was
6 (lays ago .... .. T/ / available, would you
i7 days ago.... .11 .T /T T /acp t

(name of day) Yes/ No/7 35 /

Total // /
hour(s)

Card Column 25-27 28 29 30 31 32

(Block H to be asked only if there are
no entries in columns 2, 3 and 4).

0

-4



J.B. Employment History J.C. Training

J.B.l. At what age did you start working? J.C.l. Have you ever received formal training

If 13.1 or 13.4 are ticked then to or undertaken an apprentiship?

JB3 If Yes then give details

J.B.2. Have you ever been employed by

anyone outside your household? From To Description
If Yes then give details of past
employment history

Employer Industry Occupation Dates Monthly Permanent

From To Wage or J.D. Unemployment History
Temporary J.D.l. Have you ever been unemployed?

If Yes then give details:

Spell From To Method of Finance

1

2

3

4

J.E. Migration History

J.E.l. Have you always lived in
(present town)?
If No then please give detailsl

From Date Rural/Urban

0



1. Where yEmployedn kind of work is _Card Column .. _ w J. Looking for Work Card Columny1Wrdo You work and what JA . fow long have you been looking for work?
your employer engaged in? 

..........
_mnhs6At.---................Type of work........36 _/_/ ----.... months 64 /~ //

2. At .....s ...... ...... dTy o w ork ..yp ... 36 JA 2. Are you looking for full-time or part-time1 2.. What positIon do you hold or what type of jb
work do you do?-........................... 38 /7 1. Full-time /I 2. Part-time /66 Z/

3. Job status: JA 3. From what source have you usually re-
1. Worker or government employee /7 ceived income for your daily needs
2. Businessman without employees / 41 / during this period?
3. Employed by relative without ay T7~~4. Social worker /~~/ I. Work 3. Family or friends4.Sca okr/12. Sometimes work 4. Other 67 /-7I 4. flow many hours did you work at this
job during the past week?.....hours. 42 /7 A 4. Have you ever worked before?

I 5. Is the job you held during the past Yes /__/ No / 68
week the same job you held during
the last 3 months?

Yes / / No /7 44 L_7 Other Income and Expenditures DuringYe - N /- the Past Month
1 6. What was your net income from this Income -__- Expenditures

job during the past month? (Do not Type Amount-Rp Type Amount Rpinclude income from agriculture 1) (2) (3) (4)
listed in block E, column 8.) 1. Pension I.Remittances
- In cash Rp ......... / (Retired) sent- Total Rp ......... (hundreds) 2 .Remittances 2.From deposits

received or savings
I 7. Do you have any jobs in addition to 3.Withdrawal 3.Other (loans,

this job? from de- payments,Yes /7 No /f -(proceed to 50 / posits or lotteries,-

line I 10) savings .investments,

I 8. How many hours did you work last week 4.Other, other-funds)
on all other jobs?-........hours 51 /77 (borrowing

I 9. What was you net income from all other money, etc.
jobs during the past month? (Do not include
income from agriculture listed in block 69/E, column 8.) Total ........... Total- In cash Rp ..........
- In goods Rp 53/7/7/7/- Total Rp-.----- (hundreds) 

-I 10. how much income did you receive during the past month 58 / / /from land and house rentals and interest payments?
1 11. If you have the time available would you be willing 63 LIto accept additional work? Yes / No T7

.............................- --....
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EXAMPLES OF ABILITY AND MODERNITY INSTRUMENTS
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A. General Ability - Raven's Progressive Matrices Rationale

The geneology of the Raven's Progressive Matrices (or RPM) can

be traced back to the investigations of Spearman into the nature of

intelligence. It was his view that an undifferentiated concept of

intelligence was less than adequate in describing cognitive abilities.

Starting with the Standard RPM series, designed to sample the general

range of ability, we will be able to provide a means to assess an adult's

present ability to perceive and think clearly, irrespective of past

experiences or present ability for verbal communication. The scales

can be described as "tests of observation and clear thinking" and have

been widely used cross-nationally with high levels of reliability.
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B. Overall Modernity - the Short Form Rationale

Each of these items correlates well with the larger Overall Modernity scales in

each of the six countries in the Inkeles (Harvard) study, at a highly

significant level. Moreover, each of the questions was strongly

correlated with the independent variables of education, urban experience

and occupation. These items have been extensively incorporated in

cross-cultural research. Since it is more or less inevitable that one

or another question from a cross-national set may not serve well in a

particular country, we have identified alternative questions for each

of the above. Indeed we may ask the suggested alternate question as well,

thus providing a pool of items which are theoretical equivalents, from

which we may select those that are best understood and most discriminating

in this particular study.
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Purely Attitudinal Itemis

1. Have you ever (thought over so much) gotten so highly concerned
(involved) regarding some public issue (such as . . .) that you
really wanted to do something about it?

Frequently / Few times / Never
2. If schooling is freely available (if there were no kinds of obstacles)

how much schooling (rending and writing) do you think children
(the son) of people like yourself should have?

3. Two 12-year-old boys took time out from their work in the corn
(rice) fields. They were trying to figure out a way to grow the
same amount of corn (rice) with fewer hours of work.

The father of one boy said: "That is a good thing to think about.
Tell me your thoughts about how we should change our ways of
growing corn (rice)."
The father of the other boy said: "The way to grow corn (rice)
is the way we have always done it. Talk about change will waste
time but not help."

Which father said the wiser words?
4. What should most qualify a man to hold high office?

Coming from (right, distinguished, or high) family background
Devotion to the old and (revered) time-honored ways
Being the most popular among the people
High education and special knowledge

5. Which is most important for the future of (this country)?
The hard work of the people
Good planning on the part of the government
God's help
Good luck

6 * Learned men (scholars, scientists) in the universities are studying
such things as what determines whether a baby is a boy or girl and
how it is that a seed turns into a plant. Do you think that these in-
vestigations (studies) are:

All very good (beneficial) / All somewhat good (beneficial)
All somewhat harmful / All very harmful
Some people say that it is necessary for a man and his wife to
limit the number of children to be born so they can take better
care of those they do have (already have).
Others say that it is wrong for a man and wife purposely (volun-
tarily) to limit the number of children to be born.

Which of these opinions do you agree with more?
7. Which one of these (following) kinds of news interests you most?

World events (happenings in other countries)
The nation
Your home town (or village)
Sports
Religious (or tribal, cultural) events (ceremonies) or festivals

8. If you were to mect a person who lives in another country a long
way off (thousands of kilometers / miles away), could you under-
stand his way of thinking?

Yes/ No
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9. Do you think a man can be truly good without having any religion
at all?

Yes / No

Behavitir-Informnation Items

10. Do you belong to any organization (associations, clubs), tich as,
for cxaimple. social clubs, unions, church organi/ations, political
groups, or other groups? If "Yes." what are the names of all the
organizations you belong to? (Scored for number of organizations.)

11. Would you tell me what are the biggest problcms you see facing
(your country)? (Scored for number of problems or words in
answer.)

12. Where is (in what country is the city of) Washington / Mlucow?
(Scored correct or incorrect.)

13. How often do you (usually) get news and information from news-
papers?

Everyday / Few times a week
Occasionally (rarely) / Never
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Office National de Formation Professionnelle, Ivory Coast

Le dlvetoppement 4ocio- conomique de ta C8te d'1uoite,
comme cetui de tous tez pay4 du continent a6icain, pasae pat Za
6oimation des hommez. CetLe-ci contitue pou% ta C5.e d'I'oiae une
plioril, qui ze tkaduit, danz tez Saitz, par t'a66ectation doune
pat patticuti ement impottante du budget de L'Etat (46 % du
budget de jonctionnement) aux dipense6 d'.Iducation.

Maiz quette Iducation et pou quoi 6aite ? "L'duca-
tion au zetvice du dlveLoppement" tet e.t te mot d'orde donng paA
Le le CongqAx du PDCI-RDA. Dans Ze contexte ivoiZ4ien, at e'homme
n'est paz zeutement t'aatisan de La cioizance 4conomique mai4
aus&i et urtout Le premieA bgngZiciaie de cette-ci, mettte
"L'iducation au 4ervice du diveLoppement" c'est a La 6oi4 %9pondre
aux bezoin. du divetoppement conomique et aux azpii.ation4 de
L'en&embte de La popuLation.

Pour atteindte ceA objectilz, La C8te d'lvoite doit
a La doi aszrue,% un enseignement de bae. d touz Le4 citoyens et
une dormation pAoiezzionneLLe a tous ceux qui en ont beoin pou.
exetcex un empLoi producti6 quaLijil.

Des objecti6Z auzzi ambitieux pou un payA dont Le4
Ae64outcee 6inanci 4eh zont Limitlez, nice4zitent une ptanidication
Atgoute.6e dez actionz, un 4uivi permanent deA bezoinA de
t'lconomie, deh tlatitA de L'empLoi et un piLota.ge attent.i du
4y6tlme de do.'mation.

Vanh Le domaine de La 6ormation pto6eazionneLLe, La
C8te. d'Ivoite A'eAt dotl d'un insttument originaL et ed6icace
pouA a6umet cette tache diliciLe L'O16ice NationaL de Formation
PMo e ionnette.

x

x x

CA19 en 1966, et pat'onng atoor paA Le Miniztie du
PLan, L eht pLacl 4ou La tutette du MiniztC4e de L'Enzeignement
Technique et de La Formation Pto6eszionneLLe Lort de La cAtation
de ce dernier, en 1970.

..
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Emanation de L'adminitration, iL est en m&me tempz
en p&iLe diZecte 6ut L'entnep/LZe, tant pat te4 6onctionz qui Lui
4ont divoLue4, que pat Lez modaLitz de 4on 6inancement.

L'OZice.-NationaL de Fotmation PtoaesionneLLe edt
en e66et un gtabLiAsemenipubLic a catactae adminittati6 qui a
La panticuZatitg de titet Ae& moyenA d'exiztence, mais auAi Le5
moyen nicez6aitez a La ptomotion de La domation, de taxez d Za
6oAmation p'oseazionneLLe. CeLLeA-ci Lui iont diAectement a66ectez
pout aAsuaet d'une part Aon donctionnement et paaticipet d'autre
part au jinancement d'actionu de jotmation. C'est ain6i que La
taxe d'apptentizzage (0,5 % de La ma4.ae aJaLiaLe) et La taxe a La
6otmation continue (1,5 % dea 6aLaiAeh) viennent aLimenteA Le
budget de L'066ice NationaL de Fotmation Pto6es.ionnette et Le
FondA NationaL de ALguLation pout La daomation continue qui, Ltui,
Aett euentieLLement a 6inancet La jotmation petrmanente dan6 Le4
entrteptiz ez .

Le Aoxt de L'ONF? ewt ainsi Lig & ceLui dez enttepti-
4eA et zez moyen.6, diAectement conditionnU pat Le niveau
d'activitl de ceLLe-ci.

x

zx

L'Ojdice Mationat de Fotmation P4odeszionneLLe a pout

tache e sentieLLe d'a"zutv un meiLLeau ajuctement de. La 6otmation
auz nlceA.6Ctl de L'empLoi ajin de, daite de. chaque Ivoitien, un
age.nt acti du dlvetoppement du payA. It a44ume ainzi quatre

6onctionu p4imondiaLe:

- L'itude de6 tetationA entte La 6ormation et L'empLoi
. La 6otmuLation deh gandeA oxientation qui en dicoutent ;

- La pxoqtammation de6 action4 de 6otmation ;

- La ptomotZon de cez actionA notamment pat La
paxticipation au jinancement et . Lencadement de cetaine
d'enttre eLLez ;
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- Z'gvauaticn des actions de 6cAmation cntpeptisez

pa) Le Minist tAe de LEnzeignement Technique et de La FoArration

PAodes6ionnetLe.

L'066ice intetvient auzzi bien au niveau de La

6otmation initiate qu'a ceLui de La ot'mation pAciezzionneLe

continue, tant en miLieu utbain qu'en miLieu Au.taL. Sa zoupte~se

de 6onctionnement et zon autonomie de gestion Lui petmettent, en

vitant Les toudeuxA adminizt.ative4, de joue4 pLeinement Aon

A6Le.

x

x x

Concritement qu'a donc /ialis6 Z'ONF? duant Lez

quinze (15) ptemiatez annaeA de 4on exi~stence ?

En matiZ4e d'gtudes, L'ONFP 4'et peu a peu a&itm%
comme une souJce impoprtante d'indatmation auszi bien danh Le

domaine de L'empLoi que danz Le domaine de La 6ormation. Son

Cente de documentation plciaLizl en La mati2'e joue a ce niveau

Un x6Le majeux au niveau nationaL maZis Igaement au niveau inteA-

a.d4icain pui qu'iZL est en mime temp4 Le CentAe de documentaZtion

du Centte lnteta4iZcain pouw Le VIveLoppement de La Fotmation

(CIADFOR). Le champ d' ltude couvett pa. L'ONF? n'est paA Zimig

au aeuL domaine reLevant de zon MiniLtlke de tuteLZe, maiA conceane

L'ensembLe de4 pAobtLmeA pozU par L'utiLization et La vaLoxiLation

deA 4et6oa ceh humaine4 en C6te d'Ivoite.

C'eht a.in.i q'uun dispoiti6 cohlAent d'Itudes &'e.t

peu a peu miA en pLace, comp4enant

- dea enquitez .ut L'empLoi tant danA Le 4ecteuA

modetne que danz Le AecteuA injotmet, dibouchant 4uA deA tatiati-

quea d'empLoi Aggu-i.Lement mize.6 a joau, ainsi qute ut L'anatyze

.du contenu deA empLoi et deh modaLitla d'accla a ceux-ci.

- deA Itude4 Au% Le 4syztme de 6a'mation permettant

de ptoduite tlguLiZxement des statiztiquea zcolaiez et d'app't-

cie Lte .endement, Lt. coGt et L'e66icacitg de La jotmation.

..
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- endin, et Aut La ba&e de cea 9tudes, La condection
d'un biLan p/rLvisionnet empLoi-dortmation permettant de compatet
LeA 6aeoins en main d'oeuvte de L'gconomLe nationate et La
"pAoduction" du ay4ame de 6oamation.

C'est 4u% ce biLan que ptend appui La concetation
e-ntte ptaniLicateutz, 6oamatewt4 et empLoyeuLA, qwi petmet de
dlgageL Zes oxientationj de4 action4 a meneA en vue d'une meitZeute
adlquation de La jorma.tion a Z'emptoi.

La pogxammation pAend Le teLais de cea gtudez powr
LeA ttaduiae en teAmed de ptojetA ou action4 de 6otmation. ELLe
e4t e.n ede.t chagge de mettte en oeuvte LeA moyens permettant
de conctgtiseA Lez dicision4 concetnant Lea etationa ou modi6ica-
tionA dei 4AtcstauteA de dotmation dipendant ditectement du Mini-tate
de. L'Enseignement Technique et de La Fotmation Pto6esZonneZte.
ELLe. a.suwe tAois (3) 6onction4 pAincipaLe:

- La pAcgtammation gindtaZe et 6inanciate qu gLabotc
Le p/ojetz, Le4 ttaduit en teLme 6inanciet4 et techerche Les
6inancement4 n ce44a.cxe a Leut tdaLisation.

- La ptogtammation technique et pidagogique qui
pAdci4e Led modaLitgA pgdagogiqued du jonctionnement de4 At-tctuAe4
de 6otmation et Les conttainted techniques qui en U.6utent.

- Le auivi et Le contAdte ded tgaLi4ationA.

LeU 4tAuctuteA, une doi4 mi2ea en pLace, sont gxAles'
pat Le4 Di tections CenttaLes du Ministlte de L'En4eignement
Technique et de La Formation PaoeszionneLLe. MaiA L'066ice
.NationaL de Fotmation PMo6edionneLze intetvient de nouveau, au
niveau de L' vaLuation et du contjtLe de La 6otmation.

rL est en edlet chatgd de vitiive que Les ALatizations
et Les ALuttats o6tenu4 tApondent bien aux object.Zjs lixts,
d'identijie4 Les cau~ses ded icatts'9ventueL4 , de ptoposek Les
coAectia n ces aites.
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Dea tiudes zont done mentde 4yatmatiquement en vue
de diLpczet en petmanence de donnife comptite 4u't Ze 4yzitme de
6otmation et Zea' ptojetz de sta ization. De6 enquites ponctueZe-s
petmettent en outte de 6aite, en 6onction deA beaoin, de4 biZan4
4ecto4iet4.

x

x x

Ainsi L'O66ice Nationat de Fotmation P'tae~sionneLle
inte4vient eszentiettement en amont-et en avaZ de Za 6oAmation.
It n'est paz pout autant cactt de V'action, bien au conttaite.
Sa 6anction de ptomoteur et Zes pozibiitU de 6inancement qui
4ont Le 4iennes 6ont de Z'ONFP un agent acti4 de Za 6o'Lmation.
QuetqueA exempLes .u66itont d Le montaeL.

L'ONFP, dU 4a ctlation, a patticipa, 6uA ae4 ond-6
ptopaeA, a La Aatsiation d' ItabLiLementz de 6domation; on peut
cite. notamment Le Centte Poids LouadA (devenu depuis Centxe
de Pet ectionnement aux Mgtietz de Z'AutomobiZel, Le Centte dez
Mltiea du Batiment (devenu Ze Centte de Pe.6ectionnement aux
MltieA du Satiment), Ze Centte de Fotmation Pxoje4ionneLZe de
San-Pld4o, Le Centte de Pe'tectionnement Audio-VizueZ (CEPAV)
ainsi que Le Centtae de Simbteszo et d'OdiennE.

It a64ute pat, ai.ZeuAz La geztion et Le 6onctionnement

de 4ttuatu.e4 de joimation p4lientant un catactate expiAimentat,
tetLe que Ze Lucie Ptoje44ionneZ 96teLiet ou, en miZieu tutaZ,
Lez UnitlA MobiZe de Foimation (.spleiaialeh 4 elon Leh caA dan4
LeA mltie4z du b&iNment ou de L'agAo-mdcanique).

Endin L'066ice NationaL de Fotmation PaojezzionneLLe
a pout chatge de Lancet et de gitet certainez opltationA nouveLLes,

teLLez que L'appxentizage danA Les entteptisue, La 6ommation
pAolez4ionneLLe continue et d'azutet La mi4e en pLace d'1tabLi4ce-
mentz de 4otmation de 4tyZe nouveau, teLs Zeu 51-ycue4 ptolezionnet6

de JacqueviZZe, Man, Odienni, San-Pgdto et Gagnoa.

x

x x. .
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L'O66ice NationaZ de Fo.mation Ptoessionnete

appaiZt donc comme un outiZ priviig de p'omotion de t'emnpZoi

et de vaLo izaton-de4 tezsouces humainea nationates dan4 Les

di6diAent6 hecteuiA4 de L'conomie nationaZe.

Financg pa-r Le enttepiZ4e4 du Aecteur pjiv9 modetne,
Z'Odjice n'oubtie paz pouttant que 'ezentiet de ta poputation

ivoirienne exetce ze4 activitEA danA Ze secteu)L i njomet et

paticutitement en milieu tuuat. L'agticuMuwe ayant 6inancE

en g4ande paxtie te divetoppement de4 aecteuws 4econdaiae et

tettiaixe, pat un juate Letou,,L des chose.s, ce6 dvtnie4 contti-

buent & La pxomotion du monde tuatL. C'ezt aini que Z'ONFP

intevient a.ussi bien au. niveau de4 6otmationz de bae que de Za

d6rmation continue pou% ja vo-iet La ptomotion de4 petitez

enttepti-eA et du .ecteuA ag9icoLe.

En a44uant a.inai un meitLeut ajuztement de La

dommation a.ux gatLit!A de V'emptoi en CUte d'lvoite, 'O66ice

MationaL de Fo'mation Pxo6e4sionnette paticipe a La 6oiA au

dlveLoppement lconomique du pay4 et a La ptomotion dez hommeA

qui en Aont Le vi'itabLe moteur et Le4 p'temies bentjiciaiaea.

x

x x

Au deta deh drontileA de La CSte d'Ivoite, Z'Oddice

NationaL de Foimation Pto6ezaionneLLe oeuve activeent pou4 une

coopUleation Itaoite entae LeA payA d'Ajaique danA Le domaine qui

eut Le 4ien. 1L est en e666e membxe du Centxe Intexat.icain pout

Le VDveLoppement de La Foxmation (CIADFOR), dont Le SecAUaine

GlnlxaL est au.zi Le Ditecteut Ggnbtat de L'ONFP.

Vans ce ca.de une colabotation ditecte entte Le4 organea de

ormation de4 di661tentA pd.y4 d'Adtique A'est intauAe et se
dlvetoppe. Le CIADFOR xegoupe en eSdet actueLLement 19 paya

a.6xicain et compte taAembLet, a tetme, L'ensembLe de4 pay,

du continent, qui diApoAent a.in4si d'un instument indi. pen.6abLe

poux prnomouvoit, ensembLe, La vaLaroi&ation de ce qui conatitue

La pemi~te tichesze de notte continent : se6 horwres.

.ILLET 1982
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LA UNIVERSIDAD DEL PACIFICO

La Universidad del Pacifico-es una universidad privada
cuya constitucibn y funcionamiento se ajustan a la legisla-
cibn universitaria y educativa del pais.

Fue creada como respuesta a la necesidad de conformar
un centro superior de nivel de excelencia que atendiese las
tareas de fornacian universitaria, de investigacion y de pres-
tacion de servicios en las Areas de las ciencias economicas,
sociales y administrativas que el proceso de desarrollo del
pais requiere con urgencia.

El 28 de febrero de 1962 el Gobierno Peruano autorizo
la fundacion de la Universidad del Pacifico mediante el De-
creto Supremo No. 8, por el cual se aprobaban tambien sus
Estatutos. Un nuevo reconocimiento legal le fue extendido
por el inciso (b) del articulo 167 de la Ley Organica de la
Universidad Peruana (Decreto Ley 17437, de febrero de
1969). Actualmonte desarrolla sus labores academicas a
traves de cuatro Programas Academicos -Economia, Con-
tabilidad, Administracion y Post-Grado en Administra-

Universdad del Pacifico cion- y de cinco Departamentos Academicos -Matema-
Avenid3 Salaverry 2020 -Jesks Maria ticas, Humanidades, Economia, Administracion y Contabi-
Lima (11) -Peru lidad, y Ciencias Sociales y Politicas-.

Teleforo: 71-2277 La naturaleza y funcionamiento de la Universidad se
inspiran en los siguientes principios generales:

Aparudo Pnal 4683
Lia (1)-Peru 1. La necesidad de formar profesionales y tecnicos cien-

tificamente competentes y socialmente abiertos a una
mentalidad justa al servicio de las necesidades y desarro-
lo de la comunidad peruana.

2. La importancia de fomentar la investigacion cientifica, M Q
humanistica y tecnologica dirigida a contribuir efectiva- co
mente a la solucion de los problemas de la comunidad
peruana.

0



3. El propasito de promover un eficaz diilogo positivo en- EL CENTRO DE INVESTIGACION
tre las personas que se integran dentro de su conforma-
cion y con las personas, entidades o instituciones que
componen el campo social que le circunda. El Centro de Investigacion de la Universidad del Pacifico

tiene por objetivo promover. dirigir. realizar y difundir in-

4dnavestigaciones interdisciplinarias y labores conexas enmarca-

4. La finalidad de servir a W necesidades del pais y como das dentro de su reglamento. Su naturaleza y funciona-

tal no perseguir fines de lucro n ninguna de sus mani- miento se orientan, dentro de la busqueda de la verdad, a la
festaciones. formulacion de modelos que conduzcan a un orden social

humano, libre y justo, mediante la consecucion de los si-

guientes objetivos instrumentales:

5. La garantia de independencia en su funcionamiento y
en su gobierno, que es ejercido s6lo por sus miembros a) Reflexionar y dar a conocer la realidad nacional en sus

bajo el principio de la autonomia quo l es propia y ne-

cesaria para lograr plenamente sus fines especificos, en aspectas eonanmicas, sociales y Politicos, mediante sa

el campo normativo, acad6mico, pedagogico, adminis- presentacin, el anAlisis y la valuacion critica de su

trativo y financiero. problemitica.

b) Formular nuevas categorias conceptuales que leven a

proponer evaluaciones integrales de los problemas del

pais, procurando la formacion de una escuela de pensa-

El regimen disehado por la Universidad persigue la for- miento fundada en los principios de la Universidad.

macion integral de sus alumnos a travds del seguimiento
del curriculo acad6micd, asi como del desarrollo de diver- c) Contribuir a la farnacion integral do os miembros do la

sas actividades que se contienen en el curriculo paracade- comunidad universitaria y al desarrollo d- una moto-

mico. El curriculo academico o el Plan de Estudios es ela- dologia de ensehanza acorde con los propositos y recur-

borado de acuerdo con los requerimientos de conocimien. sos institucionales.

to profesional en cada una de las areas de formacibn a cargo

de la Universidad. El Centro cuenta con un Consejo Directivo presidiuo

Dentro del curricula paracadimico se comprenden por el Director del Centro e integrado por representantes de

aquellas actividades qu Ia Universidad considera necosarias los investigadores y de los estudiantes. Dos veces al afio, el

Para praporcinar a los alumn rs no slao una formacin pro- Consejo Directivo se amplia tambien con los representantes

fesional sino. tambisn una formacin integral. Forman parto de los Departamentos Academicos y de los alumnos de cada

del curriculo paracadmico, par ojempla, las labores anvpsti- uno de los Programas Academicos. El Director del Centro de

gacionales en sus diversos niveles, dada la indiscutible i- Investigacion os el representante del Centro, preside el Con-

portancia quo elas revisten Para una autentica capacitacibn sejo Directivo y ejerce la gestion administrativa. Asimismo,

profesional. Estas actividades pueden ser desarrolladas en el el Contra cuonta con las servicios de asistencia, asesoria y

Centro de Investigacion. apoya administrativo internos.
~0



El Centro estA integrado por profesores de diversos De- Ademis de las labores de invesugacion a su cargo, el

partamnentos Acadenicos do Ia Universidad en el area do las Centro desarrolla una actividad plural de diAlogos y semi-

Ciencias Sociales, que prestan sus servicios en rgimen de narios con invitados especiales, asi como de publicaciones.

fiempo completo. Actualmente, integran el Centro de In- Edita regularmente dos revistas: "Apuntes" y "Estudios

vestigacion trece (13) profesores en calidad de miembros Andinos".
del mismo. Asimismo. recibe como afiliados temporales a
profesores de universidadis extranjeras en calidad de rniem- Su producci6n a nivel de investigaciones so ha concreta-

bros visitantes. do en un conjunto de publicaciones.

El trabajo del Centro es, fundamentalmente, interdisciE
plinario y en Ml tienen cabida las perspectivas propias de las El Cnco do esigconiene aeno r ua

*sus funciones -y osta en condiciones ventajosas para hacer-
distintas Ciencias Sociales. Sus miembros son graduados en lo- la de prestar asesoria en los campos de su competencia
economia, sociologia, ciencia politica, administracion.
ingenieria y jurisprudencia. Sus estudios de post-grado han les, eAtranjeras e internacionalis.
sido cursad6s en las mismas Areas, aunque hay el caso de
sociblogos e ingenieros con post-grado en economia, y de
administradores con post-grado en economia, de economis-
tas con post-grado en ciencia politica, y de administradores

con post-grado en sociologia4.

El Centro orienta sus trabajos a la formulacion de mode-
los que conduzcan a un orden social humano, libre y justo.
Para ello, dirige sus esfuerzos a reftexionar sobre los aspec-
tos economicos. sociales y pcliticos de la realidad nacional,
analizando criticamente su problem.itica y proponiendo al
respecto soluciones integrales.

En el Centro se estudia la realidad nacional e internacio-
nal en sus aspectos economnicos. sociales y politicos, median-
te la presentacion. el ar.ilisis y la vva.ua:ion critica de su
problerati:a, con el fir de aportar ruevcs elernentos cien-
tificso. taito en s7s aspectos teoncos como metodologicos.

Pr otro lado, el Centro trata de orientar la formacion
de los ;rzs de Ia comur.i-ad uuiversitaria hacia un tra-
aj: L:::e'. ::-.i d::.e rno solo se trasr-itan conocimientos (D

tez:~:s y tec$::s so. sb ra todo. so logre una adecuada
ca;:a::a:io. c:entf:za y dcncde la investigacibn se oriento

0
haci rne d masalt ruvl centiico
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ABSTRACT

0.01 This research proposal addresses an issue of high importance for

Bank operations that has not so far been analyzed in tfe existing

literature: What is the economic performance of those graduates of the

school system who are engaged in the so-called "informal sector" of the

economy of developing countries.

.0.02 The existing empirical evidence on the economic role of education

has been based almost exclusively on samples of modern sector wage

employees. This treatment would be valid if wages for similar kinds of

labor were equalized across sectors by means of perfect mobility. In such

a case it would be immaterial what sector is sampled in order to assess

the economic effect of education. But of course even casual observation

of developing country labor markets suggests that such equalization does

not take place. Minimum wage and other labor legislation, unionization

and other institutional factors characterize particular labor markets.

Due to these restrictions to entry, wages are above those levels needed to

clear these markets and there is an excess supply of labor to them. In

most developing countries, however, the majority of urban labor ends up

working in labor markets where these legislations and institutional

factors are less binding and hence there are less restrictions to entry.

This section of the labor force usually includes wage labor working in

small, non-unionized and non-registered enterprises, self employed labor

and those in family businesses. In these activities wages perform more of

a clearing role and therefore reflect better the relative scarcity or

abundance of different types of labor and hence their contribution to the

economy.



0.03 A previous Research Committee project on "Farmer Education and

Farm Efficiency" has significantly contributed to our knowledge on the

effect of education on rural productivity. A more recent Research

Committee project on the "Labor Market Consequences of Educational

Expansion" is generating results on the effect of education in the

-protected sector of the economy. The proposed project aims at filling the

knowledge gap on the economic performance of the educated who are

"employed" in the non-farm, non-modern sector in developing countries.

0.04 This gray area of economic activities, often referred to as the

"informal sector", accounts for more than one half of total urban

employment in many poor countries. The proportion of new flows of

graduates who will seek first entry into the informal sector is even

higher. Consequently, any educational policy based solely on labor market

conditions in the modern sector of the economy will miss an important

empirical dimension of the problem.

0.05 The proposal addresses one central research question, the answer

to which would enhance the existing knowledge on the socio-economic role

of schooling in developing country settings: Do the more educated engaged

in the informal sector, other things being equal, "perform" or behave

differently from the less educated? The performance test goes beyond the

traditional earnings differential and extends to modernity attitudes,

small enterprise efficiency and job search behaviour.

0.06 The research design is based on household survey type data so

that a sufficient number of modern sector participants is included as a

control group. This is important in view of addressing mobility questions

between the two sectors, especially during the job search process. In

addition, the intersectoral coverage will increase our knowledge on the

distribution of the output of the school system into different sectors



and, hence, will permit the weighting of the effect of education in the

economy as a whole.

0.07 Preparatory work has identified five potential researcn sites for

this project: Upper Volta, Ivory Coast, Peru, Indonesia and China. The

criteria used were a combination of the existence of a large informal

sector in the particular country and previous work on it as to allow

proper sampling; the importance of the country for Bank operations

regarding human resource development; the willingness of the Government to

support the research project; and the existence of local institutions for

research collaboration. For timing and budgetary reasons, the present

phase of the research refers only to the Ivory Coast-Upper Volta complex

and Peru. Preparatory work on China and Indonesia continues so as to

possibly include them at a later stage as a follow up to the proposal in

hand.



I. MAIN ISSUES AND ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Introduction

1.01 Human resource development is increasingly recognized as a

strategic factor contributing to the growth and equity goals of developing

countries. Investment in education is the most salient means by which

"human resource development" is actually put to practice and

-operationalized. Both borrowers ana the Bank are eager to know where the

investment priorities in education lie so that investment (lending) takes

place on the basis of country-specific empirical evidence rather than as a

result of intuition or extrapolation of results from other countries.

1.02 Much of the information used to assess proposed education

investment projects in poor countries is drawn from statistical data on

formal sector wage employment. Although it is true that the'most highly

qualified will eventually find modern or formal sector jobs, it has become

clear in recent years that a significant proportion of all individuals who

have received some schooling can expect to spend at least part of their

working lives outside of this sector. In rural areas this usually means

farm employment and much valuable research has been undertaken by the Bank

and other institutions and individual researchers on the complex

relationship in rural settings between education and agricultural

productivity (e.g., Lockheed, Jamison and Lau 1980 and Jamison and Lau

1982). And of course work is continuing on the effect of education among

those employed by organized establishments (e.g., Knight and Sabot 1981).

The main issues

1.03 Any given recent output of the school system (& E, as a flow) is

expected to seek first "employment" in one of the following

activities/sectors:
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1. Agriculture

12. The formal/organized/protected sector

3. The informal/unprotected sector

The latter could be defined as the set of economic activities where tne

wage rate has a market clearing function (e.g., see Harberger 1971).

1.04 If labor markets across sectors were perfect, then it would not

matter from which sector one took the evidence to assess the economic

effect of education: agricultural productivity differentials, formal

private sector differentials or even civil service pay differentials by

level of education would be equalized, hence one could sample any sector

to arrive at the effect of AE on the economy as a whole.

1.05 Clearly, labor markets are not perfect, especially in developing

countries. The incremental output of the school system is expected to be

engaged in one of the three sectors (i) described above with certain

probabilities (P.) and marginal products (W.). Hence the overall

effect of investment in terminal education of a given cohort (AY) could

be described as

AY = IP. W. (hE.)

1.06 The proposed project aims at supplementing our knowledge on the

economic effect of education by focusing on sector 3, the educational

dimension of which has not yet received attention in the empirical

literature. And since education also affects people's behavior regarding

the sector of initial activity and mobility between activities, the

project aims at increasing our understanding on the role of education in

determining the intersectoral allocation of labor.

1.07 Interest in this topic within the Bank derives from a lack of

assurance on the economic performance of graduates of the school system

across the whole labor market. Manpower surveys and the resulting
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forecasts of skill needs in developing countries have been based largely

on data representative of the urban formal sector. 1/ Similarly,

cost-benefit studies have typically used data referring only to those

workers employed for wages and salaries in the formal private sector and

in the public sector. 2/ However, in the case of most less developed

countries this population is a small fraction of the country's labor-

force. In the cities alone, over one nalf of workers are commonly

employed in the informal sector, yet little is known about the effect

which schooling has on their performance in this sector. While much has

been written about the effects of schooling on occupational attainment,

earnings potential, job productivity and other issues, the focus has been

on the formal sector. Bowman (1980, p.13 ) has described this situation

very clearly:

"In reading the results of ... rate-of-return investigations

of education ... it is important that we ... remind

ourselves of the systematic bias ... against the inclusion
of returns to education in nonwage activities. Most of the

rate of return studies are based on data of wage and

salaried persons only. No one knows how much of a

contribution to growth may derive from a better educated

population of independent entrepreneurs."

1.08 Clearly, as the informal sector grows and becomes the sector in

which very many school leavers will seek their first job, it becomes

increasingly important to analyse the economic effects of schooling in

this sector if investment decisions in education are to be linked to an

accurate assessment of economic returns.

1/ For example, see Government of Malaysia, (1973).

2/ See Psacharopoulos (1973), Appendix B for the earnings sources of 28

cost-benefit studies in LDC's.
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Goals and Objectives

1.09 There are two main objectives of the proposed study. The first

is to examine the relationship between different levels of education and

training and the productivity of either informal sector individuals or the

enterprises in which they are engaged. The second is to assess in detail

the duration and nature of job search and the role which the informal

sector might play in this by either financing or impeding search time.

1.10 (1) Productivity. Turning to the first of these, individual

productivity can be proxied by labor earnings suitably measured (as

explained below) while the productivity of enterprises can be measured

directly. The rationale for this part of the research is

straightforward. If the formal sector employs only a small proportion of

the total labor force and if this sector's wage and salary structure is a

poor guide to economywide differences in productivity associated with

education, then any assessment of educational projects based on this

information will be both unreliable and faulty. Information on earnings

in the formal sector should be supplemented with comparable data for other

sectors of the economy. It will, therefore, be possible to use thaz

results of this part of the study to assess the sensitivity of existing

educational cost-benefit procedures to the inclusion of earnings data from

the informal sector.

1.11 The examination of the relationship between education and

productivity will, however, go further than this. It is also proposed

that the intervening mechanisms of the relationship e.g. attitudes,

general knowledge and numerical skills, be separately investigated. This

breakdown of the mechanism by which education or training raises
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individual productivity should, in combination with the overall measures,

yield much assistance to Bank staff both in determining the composition of

desirable educational expansion and tne appropriate orientation of

educational curricula and training programmes.

1.12 (2) Job search. The other central objective of the study is to

examine the character and mechanisms of job search and the impact of the

informal sector on these. Models of job searcn typically compare the long

run benefits of people remaining unemployed so as to be able to maximize

the search for a formal sector job (presumed to result in higher earnings)

with the benefits of more immediate informal sector employment. In this

way, school leaver unemployment is seen to be a result of individuai

choice. A central assumption of these models is that the informal sector

is a 'free entry' sector and that employm4nt opportunities are always

readily available, but at a lower income than in the formal sector.

Whether or not this assumption is a correct one significantly affects the

view taken of the seriousness and social costs of school leaver

unemployment. An empirical analysis will therefore be undertaKen of the

role played by education and training in determining the duration and

intensity of job search. Knowledge of this is vital to both an

understanding of the impact of educational policy on labor markets and a

refined assessment of the returns to education.

B. Analytical Framework

1.13 The empirical distinction between the urban formal and informal

sectors is difficult to make. 1/ However, for analytical purposes

components of the formal labor market could be defined as those in which

1/ For detailed discussion of some of the problems entailed in defining

the informal sector see Harberger (1971), Sethuraman (1976) and

Mazumdar (1976).
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the wage rate does not perform a clearing role, i.e. at the prevailing

wage rate workers of similar capabilities are interested in a job but

firms, at that wage, are unwilling to hire them. The formal sector, then,

comprises generally of the public sector and those private enterprises in

which both relative and absolute wage rates are determined institutionally

by government intervention, legislation or collective bargaining. The

informal sector is the remainder of the urban economy, characterized by

more perfect labor markets in the sense that the wage responds more to the

relative supply of workers. Wages in the formal sector are usually

assumed to be above those in the informal sector leading to an excess

supply of labor.

1.14 In these circumstances, the person engaged in the informal sector

can be assumed to allocate his (her) time across different activities i.e.

self-employment, wage employment or job search such that the expected

returns from the last hour in each are equated. If, for simplicity, one

assumes that the individual has no innate preferences or tastes in favor

of or against any of these activities, then the expected marginal value of

an additional hour of self-employment, the net hourly wage of employees

and the expected marginal value arising from an additional hour of search

will all be equal.

1.15 In practice, there may be systematic differences in these values

for a given individual or between apparently identical individuals for

several reasons including different non-monetary or psychic costs and

benefits associated with each activity (e.g. working conditions), barriers

to entry, lack of information and, at the individual level, errors in
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decision making. Across individuals with different characteristics the

list must be lengthened. Not only will less productive workers have lower

earnings but so also will those who suffer the effects of discrimination.

Careful standardization is thus required before one can seriously attempt

to isolate the effects of education on earnings. Similarly, the impact of

education on expected returns to search and hence on search behavior must

be carefully separated from the influence of other variables.

1.16 Some of the difficulties mentioned above could be avoided if it

were possible to directly observe the effect of the educational or

training levels of workers on the performance of the enterprises -

(including one person businesses) in which they are employed. One

appealing approach is to directly estimate a production function of the

form:

Q = f(K, N, H) (1)

where Q is output, K is physical capital input, N is input of uneducated

labor and H is a suitable measure of the service flow from educated

labor. In agricultural studies, the Cobb-Douglas function has usually

been favored (Lockheed, Jamison and Lau, 1980), although alternatives have

also been proposed. 1/ The central aim of this approach is to isolate the

effect of H on Q. In some studies this has been interpreted as the

difference in productivity between educated and less educated labor while

1/ In aggregate production function studies, alternatives such as the

single and two level CES functions have also been used.
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others have seen it as the effect of education in pushing the enterprise

closer to its technological frontier. Imp.ortant extensions of this latter

approach have examined the impact of education on the proximity that

farmers achieve to their profit maximization positions (allocative

efficiency) by the use of a profit function derived from a Cobb-Douglas

production function (Jamison and Lau 1982).

1.17 There are, however, a number of good reasons why it would oe very

unwise to solely rely upon this approach to analyse education-productivity

relationships in the urban informal sector. Firstly, the bulk of informal

activities are concentrated in services and trading within which it is

notoriously difficult to define a real output measure and to specify a

production function in the normal sense. Secondly the wide spread of

secondary i.e. industrial, activities in the informal sector means that

any general survey will pick up a very limited number of observations in

most activities. If sufficient observations were obtained in a small

number of activities then the results, although interesting in themselves,

could well be atypical of the informal sector as a whole.

1.18 The central focus of the research proposal is, therefore,

directed towards measuring the effects of education and training and

testing a number of related hypotheses with the aid of data taken from

observations on individuals. To obtain a suitable random sample of

individuals, the surest method is to conduct an appropriate household

survey. While this does not necessarily totally rule out the application

of the more direct techniques as described above, it does mean that they

will assume a relatively modest role in the research programme as a whole.
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1.19 A household survey will necessarily pick up individuals in both

the formal and the informal sector and even possibly individuals who earn

labor incomes from both. Comparable formal sector information should,

however, prove extremely valuable for two reasons. Firstly, information

on both sectors will provide a view of the urban labor market as a whole

and will therefore be more useful as an aid to educational planning or

policy making. Secondly, as explained below, there are certain

comparative hypotheses regarding the two sectors that are especially

interesting.

1.20 Before research on the informal sector is carried out it is vital

to identify which activities are associated with it and which are not.

Our definition of the informal sector as the unprotected sector clearly

means that no one single empirical definition can hold internationally and

that government and public sector legislation, the scope of pay regulation

and the coverage of trade unions and professional associations must first

be analysed. In all countries, employment in the civil service, local

authorities, public utilities and normally all private employers over a

given size would be excluded. Included would be all self-employed

activities not regulated by goverment or a professional body and all wage

employment of a casual or insecure nature. The exact delineation in each

country, however, can only be made with the aid of greater knowledge of

local conditions.

Research Design

1.21 There are then two main subsections to the empirical analysis:

(a) the effect of education and training on observed earnings and

productivity, and
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(b) the relationship between educational or training qualifications

and the duration and intensity of search and the duration of

unemployment.

Each of these headings is discussed in some detail below.

1. The effect of education and training on observed earnings and

productivity

1.22 a) Earnings Functions

The surveys will yield information on the incomes derived from

three types of activity:

(i) employment by an enterprise outside the household

(ii) self-employment (working alone)

(iii) employment in household enterprises.

In many cases the income reported for (iii) will not be

apportionable among household members as a reward to their labor since

total value added will partly reflect returns to non-human assets, and the

share-out among household members (if observable) may reflect kinship

loyalties as much as their respective productivities. For (ii), reported

income will also sometimes contain a significant capital component and

only for (i) can one attribute all income to labor services.

1.23 We will assume that an hour's labor earnings can be written as a

function of the individual's education and training (E), other individual

characteristics such as sex, experience and race/ethnicity (I) and

relevant family characteristics such as father's education and

socio-economic background (F). The family background variables are

included as proxies for pre-schooling ability and a vector of learning

influences at home such as parental encouragement, presence of printed

.th
materials and communications media. Thus we can write for the 1.

individual,
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W. = W(E., I., F.).

1.24 The simplest analysis is to estimate this equation in a

conventional log-linear form across hourly wage income earners (type i) as

earned from informal sector activities. If E is specified as a set of

suitably defined education and training dummies then the corresponding

coefficients reflect the proportionate differences in the hourly wage

between the education and/or training groups in question and the base

group after controlling for other independent determinants of wages. This

will therefore provide estimates of the wage differences associated with

different levels and types of education and training.

1.25 Many, if not most, informal sector participants will earn their

main source of income not through wage employment but through self

employment in situations in which they are the only workers (type ii).

Two approaches can be adopted here. The first, and simplest, is to

restrict the analysis solely to individuals engaged in activities within

which capital assets other than inventories are non-existent or

insignificant 1/. Although this can only be determined from a preliminary

analysis of the data one would anticipate that such activities will

include hawking, street vending and shoe shining. The second, and more

difficult, approach is to disentangle labor income in those activities in

which physical capital is a relevant input. 2/ These would include

1/ If within a given activity inventories stand in a fixed proportion to

value added, proportionate hourly labor income differences may be

accurately estimated without adjustment for the opportunity costs of

holding them.

2/ While Mazumdar (1981) and Souza and Tokman (1978) have applied

earnings functions to the self employed, in no case has adjustment for

capital been made.
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transport, construction, manufacturing and shopkeeping. If constant

returns to scale and non-fixity of physical assets are assumed in these

activities then labor income can, in principle, be separated out by

subtracting imputed capital costs from value added. Imputed capital costs

are calculated by multiplying the replacement value of assets by an

appropriate borrowing or lending rate and adding depreciation per period.

The marginal product associated with an additional hour of work is then

estimated by dividing labor income by hours worked. Given the number and

strength of the assumptions involved, this approach is clearly susceptible

to error from various sources and possible biases. However, an earnings

function can be fitted to the data obtained for all self employed

individuals with this method and the results compared with those for the

restricted sample of self employed discussed above.

1.26 Another area of interest is whether individuals of given

characteristics have similar earnings in different activities. If they do

then it is appropriate to estimate the returns to education in a

straightforward way on the basis of average differences in earnings by

educational level. If, however, there are certain barriers to employment

such that earnings are not equalised for similar individuals then the

returns to education depend upon the probabilities of a new school leaver

finding work in the different activities, and how those probabilities are

affected by education.

1.27 The most general way to test this is to re-specify the

earnings function as,

Wij = W(Ei, ji , fi, dj, Ei dj, Lidj, Fidj) (2)

where d. is a set of dummy variables and E.d., I.d., etc. are

sets of interaction terms between d. and other variables. In the

simplest case d. would be an employment status dummy ie
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wage-employment/self-employment, but it would be more interesting to

extend the number of dummies to differentiate between different industries

and occupations within the informal sector. The coefficients for d.

reflect differences in the earnings of the base group across activities

while those on the interaction terms pick up the differences in the

differentials by sector associated with the characteristic in question.

More restricted forms of the equation will also be used, eg with I.d.

and F.d. omitted. The overall hypothesis that different activities
.I-J

have identical earnings functions can be tested by fitting equation 2 to

separate sub samples and then applying Chow tests.

1.28 There is another form of market segmentation that is of

particular interest, namely that between the formal and informal sectors

themselves. Any divergence in earnings for individuals with similar

characteristics is in itself an indication of the strength of the barriers

between the sectors. Formal sector earnings may reflect institutionally

set salary scales and the effects of collective bargaining while it is

usually argued that in the informal sector, wages and the labor component

of self employment incomes are determined competitively. If d. is

replaced in equation 2 by a single formal/informal sector dummy, then an

earnings function analysis can pinpoint both average sectoral earnings

differences and sectoral differences associated with education and other

characteristics.

b) The Nature of the Observed Link Between Education and Earnings

1.29 Why does education or training raise individual earnings? If we

knew the answer to this question it might be possible to reorganize

educational curricula and training programmes so as to improve their

performance in this respect. As part of the surveys, short tests of both

cognitive ability COG, (e.g. literacy, general knowledge and arithmetic),

and attitudinal modernity, MOD, will be administered to economically
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active household members. These can be used to decompose the effects of

education on earnings into different parts.

1.30 An illustration of the general approach can be given with the aid

of the following simple recursive model (subscripts and random error terms

are omitted for convenience).

E = dl + d2 1+ d3 F (4)
MOD = cl + c2 E + c3 1 + c4 F (5)
COG = bl + b2 E + b 3 I + b4 F (6)

log W = a1 + a2 COG + a3 MOD + a4 E + a5 I + a6 F (7)

Although in practice education dummies will be mostly used, these are

collapsed here for convenience into a single variable, E, defined as years

of education. Working through the model, education is determined in (4)

by certain personal characteristics (age and sex) and family character-

istics. Along with education the latter also determines MOD and COG in

(5) and (6) Finally, the earnings function is re-specified in (7) with

MOD and COG added, E retained to pick up education effects not reflected

in MOD or COG and the I and F vectors retained for the same reason. The

variables included under personal and family characteristics may differ

from equation to equation. For example, household income (net of the

earnings of the individual in question) may be included in (4) but not in

(7)

1.31 Estimation of equations (5) to (7) will allow us to divide the

overall effect of education on earnings into three components: the effect

of raising COG and hence log W, the effect of raising MOD and hence log W,

and finally the direct effect of education on log W after controlling for

COG and MOD. In terms of the model we can represent this as:

Total effect = a + a2 b2 + a 3.c2
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1.32 Path analysis can also be used to examine the contribution of the

above three components to the bivariate correlation between log W and E.

This general approach can be extended much further. If one now brings in

equation (4), it is possible to further decompose the overall effects of

individual and family characteristics on earnings. (See Figure 1.1)

Individual characteristics include a pre-school ability measure, or this

could be used as an intervening variable between family background and

education.

Education

E

Cognitive
Individual Skills
and Family COG
Charact,.

I, F

Earnings

odernity W

MOD

Figure 1.1. A path model of the effect

of education on earnings
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1.33 A particularly interesting extension will be to compare results

when the analysis is applied separately to the samples of formal and

informal sector workers. This will give some useful comparative insights

into why particular levels and types of education or training have

different impacts on earnings in the two sectors.

c) Direct Estimates of the Effects of Education and Training

1.34 As described above, one alternative approach to measuring the

effect of education's productivity is via the use of production function

analysis. This avoids the need to disentangle the labor component in the

income of the self-employed and to assume that wages are proportional to

marginal products. In the Ivory Coast and Upper Volta, secondary

activities constitute a larger proportion of informal urban activities

than in the other proposed research sites and these countries are,

therefore, likely to provide more appropriate samples for this approach.

In terms of the earlier classification, the analysis can be applied to

households containing either one self-employed worker (type ii) or

multiple workers engaged in a common activity (type iii). Two variants of

the approach can be explored. The first treats labor in different

education or skill categories as separate factors of production i.e.

Q = f(K, Ll, L2 . . . L n)

where L is labor input of the 1th type, while the second argues that

the education of the head of household is what matters and affects the

enterprise by improving the technical efficiency of the establishment i.e.

Q = A (E) f (K, L)

where A is a technical efficiency parameter, E is a set of education and

training dummies as before and L is total undifferentiated labor input.

If a Cobb-Douglas production function is used the functions can be

estimated in logarithmic form by ordinary least squares and if more
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complex functions such as a CES are used then non-linear techniques can be

applied.

1.35 Again, as mentioned above, the effect of education on allocative

efficiency has been investigated in recent studies of farm behavior by

employing a profit function derived from a Cobb-Douglas framework. The

latter expresses profit (revenue less variable costs) as a function of a

parameter reflecting both technical and allocative efficiency levels,

fixed factor quantities and variable input prices. This is an excellent

framework in which to explore the effects of farmer education given that

land can plausibly be treated as a fixed factor and other factor prices

will often vary between regions. In the urban informal sector context,

however, the framework does not appear very promising given that it is not

obvious that household enterprises employ fixed factors except perhaps for

the workshop size in manufacturing activities. Also, given that the

surveys will be carried out in only one city in each country, we are

unlikely to observe much variation in input prices.

1.36 One alternative is to examine whether there is any relationship

between the educational qualifications of the household head or other

household members and the unit costs of the enterprise. The latter can be

calculated by using the estimated earnings functions (for informal sector

wages only) to impute the wage costs of household workers and then adding

capital, inventory and intermediate input costs. Capital and inventory

holding costs can be calculated using the method discussed earlier. This

only permits us, however, to examine a modified version of the allocative

efficiency concept as success in attempted cost minimisation is being

investigated rather than success in profit maximization.
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2. Unemployment and Job Search

1.37 A new labor market entrant who cannot gain immediate entry to the

formal sector has in principle a choice of two strategies: to remain

totally unemployed or, in the absence of barriers to entry, to participate

in the informal sector but thereby reduce the probability of finding a

formal sector job in a given period (Fields 1975, Pinera and Selowsky

1979). If the latter strategy is adopted then, in the absence of

institutional constraints such as a fixed number of working hours per

week, a choice of the number of hours (search intensity) of intended

search must be made. The purpose of this part of the proposed project

will be to

a) examine whether in the countries considered the informal sector

does play such a role,

b) measure search intensity and experience among informal sector

participants and the unemployed,

c) estimate the effect of education on unemployment incidence and

search intensity.

1.38 Obviously much of the research will be based on descriptive

information obtained from the surveys. For example, search activity among

informal sector workers will be directly observed and cross-tabulated with

education and other characteristics. Similarly, unemployment rates will

be estimated among individuals classified by a number of characteristics

including the participating sector of other household members and

education. The more technical part of the analysis will, however, focus

on two interrelated problems: first, separating out the effect of

education, training and household sector upon the incidence and duration

of open unemployment and second, estimating the impact of education and

training upon searchl intensity among those already participating in the

informal sector. Clearly, in the absence of any barrier to entry in the
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informal sector one can provide an integrated analysis in which open

unemployment is simply a special case in which the individual chooses the

upper limit of search intensity. However, given that such barriers may

exist it is useful to examine the determinants of the two decisions

separately as well as together.

a) The General Case

1.39 A complete analysis of the individual's optimal search path over

time would be rather complicated as this needs to be integrated with the

choice of an optimal consumption path given an initial asset endowment.

For present purposes it is, however, sufficient to assume a static present

value of income maximization model in which the individual only makes

th
decisions one period at a time. Suppose the i individual is faced

with an informal sector wage T. and an institutionally set formal wage

W. and a probability of a formal sector offer that depends upon the

number of hours searched per day 1/. The individual will then search more

intensively: the greater the difference between W. and T., the greater

the probability of success for any given number of hours searched, the

less the tendency for diminishing returns to hours searched to occur in

terms of the job finding probability and the easier it is for the

individual to finance search by means other than informal sector

participation. The first two of these are determined by the arguments of

the earnings function, the third is essentially technological while the

last is determined by family characteristics.

1/ In practice the individual will face a distribution of formal sector

wage offers but we will assume for the moment that this dispersion is

small and can be ignored.
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1.40 For each economically active individual not working in the formal

sector we will know the number of hours devoted to search in the previous

week (S). The empirical model is then;

S. = S(E., I., F.) (8)

where E, I and F are defined as before. As S. will be a limited

dependent variable since many, if not most, respondents will report zero

search activity, the equation will be estimated in linear form by TOBIT

analysis. 1/

1.41 There are two issues of particular interest here. The first is

whether search intensity is positively related to education and training

and if so, if this is because of higher returns to search arising from

high wage differentials and a reasonable jobfinding probability, or family

background variables e.g. income, social status etc. The second is

whether it matters if the individual's family are informal or formal

sector participants. This can be investigated by introducing one or more

appropriate dummy variables. These analyses will be conducted with

equation (8) applied to all economically active individuals (including the

unemployed) who do not work in the formal sector.

b) The Incidence and Duration of Unemployment

1.42 This is a special version of the case above in which the indivi-

dual is treated as choosing between open unemployment and informal sector

participation at some fixed intensity. The analysis is then similar to

that above except that an unemployment dummy UNEMP for non-formal sector

participants is first defined which yields a similar equation;

1/ For an example of the use of TOBIT in this type of context see Fallon

(1983). The TOBIT analysis may need to be extended to deal with an

upper limit in this case as there may be (roughly) maximum hours of

search. This does not, however, present any special problem.
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UNEMP = U (E, I, F) (9)

As there is a dichotomous dependent variable in this equation, estimation

will be by PROBIT or LOGIT analysis. Also, an effort will be made to

define a more continuous employment variable among those who reported

variation in the time budget question.

-1.43 The observed number of unemployed depends, in a steady state,

upon the number of individuals entering unemployment per period and their

average completed duration of unemployment. In less developed countries a

disproportionate number of the unemployed are relatively young and

presumably many of them are new labor market entrants. Given that the

inflow among young people is essentially determined by the age

distribution and the out-turn of the educational system, the incidence of

unemployment among young people is largely determined by their completed

duration. An equation similar to those above can therefore be estimated

by TOBIT analysis with completed unemployment duration DURUNEM as the

dependent variable applied to all young people under (say) 30 years of age

who have either never experienced open unemployment or who have completed

an unemployment spell.

c) Search Intensity

1.44 Finally one can restrict the search intensity analysis only to

those who are currently observed as participants in the informal sector.

This is valid if the market is severely segmented so that some individuals

have the possibility of working in the informal sector and others do not.

3. Dependent and Independent Variables

1.45 A summary of the above discussed operational variables to be

measured in this project is as follows:

(a) Dependent Variables

- W hourly wage or labor income as described above
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- COG continuous cognitive measure, i.e. performance in tests
to be developed by the local research team.

- MOD modernity of attitudes measure: likewise to be
developed by the local research team (For examples, see
Annex 2).

- Qij output of the jth activity in the ith household
(Self-employed and household enterprises only).

- Cij total production costs of jth activity in the ith
household (Self-employed and household enterprises
only)-.

- S time (hours) per week devoted to search activities.

-DURUNEM length of completed spell of unemployment.

(b) Independent Variables

1.46 These may be subdivided into four groups: education (formal and

training), individual, background and other.

a) Education

- E a set of 0 - 1 dummy variables indicating either years of
schooling completed or qualifications.

- YS years of schooling: this can be used as an alternative to E

in some equations.

- TR a set of 0 - 1 dummy variables indicating different levels

and types of training. In the discussion above these are
subsumed under E.

b) Individual

- SEX a 0 - 1 dummy variable indicating the sex of the individual.

- EXP total working experience.

- EXPEM time spent with present employer.

- AGE age

- RACE a set of 0 - 1 dummy variables denoting different racial,
ethnic or tribal groups.

- DSEC a set of 0 - 1 dummy variables denoting sector of work e.g.
self-employment or wage employment, different activities
etc. In the discussion above this was abbreviated to d.

- ABIL measure of 'raw' or non-school created ability. (For

example, see Annex 2).
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- MIGR a 0-1 dummy variable indicating tne person is a migrant to
the present residence.

- ORIGIN geographic origin of migrant.

- RES length of residence of migrants in the present city.

c) Background

i) Earnings Functions

- FATHED Education of father in years.

- FATHOCC-Father's occupation: a set of 0 - 1 dummy variables.

ii) Search and Unemployment

FATHED and FATHOCC as above plus the following:

- INC Household income per adult equivalent member.

- FATHINC Father's income (an alternative to INC)

- DEPENDS Number of dependents in household

- HINF 0 - 1 dummy denoting household members in the informal sector

- FSELF Father self-employed (an alternative to HINF).

d) Other (analysis of household enterprises only)

- K value of assets used in activity.

th
- L. labor tifo of i type used in activity.

c. Sampling

1.47 Since the main concern of the research focusses on the role of

education in the urban informal sector, this immediately delineates the

area of investigation. In addition, concern is more with the recent

output of the school system, say those aged 30 or under. Putting these

restrictions together, the target area of the investigation can be

identified as the intersection of the three circles in Figure 1.2. Of

course, a control group of non-educated engaged in the same sector, will

be included.
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Informal
Sector

Educated

Aged under 30 years

Figure 1.2. The target group for the investigation (shaded area).

1.48 In order to arrive at such an intersection it is necessary to

sample individuals in household units in areas which are a priori known to

contain a large proportion of the target group. (A basic questionnaire is

in Annex 1). Obviously this approach requires some simplifying

assumptions in order to be workable. For example, while average earnings

in the informal sector appear to be universally inferior to those of the

formal sector, it is not entirely justifiable to construct a sample of

urban poor in the intent of finding a larger concentration of individuals

in the informal sector. Obviously, the "urban poor" and the "informal

sector" are not coterminous; the poor and the better off exist in both

sectors.

1.49 However, concentrating the sample in areas that are relatively

poor, contain relatively more recent migrants, fewer schools and

large-scale production activities, we should increase the probability of
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capturing the full range of economic activity in this sector. Beyond this

we do not wish to narrow the criteria too closely in our sample design.

Definitions in this sector are imprecise. And we will attempt to avoid

introducing our own biases in the form of strict definitions in a field

that has achieved little consensus. By choosing a household survey rather

than a survey of establishments, data will inevitably be drawn from a

universe larger than the informal sector itself (but certainly containing

it). The essential advantages of this approach are that it leaves open

the possibility of analyzing the data at a more disaggregated level, it

provides for the definition of the informal sector in empirical terms as

wide or narrow as we wish, and it permits us the economy of utilizing

extant sampling frames.

1.50 Although it would be useful to survey the urban areas as a whole

of each country, it is unlikely to be practical given the escalation in

costs involved. We therefore propose to concentrate on the capital

cities: Lima and Abidjan. Given the approximate informal sector

population in the two cities we suggest working samples of 4,000

households in each city. (See Section C below describing research sites).

1.51 The main surveys will be preceded by a short but indepth pilot.

Apart from testing the applicability of the questionnaire this will also

be used to obtain vital local information regarding fixed assets and

intermediate inputs used by the main activities.
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C. Country Case Studies

1.52 Five countries have been identified as potential research sites

for this project: Ivory Coast, Upper Volta, Peru, Indonesia and China.

The criteria used for identifying these countries have been a combination

of the following;

a) importance of the country in terms of Bank lending for education,

b) willingness of the government to support the research project,

c) available previous work on the informal sector as a basis for
rigorous sampling,

d) existing local institution's identified for research collaboration,

d) preparatory work already done by EDC towards the inclusion of a
particular country.

1.53 Missions have already visited Ivory Coast, Upper Volta and Peru

in preparation for this project. Government support has been secured in

all countries and local research institutions have been identified and

contacted. As a result, this particular research proposal is limited to

the Ivory Coast-Upper Volta complex and Peru. Further missions are

planned to China and Indonesia in early 1983 to negotiate with the

goverments and local institutions. These countries may then be included

in a follow-up proposal when the preparatory work is completed. A recent

visit by a Chinese delegation to the Bank expressed a strong interest in

participating in this study.

1.54 Support for the research proposal had been received from the

government of Upper Volta prior to the coup in November 1982. The

position of the present government is not yet known. In this proposal,

therefore, we shall refer to the "Ivory Coast-Upper Volta complex". As is

described below there is a significant amount of emigration from Upper

Volta to the Ivory Coast, particularly of people with schooling. In the

absence of fieldwork being undertaken in Upper Volta - as appears probable

- some of the economic effects of education will still be captured by
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surveys in the Ivory Coast. For that reason, a description of Upper Volta

as a 'research site' is included below.

1. Ivory Coast

1.55 The Ivory Coast is included among the countries to be

investigated for a number of reasons. First of all it has a sizeable and

rapidly growing informal sector within which the labor force is

distributed over a number of activities. Table 1.1 below shows the most

recent estimate of the overall distribution of the labor force.

Table 1.1 Ivory Coast. Employment by Economic Activity
and Type of Sector, 1980

Type of Sector
Economic Activity Modern Traditional Total

Agriculture 71,000 2,000,000 2,071,000

Non Agriculture 357,000 430,000 787,000

Total 428,000 2,430,000 2,858,000

Source; Based on information supplied by the Office National de Formation
Professionnelle.

We can imply from this that the urban informal sector in the country as a

whole has an importance in terms of employment equal to that of the formal

sector.

1.56 More detailed information is known about the labor force in

Abidjan resulting from ILO survey work in the early 1970s' (Joshi, Lubell

and Mouly, 1974). It was estimated that in 1970, around 47,000

individuals in this city worked in the informal sector out of a total of

153,000 and that this sector's share had risen from 28 percent in 1965 to

31 percent in 1970. Table 1.2 presents the breakdown of informal sector

employment in Abidjan by sector and labor force status.
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Table 1.2 Percentage Distribution of Informal Sector Employment
in Abidjan by Sector and Labor Force Status, 1970

Self-Employed
Wage and and Unpaid

Economic Activity Salary Earners Household Workers Total

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing
and Hunting 3.2 3.2 6.4

Manufacturing, Handicrafts,
Power and Construction 14.4 17.6 32.0

Trade and Services 28.7 33.0 61.7

All Sectors 46.3 53.8 100.0

Number (000's) 21.76 25.25 47.0

Source; Joshi, Lubell and Mouly (1974), Table 2.5, page 2-17.

In general the urban informal sector is less dominated by self-employed

petty traders than is the case in most other developing countries:

industrial activities employ about a third of the informal sector labor

force and almost a half earn wages or salaries. This may be contrasted

with the situation in, say, Jakarta where the great bulk of the informal

sector is self-employed. Although the proportion of self-employed workers

was roughly constant between 1965 and 1970, there appears to have been a

shift away from informal services towards informal manufacturing: the

share of services in informal employment falling from 65.5 percent in 1965

to 61.7 percent in 1970 while the share of manufacturing rose from 27.6

percent to 32.0 percent over the same period. Informal industry in

Abidjan is spread over many activities among which textiles, wood

products, vehicle repair and construction are particularly important.
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1.57 There is very little information on differences in wage rates

between the formal and informal sectors although one rough proxy is the

ratio of value added per worker in the two sectors in the same industry.

In 1970 this varied between 0.11 and 0.95 in different manufacturing

industries and was 0.23 for manufacturing, handicrafts and construction as

a whole.

1.58 Like many other developing countries the Ivory Coast has

experienced very high rates of open unemployment in its urban areas. In

1970 it was estimated that out of a total urban labor force of 490,000

some 115,000 were economically active and without work resulting in an

overall unemployment rate of 23.5 percent. For Abidjan alone, the

corresponding rate was 20.0 percent. Such high rates guarantee that a

random household survey will pick up plenty of data on unemployment and

search. They also suggest that the informal sector may not be as

accessible for unemployed workers as much theoretical literature suggests.

(e.g., Fields, 1975)

1.59 A third reason for selecting the Ivory Coast is that there should

be a reasonable distribution of educational attainment within the informal

sector labor force. Although direct data on this is lacking, one may note

that while the illiteracy rate among persons aged 15 years or older was

58.8 percent for the overall Ivory Coast population in 1980 (UNESCO,

1981), in recent years primary school enrolments have almost achieved

universality.

1.60 Fourthly, there is at the moment a household survey being planned

in the Ivory Coast and the Bank's Development Research Department is

involved in this. Linking with and complementing this work could prove

useful and result in both greater efficiency and economy.
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2. Upper Volta

1.61. Very little evidence exists on the economic effects of education

in Upper Volta. During a recent EDC mission, Psacharopoulos calculated

rates of return on the basis of partial sets of earnings data from the

public sector and a series of private sector interviews. Social rates of

return calculated on the basis of 1982 data were between 15 and 20

percent. The nature of the data used for calculating these rates of

return clearly points to the necessity for a coverage of education-

relationships which goes well beyond the formal sector. In 1975,

employment in this sector amounted to only 1.5 percent of the country's

economically active population. The vast majority of, at least primary,

school leavers do not enter the formal sector but are agricultural or

informal sector workers, emigrants or are unemployed. At present nothing

is known about the economic performance of school graduates in Upper

Volta's agricultural sector and despite an ILO study of the informal

sector there is again no knowledge of the educational dimension. At the

same time that the economic effects of schooling are unknown, there are

plans to significantly expand primary enrollments over the next two

decades.

1.62 Any consideration of the economic effects of education in Upper

Volta require an acknowledgement of the importance of international

migration, particularly to the Ivory Coast. It is estimated that 70,000

persons depart each year and according to the 1975 Census, the level of

education is closely related to the decision to migrate. This resulting

loss of educated people is not, however, regarded as totally negative.

Recorded migrant remittances from abroad in 1981 amounted to nearly

one-half of the country's official exports of goods and services. In

addition it is estimated that perhaps a half of gross migrants return eacn

year. To the extent those people have learned some skills in the foreign

country, they contribute to the future development of the domestic economy.
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1.63 There are, then, a number of good reasons for including Upper

Volta in a study of the effect of education in the informal sector:

(a) the ratio of formal sector employment to the total labor force is

one of the smallest in the world,

(b) there already exists some background work on the informal sector

done by the ILO,

(c) the country is one of the least researched in terms of education

and employment,

(d) the Bank has committed itself to a major emphasis on education in

future lending,

(e) by linking research on both the Ivory Coast and Upper Volta there

is a chance of capturing the interesting effects of education on

emigration and subsequent economic performance.

3. Peru

1.64 In recent years, the number of formal sector jobs has not kept

pace with population increase in the urban centres of Peru. A result has

been the growth of the informal sector especially in the 'pueblos

jovenes'. Existing literature on this sector in Peru is mostly

descriptive and. anthropological (Osterling 1981, Scott MacEwen 1981,

Wendorff 1979), though Webb (1977) made estimates of informal sector

income for the early 1970's. The recent emphasis given to the private

sector in general by the Government has widened the interest and in 1981

the Ministry of Labor, in collaboration with the ILO, launched a household

- small enterprise survey of 1500 units.

1.65 Two types of questionnaires were used, one for the head of the

enterprise and the other for employees. While, unfortunately, there was

no education question in the latter, the educational level of workers can

be found retrospectively by matching these survey results with those of

the general household survey tape. This operation and the creation of a

new merged tape is now underway, financed through the Bank's Research

Committee's proposal-preparation funds. Two uses will be made of the

merged tape:
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a) the information provided will permit the measuring of variances
of the variables we are interested in for inclusion in the major

study and will thus allow a more rigorous sampling,

b) a first documentation of the relationship between education and
income in the informal sector will be provided. Given the total
absence of information on this front, even this small survey will
be useful in getting some feel for the relationships involved.

1.66 Siting part of the research project in Peru will also enable us

to link with and complement a major BID-financed ECIEL research project on

the role of education in rural areas (the countries involved are Peru,

Brazil, Mexico and Paraguay). The specific objective of this study is an

analysis of changes in productivity of small and medium sized farm units,

as a result of changes in educational processes. Because of Bank interest

in the results of this study, EDC is providing a small time input in

monitoring its progress. Methodologically, our interest is in the

contemplated use of path analysis in which the innovative function of

education is treated as an intermediate variable: first, as dependent on

schooling and family characteristics; second, as independent and a

determinant of agricultural production.

1.67 Depending on its actual design and intent, the study will

hopefully increase our knowledge of the role of education in rural

environments. This will augment the evidence we already have on farming

from Jamison and Lau (1982) and to the extent that rural nonfarming

activities are covered, it will be a useful adjunct to our own work.

1.68 For a research program investigating the relationship between

education and informal sector activity, there are several reasons why Peru

would be a useful site:

a) because of the relatively large size of the sector in the

economy. Although exact estimates do not exist, most put the

proportion of urban informal sector employment in the total labor
force in the range of 30 to 40 percent (Wendorff, 1980, p.3);
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b) because of existing previous work on household surveys by the

Ministry of Labor, there exists a good basis for a probabilistic

sampling frame;

c) because it will link to and complement the above mentioned ECIEL

project on the role of education in the rural sector of the

economy,

d) because the Government is very interested in the topic of the

proposed research. The Minister of Labor has expressed his

endorsement in writing and the Ministry of Education is eager to

see the research carried out.

4. Indonesia

1.69 Before the Jakarta Informal Sector Survey was conducted in 1975,

there were only very rudimentary estimates of the size and significance of

the informal sector in that city. Sethuraman (1976) used 1971 Census data

and a 1968 survey of establishments to estimate that slightly more than

half a million persons, or approximately 40 percent of Jakarta's 1971

labor force, were engaged in informal sector activities. From the same

data it was estimated that informal sector employment, as a percentage of

total employment, varied considerably by branch of economic activity.

1.70 While the focus of the Jakarta Informal Sector Survey was not on

the relationship of education to skills, productivity or job search it

does, nevertheless, constitute important ground work upon which it will be

possible to profitably build. The sample was of enterprises, not

individuals or households, and covered manufacturing, construction,

transport, trade and services. From the Survey it is possible to make a

rough estimate of the size of the informal sector in Jakarta. This can be

done by extrapolating from the count of 14,028 heads of informal sector

enterprises. According to the survey report (Moir, 1978) this procedure

results in an estimate of over 560,000 persons. This is, of course, only

heads of enterprises in the five activities listed above and excludes all

other informal sector participants. The informal sector is thus seen as a

major source of employment in Jakarta.
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1.71 With respect to schooling, the Survey showed that 20 percent of

the men and 50 percent of the women had no formal education. The informal

sector participants had received fewer years of schooling than

characterized the Jakarta labor force as a whole. Some had informal

education in the form of learning job-related skills from neighbors,

relatives or friends.

1.72 In addition to the basic assistance which the Jakarta Informal

Sector Survey could provide to the research proposed, there is another

reason for our desire to eventually include Jakarta as a research site.

The 1980 Population Census (for which 5% use tapes are now available)

included for the first time an employment status question which contains

two self-employment categories. These are. (1) self-employment, and (2)

self-employment assisted by family member/temporary help. Because of the

existence of this question in the Census, it will be possible for us to

take advantage of a very sophisticated sampling frame and to focus

directly on individuals who have identified themselves in terms of

self-employment. The director of the Bureau of Analysis and Development

(Central Bureau of Statistics), is aware of this research proposal and has

agreed to participate by making the census tapes and sampling frames

available to us. The Population Council has also agreed to assist us in

the survey design and the training of survey takers. The University of

Indonesia's Faculty of Social Sciences has been contacted and is eager to

supply graduate students as survey workers and to participate in the

project as needed.

5. China

1.73 China has been added to the list of potential research sites

following the interest shown in joining the project by a Chinese

delegation which visited the Bank in November 1982, led by Professor Yang
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Xin Heng of Nankai University. The city of Tianjing has been suggested as

the survey site and the University of Nankai as the collaborating

institution. Small scale, exploratory studies of young self-employed

workers in Tianjing were made in 1981. Extensions of these could provide

a very useful comparative case study for the other research sites in

addition to increasing the knowledge of the precise relationships between

education and the recent growth of youth unemployment (Colletta, 1982) and

between education and work performance useful for Chinese educational

policy.

1.74 An education mission to China in January 1983 intends to discuss

the possibilities and logistics of the proposal further.

D. Relationship to Other Research

1.75 Over the last ten years or so a great deal of theoretical and

empirical attention has been given to aspects of what has come to be

widely termed the informal or unprotected sector in the urban areas of

LDC's. Very little attention, however, has so far been given to the

effect of formal schooling on workers in this sector.

1.76 Development models of the 1950's and early 1960's tended to view

the economies of poor countries as dualistic with a large low-productivity

subsistence agricultural sector and a small but growing high productivity

urban industrial sector (Lewis 1958). As rural-urban migration-increased

it gradually became obvious that not all migrants were being employed in

the wage earning 'modern' sector and that large numbers were engaged in

activities generally described as trading and services. However, this

whole sector tended to be generally ignored in the development literature

and in government policy up to the end of the 1960s. Where it was

recognized it was assessed in generally negative terms and assumed to be a

purely temporary phenomenon which would disappear as the modern sector

expanded.
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1.77 Perhaps the first scholar to give systematic attention to such

peripheral employment activities was Hart (1971) who coined the term

"informal sector". From fieldwork in.Ghana, Hart emphasised what he

regarded as the positive role which this sector plays in providing both

income generating activities and many essential city services. This was

also the view of the highly influential International Labor Office study

of Kenya published in 1972 (ILO, 1972). The report concluded that the

informal sector was capable of providing more jobs and growing faster than

the formal sector and the recommendations were largely designed to reduce

discrimination against it.

1.78 A large amount of the theoretical and empirical work which has

focussed on the informal sector in the last decade has concentrated at the

enterprise level and on questions of size, composition, relationships with

other sectors and the potential for growth. Other work has attempted to

define the profile and characteristics of informal sector workers.

1.79 Despite these efforts questions of the nature of skill

acquisition and the effects of different training modes on informal sector

workers have only in a few instances been tackled. One of the first

scholars to survey the training background of small scale sector workers

was Callaway in the 1960s in Western Nigeria (Callaway, 1964). What stood

out in his research was the strength and extent of the apprenticeship

system and the small numbers of people with formal schooling participating

in that sector. By 1972, however, even in Northern Nigeria, an area of

very low educational provision, Hinchliffe (1975) reported that 40 p.ercent

of employees/apprentices had had primary schooling.
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1.80 Much of the most recent literature on skill acquisition and

educational background of workers has come from studies initiated under

the ILO's World Employment Programme. Some of these can be summarised

quite briefly. The Nihan et. al. (1978a) study in Nouakchott, Mauritania

showed that most training of informal sector workers occurs through

apprenticeship with an entrepreneur in that same sector. They also found

that employers trained within the informal sector ran their businesses at

the same level of competence as those formerly apprenticed in the formal

sector. However, it is worth pointing out that the most successful group

of entrepreneurs was the 5 percent or so who had attended courses at a

vocational training institution.

1.81 In a related study by Nihan et. al. (1978b) of the informal

sector in Lome, Togo apprenticeships within that sector were again shown

to be the critical source of training. The same can be seen from Fowler's

(1978) study of Freetown and Fapohunda's (1981) of Lagos. Outside of the

ILO studies, King (1977) has also documented for Kenya the primacy of

apprenticeship and on-the-job' training in the direct formation of informal

sector skills.

1.82 These studies tend to show low average levels of education for

informal sector workers. However, what is required for a first analysis

of the influence of education is a disaggregation by age group and also by

activity. Electrical and mechanical repairers in their early 20's are

likely to have a very different educational profile than 50 year old

domestics. Arye (1976) shows, for instance, that in Kumasi, Ghana while
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only 13 percent of businessmen aged 46-50 years had had a middle school

education, the percentage for the 20-25 years group was 80 percent.

Hallak and Caillods (1981) point out another interesting feature from the

above studies of Mauritania and Togo which is the educational superiority

of employers compared to employees. This implies the possibility that

formal education, while not being a provider of specific skills, in some

way enables a transference to self employment. Why this may be so has not

yet been researched.

1.83 While the large statistical surveys of the ILO have unearthed

large amounts of data on the characteristics of informal sector workers

there remains a large data gap on productivity and earnings differences

and on the causes of these. Early studies such as Hinchliffe's (1975) of

informal sector workers in Kano, Nigeria showed significant earnings

differences between schooled and unschooled workers but no account was

taken of individual variations other than schooling level. Activity of

employment has been shown to be a major determinant of the effect of

education on earnings in studies of San Salvador (PREALC 1978). The major

attempt, so far, to fit earnings functions to informal sector workers has

been made by Souza and Tokman (PREALC, 1978), again using data from San

Salvador and also Santo Domingo. The conclusion was that while education

'explains' from 37 to 44 percent of the income variance of all workers,

once the effects of employment status and size of establishment are

controlled for, the effect of education is greatly reduced. Hallak and

Caillods (1981) point out, however, that it was not possible in this

analysis to isolate within the informal sector those variables which are

the most important in explaining incomes variations.

1.84 The results of surveys relating education, form of apprenticeship

and capital assets to measures of entrepreneurial success tend to suggest
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that while primary schooling may be closely associated with higher

productivity and earnings, the amount of capitaL assets is even more so.

However, since education and capital accumulation are also highly

correlated there remains a case for supposing that in one way or another,

education plays a role in influencing the effectiveness of entrepreneurial

activity.

1.85 What the statistical profiles of the informal sector labor force

tend to show about worker skills is that most have been learned through an

apprenticeship system, mainly in the informal sector itself but also in

the formal sector, and few have resulted from specific vocationally

oriented formal education programmes. These findings, however, say

virtually nothing about the effects of basic education. The educational

profile of informal sector recruits is increasing rapidly and that

increase is the result of large amounts of expenditure. It becomes more

and more important therefore to understand the effects of this

expenditure. So far very little research indeed has been directly related

to the issue of the effects of formal schooling on the behavior and output

of informal sector workers.

1.86 Several pieces of research have confirmed that in many cases

workers shift between sectors during their lifetime. While some learn

skills in the formal sector and perhaps raise some capital, both of which

are then put to use within the informal sector, others use part time work

in the informal sector as a means of funding the search for a formal

sector job. The ways in which education influences these types of

behavior have again, however, received relatively little research

attention. That which exists is centered around the notion of job search.
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1.87 Job search models were first introduced into the development

literature by Harris and Todaro (1970) and covered just two sectors -

rural and urban. The result was to shift the emphasis in analysing

unemployment away from demand deficiencies towards 'excess' supply

resulting from restrictions to entry. Fields (1975) introduced into the

basic model what he termed the 'murky' sector and argued that the same

expectational factors operated within the two urban labor markets as

between the rural-urban. areas. One of his conclusions was that, given

that employers prefer to hire better educated workers, the education of an

additional worker lowers the number of urban jobs available to the

uneducated by one but reduces the uneducated labor force by more than one

as a result of the downward effect on the probability of getting a job,

and thereby reduces unemployment.

1.88 More recently Pinera and Selowsky (1978) have developed a more

complex model of job search concentrating solely on the decision whether

to remain unemployed and 'search' for a formal sector job or enter the

informal sector. They argue that in the context of unemployment, wage

differences between the formal and informal sectors and no barriers to

entry to the latter, the wages of informal sector workers are likely to be

different from the true marginal product of an additional educated worker

to the labor force. Finally, Fallon's (1983) work on unemployment and

search in Delhi suggests strong relationships between unemployment and

household characteristics, and search and educational level.

1.89 The refinement of these tentative hypotheses and their further

testing is another area in which a major study of education's role in the

informal sector is required.
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II. ORGANIZATION

2.01 In both Peru and the Ivory Coast - Upper Volta complex, the

research will be carried out by local institutions. Beyond finance, the

Bank will be involved in three functions:

(a) consultation regarding the research design;

(b) monitoring of the execution of the project;

(c) use of the generated results at two stages:

- analysis of the computer data files as they are produced for

answering supplementary research questions to those being

conducted by the local team in the case country, and

- absorption and dissemination of the findings of the study.

2.02 Because of the many parties in the Bank interested in this

research proposal, it is suggested that two collaborators from Departments

outside EDC are included in the working group for each country. The

organization chart is shown in Table 2.1.

2.03 A timetable of major events is given in Table 2.2 spinning over

three financial years.
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Table 2.1

Organization Chart for Education -
Informal Sector Research Project

Bank
EDC

Principal Investigator
Full-Time Resident

Consultant

DRD
Two Research
Collaborators

Peru Ivory Coast

Government Ministry of Labor, Ministere de

Ministry of Education L'Enseignement
Technique et de la
Formation Professionelle

Research Centro de
Institution Investigacion, 0. N. F. P.

Universidad de
Pacifico
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Table 2.2

TIMETABLE OF MAJOR EVENTS

Date Event

1983 April Missions to Peru and Ivory Coast to prepare
contracts with collaborating institutions.

May-October Preparation of instruments and sampling
frame.

November-December Pilot testing of instruments

1984 January-February Main field survey

March-June Coding and punching of data
Clean data files

July-December Statistical analysis

Report writing

1985 March Seminar on synthesis of results.
June Final report
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III. COLLABORATION WITH INSTITUTIONS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

3.01 Following visits by Bank Staff to the two countries that will

participate in the first stage of this study, the following institutions

have been approached, and have shown interest in carrying out the work.

Ivory Coast

The Office National de Formation Professionelle (ONFP) of the

Ministry for Technical and Professional Training, together with CIRES has

been contacted. (Details of ONFP and their response are provided in Annex

3). Appropriate institutions in Upper Volta have also been identified, but

will not now be contacted until the political situation is more clear. In

the absence of a research site in Upper Volta, Voltaics will be traced in

the Ivory Coast.

Peru

Three institutions were identified during the mission as

candidates for undertaking the research contract.

(a) The Centro de Investigacion of the Universidad del Pacifico. (See

Annex 3 for a description of their activities).

(b) INIDE, the Ministry of Education's research department.

(c) The Centro de Investigacion y Propecion Educativa (CIPE), a

non-profit research institution.

3.02 Each institution has its own advantages and weaknesses.- The

Center at the University of the Pacific has excellent computer facilities

and skilled personnel in quantitative analyses. INIDE and CIPE, on the

other hand, have more experience with educational issues. Given the small

size of these possible local research collaborators, it is proposed that

each will be used to carry out selective tasks related to its expertise.
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IV. RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

4.01 Table 4.1 gives a summary of tne overall resources anticipated to

be committed to this study, spread over three fiscal years. The study will

also use a full time Bank resident team to coordinate tne activities,

monitor progress and conduct supplementary analyses to those conducted by

the local researchers and one full-time consultant located in EDC. Table

4.2 provides a more detailed analysis of the major cost items of the study.

Table 4.1

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS, EDUCATION-INFORMAL
SECTOR STUDY

Resource FY83 FY84 FY85 Total

A. Staff Requirements
(in staff weeks)
Principal Supervisor 2 10 3 15
Other 1 2 1 4

Total 3 12 4 19

B. Case Study - Peru (in 000 US$)
Contractual services 20 74 40 134

C. Case-Study - Ivory Coast (in '000 US$)
Contractual services 22 79 43 144

D. Headquarters (in '000 US$)
Contractual services 21 79 43 143

E. Data Processing (Bank) (in '000 US$) - 10 - 10

F. OPS Resources
Travel (number of trips per country)
Principal supervisor 1 2 1 4
Others 1 2 1 4
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Table 4.2

BUDGET FOR EDUCATION-INFORMAL SECTOR
RESEARCH PROJECT ($)

Total Monthly Salary/

Headquarters Person Unit Price
Months (in US$) Total

Resident consultant 16 3,500 56,000
Research assistant 16 2,000 32,000

Other consultants 6 3,500 21,000

Consultants, trav + per diem 24,000

Data processing 10,000
Subtotal 143,000

Ivory Coast

Director 10 3,200 32,000

Local consultants 16 2,200 35,200

Auxiliary workers 10 1,000 10,000

Printing 4,000 quest. 2.25 9,000

Coding 4,000 quest. 1.50 6,000

Punching 4,000 quest. 1.50 6,000
Data processing 10,000

Overheads 11,600
Seminar 10,000

Contingencies 14,000

Subtotal 143,800

Peru

Director 10 2,800 28,000

Local Consultants 16 2,000 32,000

Auxiliary workers 10 800 8,000

Printing - 6,000 quest. 2.00 12,000
Coding 6,000 quest. 1.30 7,800

Punching 6,000 quest. 1.30 7,800

Data processing 8,000

Overheads 10,200

Seminar 7,000

Contingencies 12,800
Subtotal 133,600

OVERALL TOTAL, (FY83, FY84, and FY85) 420,400
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3 /Household Survey*

5///

A. Site Identification Code B. Survey Information

(1)(2) (3) ()(2)

A. 1. Province 6/

B, 1. Name of SurveyA. 2. Strata 8///Tae
Taker

A. 3. Region 10// / B.2. Date of Survey

A. 4. Municipality 12/
B.3. Signature of Survey

A. 5. Village 14/ / Taker

A. 6. Cluster Number _

B.4. Name of Supervisor
A. 7. Building Number t__

B.5. Date of Supervision H
A. 8. Household Number 15/ 0/

A. 9. Number of Household Members _.18/ / / B.6. Date of Inspection

(coding)
A. 10. Number of Household Members 2 -- B.7. Signature of Supervisor

over 10 - -

A. 11. Location or address:

* This is a skeleton household questionnaire to be adapted to the research design of this project
and the particular country circumstances in which it will be administered.

0



C. Data on Household Members

C21 C3 C4 C -6 C7 Persons Age 10 and Older

Names of Enter Enter re- SEX AGE C8  If Code 0 is not in Column 8
the house-. serial lationship 1 male in

hold mem- number to head of 2 femal Years School- Is this If Code 2 is in Col.11 How well Cols.
bers who of household ing cor- person can this for

normally household Head 1 pleted now How many Reason for person each
reside members Spouse 2 attending years has leaving read person
in this who are Child/step 3 None 0 school? it been (local
household age 10 Son/daughter 1 since he/ Had sufficient 1 language)

or older in law 4 2 l=yes she left No funds 2 (show
in Grandchild 5 3 2=no school? Too difficult 3 card and
column 3 Parent 6 4 Too far away/ ask R's

Parent-in- 5 not available 4 to read)
law 7 6 Other 5
other rel- 7
ative 8 8
Boarder/ Univ. 9 0
friend 9 0 W P
Servant 0 U k.P4)2

V) lWO

CU

C5
Code

(2) (3) , (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15)

/_7 /_7 /__ /_7 /A I/-7 I 22-35

L7 / FT- =7 L / 36-49

F/// I~ 7 I / '50-63
4 /I 64-77

I/I! /1 L/ //7 / / / i/ I 22-35

/ / / / 1/77 /_7 /// / ,7 36-49

!_I _ _ I / f/f/f~I / ,7|_ 50-63
"' j/ / ', $ / -'Z/ FTG /_7 64-77

FT 1_7 /T 1/7 7 7 /7 /7 22-35
7/ / / /-F / /7 /I 36-49

/7 /7 // /7 /7 50-63
7 /7 L// /-7 /1 _~ 1 64-77

/I / // / /_ / 7 1 / -// 22-35

/FT 7I fT FI FT 36-49
17, If |7 _ ~ _r~_ T T F_7T F7 -_7 50-63



D. Sources of Household Income Codes

Wage ii
What are the sources of income of this household? Account 2

(Place checkmarks in the appropriate boxes.) Both 3

Sources of Income Wage Earner Own Account Wage and

own account

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

D. 1. Agriculture /L 22 /

D. 2. Industry/handicraft 23

D. 3. Sales 7 /7 24

D. 4. Transportation /_ R /7 25

1). 5. Services R1 /7 26 /

D. 6. Other work -7 /7 27/

1). 7. Government /7 ~ 28/

D. 8. Private pension & transfer 7 29/

). 9. Of the sources of income listed in column 1, which is the
main source of income? Go to

I. 10. Of the sources of income listed in column 1, in the case of
an own account (self employed) worker, which source represents
his main source of income?

>1

0

C)h



F. Identification of Household Member

Fl. Name of household member:............................. 1 / /3/
F2. Serial number of household member.................... .. 22 / / /
03. Marital Status: Single - 1

Married - 2 H'. Attending School/Taking

Widowed or divorced -3 .............. 24 / care of the house.

G. Activities During the Past Week

a1. Have you looked for
Can you tell me what you have been doing for the past work during the past

week, beginning yesterday.... (name of day), then the 3 months?
day before yesterday...., 3 days ago, and so on.

G Typeof G GG G Yes,/ No// 33/
GEm- A Employ- G51Look- 6 Attend- G7 Taking - Other 41

ctivity ployed ed but did ing for ing school care of the (retired H2. Why aren't you look-
C (at least 1 not go to work home disabled ing for work?

Dayhour a day) work etc.) 1. Taking care of the

house //
(1)(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 2. Attending school/

3. Health reason / / 34 /
Yesterday,...../ /..hour(s) / / / / // / / 4. Not prepared to go
Day b to work (retired,yesterday... / /.. .hour // / /7 / // / / too old etc.) /_
3 days ago.... / /... / / / / / / /
4 days ago.... //... 1 // /I / /
5 days ago.... / /... T/ / / T T/ T/ H3. If a suitable job was
6 days ago...../ /... / I / / // / / / / available, would you
7 days ago..../_/... T/ / / /i / / T/ accept it?
(name of day) Yes// No// 35/

Total / // // // // //
hour(s)

Card Column 25-27 28 29 30 31 32

I (Block H to be asked only if there are

no entries in columns 2, 3 and 4).

0

0



I. Employed Card Column J. Looking for Work Card Column
I 1. Where do you work and what kind of work is J 1. How long have you been looking for work?

your employer engaged in? 36 _................months, 64
At.... ...... ype ofwork.......36/Iots6 / / /At ..................... Type of work....... J 2. Are you looking for full-time or part-time

1 2. What position do you hold or what type of job?
work do you do? . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . 38 /7/7 1. Full-time /7 2. Part-time _ 66 /

3. Job status: J 3. From what source have you usually re-
1. Worker or government employee _/ ceived income for your daily needs
2. Businessman without employees / I 41 / during this period?
3. Employed by relative without pay// 1. Work 3. Family or friends
4. Social worker t/ /1 ok3 aiyo red

2. Sometimes work 4. Other 67 /
1 4. How many hours did you work at this

job during the past week?.....hours. 42 I / / J 4. Have you ever worked before?

I 5. Is the job you held during the past Yes/ No/I 68 /
week the same job you held during
the last 3 months? - Other Income and Expenditures During

Yes / No /7 -- the Past Month

I 6. What was your net income from this Income Expenditures

job during the past month? (Do not Type Amouxt Rp Type Amount p.

include income from agriculture (1) (2) (3) (4)
listed in block E, column 8.) 1. Pension 1.Remittances
- In cash Rp .......... 45///// (Retired) sent
- In goods Rp .......... (hundreds) 2.Remittances 2.From deposits
- Total Rp ......--- received or savings

I 7. Do you have any jobs in addition to 3.Withdrawal 3.Other (loans,

this job? from de- payments,

Yes /7 No /7 (proceed to 50 / / posits or lotteries,
line I 10) savings investments,

1 8. How many hours did you work last week 4.Other, other funds)

on all other jobs? ......... hours 51 / / / (borrowing
money, etc.)

1 9. What was you net income from all other
jobs during the past month? (Do not include
income from agriculture listed in block
E, column 8.) Total ........... Total ..........

- In cash Rp........... 74
- In goods Rp........... 53/ /
- Total Rp . (hundreds)

I 10. How much income did you receive during the past month 58 / / / / /
from land and house rentals and interest payments?

1 11. If you have the time available would you be willing 63// X
to accept additional work? Yes /. No// 

0



Data on Household Social and Cultural Affairs

1 /1/4/

K. Mass Media and Athletic Equipment in the Household

[. Does this household have a radio? Yes /7 No / 22 -
. Does this household have a television set? Yes / No / 23

3. Does this household receive newspapers
(daily, weekly) or magazines on a
regular basis? Yes No 24

'. Does this household have any athletic equipment
such as raquets, volley balls, soccer, etc.? Yes 7 No 7 25

L. Social Problems in the Household

Has your household experienced any of the following problems
during the year?

Yes No Method of Handling Problems

- Accident, natural disaster, other 1 /~ /~.
- Physical disability (e.g. blindness) 2 / ...............................26
- Illness preventing work 4 T/ // . .26././.
- Aging/senility 81/ //
- Employment of children under 10 16 / / /
- Other -- ' ' -.*-.-.-.-.-.. .-.-.-.-.-

321/ /

0
C)t



M. Social and Cultural Activities of Household Member Age 10 or Older

Name of selected respondent....................................................

Serial number in block C, column 1........................................................ 29 /

1 a. Have you listened to the radio in the past week? Yes / No / 31 / /b. If "yes", what type of programs are you interested in?

- News 1 /7 - Science 8 /7
- Entertainment or arts 2 /_/ - Language 16 TI 32 //- Sports 3/ / - Other 32//

2 a. Have you watched the television during the past week? Yes / No / 34 / /b. If yes , what type of films are you interested in?

- News 1/7- Science 8/ 
_- Entertainment 2 _/ - Religion 16 T/ 35 //- Sports/arts 4 / - Other 32 /-

3 a. Did you go to the cinema during tha past week? Yes /7 No / 37 /b. If "yes", what type of films are you interested in?

- War or history 1 /7 - Dtama 8 /7
- Detective 2/_/ - Comedy 16 / 38 //I- Martial arts 4 / - Other 32 ~

4 a. Have you watched any sports competitions during -
the last 3 months? Yes__ _ 40

b. If "yes", what type of sports are you interested in?

- Track and field 1 /-/ - Badminton 8 /7
- Swimming 2 _/ - Volley Ball 16 // 41- Soccer 4 /__ - Other 32 T/

M M'

0

0)



M. (continued)

5a. Have you attended an artistic performance
during the last 3 months? Yes / No / 43 /

b. If "yes", which of the arts are you interested in?

- Dance I // - Drama 4 / /
- Music 2/ - Other 8_/ 44

6a. Have you participated in sports during the past week? Yes / No / 46
b. If "yes", what type of sport do you frequently

engage in?

- Track and field 1 /7 - Badminton 8 /
- Swimming 2 T/ - Volley ball 16/ 47
- Soccer 4 T/ - Other 32/_/

7a. Have you engaged in artistic activities
during the past week? Yes / No / 49

b. If "yes", what type of activities do you
frequently engage in?

- Dancing 1 _/ - Painting, sculpting 8 /
- Music 2_/ -Other 16T/ Yes/ No/7 50
- Acting 4 /

Co
0



M (continued)

8 a. Have you read a newspaper during the past week? Yes// No// 52/Ib. If yes , what type of articles are you interested in?

- News reports 1 / - Sport, art, culture 8 /7
- Science 2/_ -Novels 16 // 53- Editorial 4 T/ - Other 32 / 53 //

9 a. Have you read a magazine during the past week? Yes / No / 55 /b. - News reports 1 _/ - Sport, art, culture 8 / /
- Science 2 _/ - Novels 16 / /
-Editorial 4 T/ -Other 32 / . 56/

10 a. Have you engaged in recreational activities
during the past 3 months? Yes / No /_b. If "yes", did this recreational- activity take 58
place in home or outside the home?

-in the home // -outside the home / 59/7c. What type of recreational activities do you
frequently engage in?

- spectator activities 1 /_/ - sport 4 /7
- outings, picnics 2 / / - other 8 T / 60_/

11 a. Are you a member of an association? Yes / No / 62 /b. If "yes", which type of association? --

- social 1 / - funeral assoc., 4 /~
- art or sport 2 T/ spiritual, lottery

-other 8/ 63///

(Dt M

C1



Data on Health of Household Members 1 /1/5/

N. Housing Data

1. Area of occupied floor space: ............ m2  22//I/
2. Numbers of rooms:........................ 25 //
3. Main type of material used in outer wall construction:

1. Masonry / / 3. Bamboo / / 5. Other / /

2. Lumber /7 4. Earth /7- 27/
4. Main type of material used for flooring:

1. Tile / 3. Lumber / 5. Earth //
2. Concrete / 4. Bamboo / 6. Other 28/

5. Main type material used in roof construction:
1. Concrete / 3. Galvanized iron // 5. Thatch / 29 / /
2. Lumber / 4. Tile // 6. Other / /

6. Type of illumination:
1. Electric light / 3. Oil lamp / 30/
2. Pump lantern / / 4. Other / / -

7. Type of fuel used for_cooking:
1. Electricity / / 3. Kerosene /7 5. Other (charcoal, -
2. Gas // 4. Firewood // etc.) / 31

0
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ANNEX 2
EXAMPLES OF ABILITY AND MODERNITY INSTRUMENTS

Page 1 of 7

A. General Ability - Raven's Progressive Matrices Rationale

The geneology of the Raven's Progressive Matrices (or RPM) can

be traced back to the investigations of Spearman into the nature of

intelligence. It was his view that an undifferentiated concept of

intelligence was less than adequate in describing cognitive abilities.

Starting with the Standard RPM series, designed to sample the general

range of ability, we will be able to provide a means to assess an adult's -

present ability to perceive and think clearly, irrespective of past

experiences or present ability for verbal communication. The scales

can be described as "tests of observation and clear thinking" and have

been widely used cross-nationally with high levels of reliability.
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ANNEX 2

Page 5 of 7

B. Overall Modernity - the Short Form Rationale

Each of these items correlates well with the larger Overall Modernity scales in

each of the six countries in the Inkeles (Harvard) study, at a highly

significant level. Moreover, each of the questions was strongly

correlated with the independent variables of education, urban experience

and occupation. These items have been extensively incorporated in

cross-cultural research. Since it is more or less inevitable that one

or another question from a cross-national set may not serve well in a

particular country, we have identified alternative questions for each

of the above. Indeed we may ask the suggested alternate question as well,

thus providing a pool of items which are theoretical equivalents, from

which we may select those that are best understood and most discriminating

in this particular study.
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Purely Attitudinal Itemsa

]1. Have you ever (thought over so much) gotten so highly concerned
(involved) regarding some public issue (such as .) that you
really wanted to do something about it?

Frequently / Few times / Never

2. If schooling is freely available (if there were no kinds of obstacles)
how much schooling (reading and writing) do you think children
(the son) of people like yourself should have?

3. Two 12-year-old boys took time out from their work in the corn
(rice) fields. They were trying to figure out a way to grow the
same amount of corn (rice) with fewer hours of work.

The father of one boy said: "That is a good thing to think about.
Tell me your thoughts about how we should change our ways of
growing corn (rice)."
The father of the other boy said: "The way to grow corn (rice)
is the way we have always done it. Talk about change will waste
time but not help."

Which father said the wiser words?
4. What should most qualify a man to hold high office?

Coming from (right, distinguished, or high) family background
Devotion to the old and (revered) time-honored ways
Being the most popular among the people
High education and special knowledge

5. Which is most important for the future of (this country)?
The hard work of the people
Good planning on the part of the government
God's help
Good luck

6. Leamed men (scholars, scientists) in the universities are studying
such things as what determines whether a baby is a boy or girl and
how it is that a seed turns into a plant. Do you think that these in-
vestigations (studies) are:

All very good (beneficial) / All somewhat good (beneficial)
All somewhat harmful / All very harmful
Some people say that it is necessary for a man and his wife to
limit the number of children to be born so they can take better
care of those they do have (already have).
Others say that it is wrong for a man and wife purposely (volun-
tarily ) to limit the number of children to be born.

Which of these opinions do yOu agree with more?
7. Which one of these (following) kinds of news interests you most?

World events (happenings in other countries)
The nation
Your home town (or village)
Sports
Religious (or tribal, cultural) events (ceremonies) or festivals

8. If you were to meet a person who lives in another country a long
way off (thousands of kilometers / miles away), could you under-
stand his way of thinking?

Yes / No
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9. Do you think a man can be truly good without having iny religion
at all?

Yes / No

Behavi<>r-Information Items

10. Do you belong to any organization (associations, clubs), 'Uch as,
for example, social clubs, unions, church organizationm. political
groups, or other groups? If "Yes," what are the names of all the
organizations you belong to? (Scored for number of organizations.)

11.. Would you tell me what are the biggest problems you see facing
(your country)? (Scored for number of problems or 'Aurds in
answer.)

12. Where is (in what country is the city of) Washington ,M!:ow?
(Scored correct or incorrect.)

13. How often do you (usually) get news and information from news-
papers?

Everyday / Few times a week
Occasionally (rarely) / Never



Office National de Formation Professionnelle, Ivory Coast

Le diveLoppement socio- conomique de Za Cte d'Ivoite,

comme ceZui de toue Ze6 pays du continent a6ticain, pazze pat Za

6otmation des homme4. CeZUe-ci conztitue pout Za C3te d'IvoUte une

prioritg, q ui z e tiaduit., da.n4 Zes 6aiL6, pax Z' a6 6ectation d'une

part patticutiZement impottante du budget de Z'Eta-t (46 *% du

budget de. 'onctionnement ) aux d penzez d'iducation.

Maiz quefZe 9ducation et pour quoi jaite ? "L'iduca-

tion au zetvice du deveZoppement" teZ ezt Z'e mot d'onde donng pat

Ze 7e Congtz du PDC2-RDA. Danz Ze contexte ivoitien, ot Z'homme

n' est. pas zeuLement Z'a.ttizan de La cois6ance conomique mai

aus-i et zuttout Ze peremie% bin96iciaite de ceLLe-ci, mettte

"L'duca.tion au ze&vice. du d ve oppement" c'e & La 6 oiz %gponde

aux besoinz du daveloppement 9conomique et aux aspirations de

Z'enembZe de La popuLation.

Pout atteindte ce4 objecti64, La C8te d'1voie. doit

a La. 6ois azzuteL un enseignement de base a touz &es citoyens et

une otLmation ptojeszionnele a tou" ceux qui en ont bezoin pout

exetce4 un emptoi pioducti6 quaZiLia.

Des objectigz auzi a.mbitieux pout un pays dont Zez

tez6ouxcez inancieS zont timitles., n cezzitent une pZani6ication

xigouteuse des a.ctions, un zuivi permanent des bezoinz de

V'gconomie, Mes 49aLitU de V'empZoi et un piZotage attenti6 du

&qstUme de dotma.tion.

Da.nz Ze domaine de La 6aomation ptoses4ionneLLe, La

Cte d'lvoire 'est dotg d'un insttument originaL et e66icace

pout azzumet cette t3che di6LiciZe Zl'Ojice Na'tionaL de Formation

Pto 6es.LonneZLe.

x

x x

C&91 en 1966, et patixonng aLoi par Ze Minizt're du

PLan, iL est ptacg 6ou La. tuteLLe du MinistiAe de L'Enzeignement

Technique et de La Foxmation Pio6ezzionneLLe LoA de La ctia.tion

de ce dexniet, en 1970.
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Emanation de Z'admini-stcaticn, iZ es' en mie tempz

en p'-ise ditecte . 6 'enitzepzse., tant pa Zes onctionz qui Zui

zont divoZuez, que pa. Ze4 modaLiV.6 de zon 'inancement.

L'Oj6iceMationaZ de Fommation Ptc'eszionnele ezt

en e6jet un 9tabtizzement pubZic a caiact 're adrinistati. qui a

Za patticutaxitg de ti/Let 4es moyen4 d'exi6tence, mai.s aus.i Zez

moyen. nice&z.aies & Za. pitomotion de Za 6otmation, de taxe4 & Za

6*oimation ptogeszionnete. CeZZe4-ci Zui ont dieectement a66ectiez

pou' a.z6uLet d'une pat 4on 6onctionnetnent et paticipeL d'autte

pvrt au 6inancement d'actionz de 6otmation. C'e6t ainsi que Za

ta.xe d'app entiLage (0,5 % de Za ma.6e 6aLaciat.e) et Za taxe a Za

6oamation continue (1,5 % de4 zatair~e) viennent aZimenteu Ze

budget de. Z'06jce. NationaZ de Fotmation PMojezzionneZle et Ze

Fondz NationatZ de t gutation pour Za otmation continue qui, Zui,

,ett eszentie.Zement a 6inancer Za 6otmation petmanente da.nz Zez

entaepti es.

Le Aoat de Z'ONFP eut aini Zig Z. ceZLui deh entepti-

4e et ze.6 moyen6, ditectement conditionniz pat Le nivea.u

d'activitl de ce.LeA-ci.

x

x x

L'Od6jce NationaL de Fotmation PodeAsionneLLe a powu

.tache e.6entieZte d'azasuvr. un meiZZeu4 a.juAtement de La 4oiLmation

aux nlce5sittz de t'emptoi agin de dait.e de cha.que Ivoitien, un

agent aLctid du dtveZoppement du pay6. It a4.5ume ain.fi quatte

jonctionA ptimotdiaZe :

- t' .tude deA xeZa.tionz entte La. jomation et L'empZoi

e.t La 6oAmuLa.tion deA gAa.nde4 otientation qui en dicoutent ;

- La. pkogtammation des a.ctions de 6aomation ;

- La. ptomotion de ce4 a.ction nota.mment pa4 La.

patticipation a.u 6inancement et & L'enca.dement de cettainez

d'e.ntre. eLZez ;

U....
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- Z' vafLuatio n deA. actio.6 de 6 ormc.C. n ne maA_

pa Ze Ministase de Z'Enseignerreknt Technkque et de ZLa Fotrma-ion

P,to4&esionneZZe..

L'.06Zice intetvient auzzi bien au nltveau de La.

6QtLmation iniZiae. qu'a ceLui de La o{tmation p'tcje'zionneLZze

continue, tant en miZLieu ubain qu'en miLZieu tu/aL. Sa souple.ze

de 6onctionnement e. 6on autonomie de gestion Lui peimettent, en

vita.nt Le s Zoutdeuxz adminizt atives, de. jouex p einemenA 4on

tZe.

x.

x x

Conc'ttement qu'a donc xia.Zis L'ONFP dutant Zes

quinze (15) ptemiZ'e,6 a.nnge.& de 6on exi6tence ?

En matitue d'Etude46, Z'ONFP .6'e.6t peu a peu a6.6itm

comme une. Aouce impoxtante d'in6o'mation a.uszi bien da.nz Ze

domaine de Z'empZoi que dan6 Ze domaine de Za 60oma.tion. Son

Cennttre de documentation h pleiaLisl en La matiLe joue a ce nive.au

un %6Re majeux a.u niveau nationa.t ma.iz Egatement au niveau intet-

axicain puisqu'iZL eAt en. mime tempz Zie Centte de documenta.tion

du Centte Intexa6ica.in pouA Ze VDveZoppement de La. Foxma.tion

(CIAVFOR). Le cha.mp d' dtude couvert pait L'ONF n'e~t paA ZimiLt

au 6euL domaine reeva.nt de zon Ministk4e de tutet~e, mai4 concefne

L'en6embt-e de.6 ptobZimez po,69 paL Z'utiiZ6ation et La vaZotization

dea %e.6zoutcez humaine4s en C8te. d'lvoie.

C'est ainzi qu'un di.6po iti6 cohkrent d' tudes z'est

peu a peu miA en pZace., comptenanlt

- dez4 enqu.teh 6u. L'zermptoi ta.nt danh Le .6ecteu

modetne que. danz Le zecteut in6otmeZ, dibouchant Aux dez .Ctati.ti-

queA d'empZoi %9guLikement mi4es a jout, ainsi que suh% L'anaLyse

.du contenu de.6 empLoiz e.t dez modaLitg5 d'ac.c a ceux-ci.

- de. 9tude.s .u,% Ze 6y.6t~me de.6oLmation pe'Lmetta.fl

de pxoduire %EguLiaxement de4 ztati,6tiques zcoZa.itez et d'appxg-

cie- Le xendement, Le coit et L'ejjica.cit9 de Za 60omation.
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- enin, et suw Za baze de ces 9tudey, ZLa conection

d'un bitan pvviionnel, empZoi-donmation petmettant de compa te4

Ze4 besoins en main d'oeuvte de 'gconomie nationaZe et ta.

"p/oduction" du s ystime de 6oltma.tion.

C' wt uA ce bitan que prend appui Za concettation
entte pZa.niicateurx, 6o)mateuzs et empZoyeu s, qui petmet de

diga.get Zes oaientations des actions a meneL en vue d'une meiztete

adiquation de Zaa jo'lmation a Z'emptoi.

La. p'ogi'ammation p/tend Ze reZa.i de ceA itude4 pour
ZeA traduite en tetmes de ptojetz ou actionz de 6otmation. EZZe

est en e&et chatgge de mettLe en oeuve Ze4 moyenz petmetta.nt

de concittiset Zes decsion4-concetnant es ec tiona ou modiica-

tions de ttuctutes de 6otmation dipendant di ectement du MinitAne

de. Z'Enzeignement Technique et de Za Fo'mation Pto6ezZonneZte.

EZte. a.z4ure t)aois (3) 6onctions p4incipaZes:

- Za. ptogtacmma.tion ggndta.e et 6inanci&te qui 9ta.bote

Ze4 ptojetz, Zea ttaduit en tetme.6 6inancietz et techeche Ze4
jina.ncements n ce4Sa.iAe a Zeut tda.tiZa.tion.

- Za. ptogtammation technique et pida.gogique qui

ptlcize Zes modatitlt. pidagogiques du 6onctionnement dea Stuctutes

de jotmation et te4 conttainte4 technique4 qui en tgsuLtent.

- Ze suivi et Ze contxtrte des Ea.ZizationA.

Les stkuctwuez, une 6oi4 mises en ptace, sont gg&tes

par ZeA Ditection4 CenttaZe du Miniatite de Z'En6eignement

Technique et de Za. Forma.tion Pojes4ionnetZe. MaiL Z'066ice

NationaZ de Fotma.tion Pro essionneZte intetvient de nouveau, au

niveau de Z'9vaZua.tion et du conttR5e de Za atkmation.

It est en e66et chatgg de vir.iiet que es tga.tisation4

et Zes %9.utta.ts o5tenu4 tpondent bien aux objectis dixg,
d'ident~ivet ZeA causes des 9ca. ts'ventueZs, de ptoposet Ze's

cottectijLs nlces a.-tes.
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Des tudes 6CnA-- dcnc menzes sytia.CqueenC en vue

de dl'spcoei? en petmanence de dcnnles compZt-e4 svL Ze sy.--me de

ormaticn et Zez' prtojetz de t aizticn. Des enqu.tez ponctue e

pe,,metfUent en outte de 6aiLe, en 'onction dez beoinz, dez bilans
.sectotiets.

x

x x

Ainzi Z'066ce NationaZ de Fotmation PAo.eszionneZte

intetvient e.6entietement en amont-et en avaZ de La 6otmation.
IZ n'e.t paz pouw' autant gcart de Z'action, bien au conttaie.
Sa 6onction de promoteu4 et Zez poszibiZLiti de jina.ncement qui
sont.Le. siennes 6ont de L'ONFP un agent acti6 de La 6otmation.

QueZques exempZes Au6iont a Ze monter.v.

L'ONFP, d A 4a c4 ation, a patticipg, au% 6ez 6ond"

ptopte, a La IaZLisation d'9tabZi44ement4 de dotmation; on peut
cite, nota.mment : Le Centte Poid Loutd4 (devenu depuiz Cent'e
de Pe6ectionnement aLux Mltietz de Z'Automobite), Le Centre de4
Mgtient du Batiment (devenu Ze: Centae de Pex6ectionnement aux

Milietz du Satiment), Le Centte de Fotmation PxogehAionneZZe de

San-PEJrdo, Ze Cent,%e de PeA6ectionnement Audio-Vizuet (CEPAV)

ain,&i que Zeh Centez de Bimbtezzo et d'Odienng.

IZ az.4u4e pai aiLteutz La geztion et Ze donctionnement
de u.t tures de 6ormation p4%9entant un caact/Lne expbLimcntat,
teZZes que Ze Lycle P/oL6ezionneZ f te.LLV ou, en miZieu tu.aZ,

Zez Unit9s MobiLe.6 de Fotmation (Apgcipti zes 6eZon Ze, ca6 dan.
tez mdtier.4 du batiment ou de 'agtro-mgcanique).

En6in Z'Oj4ece Nationat de Foamation Paoae.4ionneZe

a pou/L cha.%ge de LanceV et de g'teA cettaines opitationz nouveZZes,

teZZez que V'apptentizage danz Zes entteptriez, La 6oxma'LIaion

p06e.4ionnetZe continue et d'ca.zue4 La mize en pLace d'9tabZisze-
mentz de 6a'mation de Atyte nouveau, teZ4 tez 5tycge6 po6eszionneZz

deJacqueviZZe, Man, Odienng, San-Pgdto et Gagnoa.

x

x x...
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L'0664ce NationaZ de Fcmcration Pio'.6tsionnee

appaa.Zt donr comme un outiZL pjvilUgi de pAcmotion de V'empLoi

et de vaLotization des tessoutces hurraine nationa&es dan Les

di66 tents secteutz de Z conomie nationaLe.

Financ pat LeA entepxri.es du secteux ptivE moderne,

L'066ice n'oubZie pa pouxtantque Z'es entie2 de La popuation

ivolixenne exerce 6e4 activit z dan6 Ze zecteut in6otmeZ et

paxticuZir ment en miZieu AuaZ. L'agicuLtute ayant 6inancE

en gtande pattie Le divetoppement de4 6ecteuLL , otecondixe et

tettiaiLe, pat un juzte retouA de6 choze6, ce6 detniet4 con t-

buent & La ptomotion du monde rtuaL. C'et ainsi que Z'ONFP

intexvient aussi bien au niveau de4 6ol'mationz de baze que de La

dotrmation continue pout javoi4et La pxomotion de4 petites

entxeptizez et du zecteut agticoLe.

En "Asutant ainzi un meiZLeu/L aju.tement de La

dotmation aux x'aLit de L'emploi en C8te d'lvoite, Z066ice

NationaL de Fotmation Ptoje6iZonneLte patticipe 
a La 6oi au

d.veLoppement Economique du payz et a La pxomation dez hommes

qui en 4ont Ze vLitabLe moteur et Zez ptemievu bgnZjiciaixe4.

x

x x

Au deZa de4 6tontite4 de La C6te d'Ivoixe, L'066ite

NationaL de Foxmation Ptoje44ionneLle oeuvte actLvement pout une

coopitation ttoite entre Les pay4 d'A6tique dan4 Le domaine qui

est Le sien. IL ezt en e6jet membte du Centte Intea6xicain pou

Le DgveLoppement de La Fotmation (CIADFOR), dont Le SecLataite

GinJxaZ est auzzi Le Dixecteu Ggnga de L'ONFP.

Danz ce cadiLe une coLLaboration diecte ente Le4 organe4 de

6ormation de4 diJ69Aent4 payz d'A6xique s'ezt in.6tauAe et 4e

diveLoppe. Le CIADFOR Aegtoupe en e66et actueLLement 19 paMy

a6icainz et compte xa.4embLeL, a texme, VensembLe de4 pay4

du continent, qui diLpo.ent ainzi d'un insttument indiLpenzabLe

pout ptomouvokx, ensembLe, La vaLoaization de ce qui constitue

La pxemiLAe xichesze de notte continent : zez hommes.

JUILLET 1982
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LA UNIVERSIDAD DEL PACIFICO

La Universidad del Pacifico es una universidad privada
cuya constitucibn y funcionamiento se ajustan a la legisla-
cion universitaria y educativa del pais.

Fue creada como respuesta a la necesidad de conformar
un centro superior de nivel de excelencia que atendiese las
tareas de formacion universitaria, de investigacion y de pres-
tacion de servicios en las areas de las ciencias economicas,
sociales y administrativas quo el proceso de desarrollo del
pais requiere con urgencia.

El 28 de febrero de 1962 el Gobierno Peruano autorizb
la fundacibn de la Universidad del Pacifico mediante el De-
creto Supremo No. 8, por el cual se aprobaban tambien sus
Estatutos. Un nuevo reconocimiento legal le fue extendido
por el inciso (b) del articulo 167 de la Ley OrgAnica de la
Universidad Peruana (Decreto Ley 17437, de febrero de
1969). Actualmnte desarrolla sus labores academicas a
traves de cuatro Programas Acad6micos -Economia, Con-
tabilidad, Administracion y Post-Grado en Administra-

Univertdad del Pacifico cian- y de cinco Departamentos Academicos -Matem-
Avenida Salaverry 2020 -Jess Maria ticas, Humanidades, Economia, Administracion y Contabi-
Limna (11) -Peru lidad, y Ciencias Sociales y Politicas-.

Telefono:71-2277 La naturaleza y funcionarniento de la Universidad se
inspiran en los siguientes principios generales:

Apartado Ponal 4683
Lima(1)-Peru 1. La necesidad de formar profesionales y ticnicos cien-

tificament4 competentes y socialmente abiertos a una
mentalidad justa al servicio de las necesidades y desarro-
Ilo de la comunidad peruana.

2. La importancia de fomentar la investigacion cientifica,
humanistica y tecnolcgica dirigida a contribuir efectiva-
mente a la solucion de los problemas de la comunidad
peruana.



3. El proposito do promover un eficaz dialogo positivo en- EL CENTRO DE INVESTIGACION
tre las personas que se integran dentro de su conforma-
cion y con las personas, entidades o instituciones que
componen el campo social que le circunda. El Centro de Investigacion de la Universidad del Pacific.o

tiene por objetivo promover, dirigir. realizar y difundir in-

vestigaciones interdisciplinarias y labores conexas enmarca-

4. La finalidad de servir a las necesidades del su m das dentro de su reglamento. Su naturaleza y funciona-

tal no perseguir fines de lucro en ninguna de sus mani- miento se orientan, dentro de la busqueda de la verdad. a Ia

festaciones. formulacion de modelos que conduzcan a un orden social

humano, libre y justo, mediante la consecucion de los si-

guientes objetivos instrumentales:

5. La garantia de independencia en su funcionamiento y
en su gobierno, que es ejercido solo por sus miembros

bajo el principio de la autonomia que le es propia y ne- a) Reflexionar y dar a conocer la roalidad naconal en sus

cesaria para lga enm t sus fines epcfosenaspectas ecanomicas, sociales y politicos, mediante la

elesampor lograr plenamento u ie espocificas, enprosentaciofn, el anilisis y la evaluacion cuitica de su
el campo normativo, academico, pedag6gico, adminis- problematica.
trativo y financiero.

b) Formular nuevas categorias conceptuales que leven a

proponer evaluaciones integrales de los problemas del

pais, procurando la formacion de una escuela de pensa-

El regimen disehado por la Universidad persigue la for- miento fundada en los principios de la Universidad.

maciln integral de sus alumnos a traves del seguimiento cibn integral de los miembros de la
del curriculo academico, asi como del desarrollo de diver- c) Contribuir a la formacinrinal de lo deua dea

sas actividades que se contienen en el curriculo paracad6- comunidad universitaria y al desarroo de una meto-

mico. El curriculo academico o el Plan de Estudios es ela- dologia de ensehanza acorde eon los propositos y recur-

borado de acuerdo con los requerimientos de conocimien- sos institucionales.

to profesional en cada una de las areas de formaci6n a cargo
do la Universidad. El Centro cuenta con un Consejo Directivo presidiuao

Dentro del cuffricula paracademica se comprenden por el Director del Centro e integrado por representantes de

aquenas actividades qu Ia Universidad cansidera necesarias los investigadores y de los estudiantes. Dos veces al ano, el

para praparcionar a los alumnos no slo una frmacin pro- Consejo Directivo se amplia tambien con los representantes

fesional sino. tambien una formacion integral. Forman parte de los Departamantos Academicos y doeo aluCnos o ad

del curriculo paracademico, por ejemplo, las labores investi- unvo de los Prograrnas Academicos. El Director del C ontra do

gainales en sus diversos niveles, dada la indiscutible im- lnvestigacion es el reprosontante del Contra, preside el Con-
gacionesessdirssnvesdaaa dstbei- sejo Directivo y ejerce la gestibn administrativa. Asimismo,

portancia que ellas revisten para una autentica capacitacion se eto ejco Ia stvio adniistentia, Assrima y

profesional. Estas actividades pueden ser desarrolladas en el ol Contra cuenta con los servicios do asistencia, asesoria y
Centro de Investigaci6n. apoyo administrativa internaL. N



El Centro estAi integrado por profesores de diversos De- Ademis de las labores de investigacion a su cargo, el

partamentos Acadernicos de Ia Universidad en el area do las Centro desarrolla una actividad plural de dihlogos y semi-

Ciencias Sociales, que prestan sus servicios en. regimen de narios can invitados especiales, asi comb de publicaciones.

tiempo completo. Actualmente, integran el Centro de In- Edita regularmente dos revistas: "Apuntes" y "Estudios

vestigacion trece (13) profesores en calidad de miembros Andinos".
del mismo. Asimismo. recibe como afiliados temporales a
profesores de universidades extranjeras en calidad de miem- Su produccion a nivel de investigaciones s.e ha concreta-

bros visitantes. do en un conjunto de publicaciones.

El trabajo del Centro es, fundamentalmente, interdisci. El Centro do Investigacion tiene tambien como una de
plinario y en el tienen cabida las perspectivas propias de las

distnta Cincis Soials. us iemros on radado ensus funciones -y esta en condiciones ventajosas para hacer-
distintas Ciencias Sociales. Sus riembros son graduados en lo- la de prestar asesoria en los campos de su competencia
economia, sociologia, ciencia politica, adminisracion' a entidades y oryanizaciones publicas y privauas; naciona-
ingeneria y jurisprudencia. Sus estudios do post-grado han les, extranjeras e internacionales.
sido cursados en las mismas Areas, aunque hay el caso de
sociblogos e ingenieros con post-grado en economia, y de
administradores con post-grado en economia, de economis-
tas con post-grado en ciencia politica, y de admmistradores Irna, abril do 1982.
con post-grado en sociologia.

El Centro orienta sus trabajos a la formulacion de mode-
los que conduzcan a un orden social humano, libre y justo.
Para ello, dirige sus esfuerzos a reflexionar sobre los aspec-
tos economicos. sociales y pcliticos de la realidad nacional,
analizando criticamente su problemw.atica y proponiendo al
respecto soluciones integraies.

En el Centro se estudia la realidad nacional e internacio-
nal en sus aspectos economicos, sociales y politicos, median-
te la presentacion. el arAlisis y la eva>.azion critica de su
problernati:a, con el fin de aportar nuevos elenentos cien-
tificos. tanto en s.s aspectos teocncos como retodologicos.

Por otro lado, el Centro trata de orientar la formacion
de los e.s de la comuidad universitaria hacia un tra-

l saiDr.:e:.-i: dz.ne no sblo se trasmitan conocimientos
te:z's y t'cn.cs s:~o. szbre todo, se logre una adecuada H

capa::a:i. c:eau.ttf:a y dcn-4e la Lnvestigacibn se oriente
haca metas del mas alto mvel cientifico.

H1



EXPERI.IENTACIOrJ DL UJ PP.OGpAI.1A PSICOPIE- INIVESTIGACIOfJ TECNOLOGICA SOBRE ALFABE-
PAGOGICO DIE API:ESTAf. IEfJTO Y rJIVELACION . TIZACIOrJ Y flETODOLOGIA DE EDUCACIOtJ
ARA EDUCANJflS DE PRIt.ARIA ErU AIIEAS PRIHIARIA DE ADULTOS

UlIAIJO rAr:GlAL Y I'URAL

VALER/ AMAYA/ HIDALGOI TASA/ SANCHEZ/ MON-
TA LVA.

SANCHEZI VARGASI REYES/SALAZAR.

-i eEl objetivo general as validar at curriculum y materiales odu-
El objetiva es validar un Programa Psicopedaggico d los- .catvos para Ia allabotizacibn, asi como jecutr studios so--
tamiento V nivelaci6n, que sirva do complemento a los edu- bra aspectos metodolbgicos do Ia educaci6n primaria do adul-
candos do primer y segundo grado do primaria do iroas urba- . tos, vinculados prelerentemento a los problemas do las brea.
no marginales y rurales, considerando quo son estos niuos los ruralos.
quo han tenido menos oportunidades para participar en los -
programas do Educaci6n Inicial. Para el trabago do campo se seleccionarin tres lugares difeten-

ciados del pais Costa, Sierra, Selva). tenidndose prevista ta
El Programa Experimental tiene coma eje fnidamental los ejecuci6n do Sominarios con docentes do Educaci6n Puimari
procesos psicol6gicos y los contenidos matembticos bisicos. do Adultos, para sistematizar las experiencias sobre metodo-
Ademis so experimentarh una gula metodol6gica, instrumen- logia do onseilanza-aprondizaje. quo puedan contribuir al do-
tos do evaluaci6n V un m6dulo do material didbctico. Los sarrollo do Ia educaci6n do adultos en el pais. pR( Y E y ()
productos y resultados do Ia investigaci6n podrin ser usados
en las Direcciones Tdcnico-Normativas'para reajustar el curri-

1 culum diregido a los hrnbitos urbano marginal y rural.. -
METODOS Y TECNICAS DE AUTGEDUCACION

PARA PROGRAIAS NO ESCOLABIZADOS Y INVESTIGA CION
CENTROS EDUCATIVOS UJITARIOS CEU

3RGANIZACIOrJ DE UI SISTEIA DE PREPARA- BULON/LOPEZ/RIVA/MARCEL0.
IlOr PRODUCCION Y DISTRIBUCION DE LIBr.OS

DE TEXTO ( 1;JR PROYECTO) Es una investigacibn aplicada encaminada a proporcionar
orientaciones matodol6gicas pare propiciar la autoeducaci6n
-dentro de un marco do desarrollo de una conducta creativa
y do outodisciplina- como uno de los recursos par: solucio-
nat la problemitica de las escuelas primnarias en las Areas ru-

Direcci,6r do Investigaciones/Sub Diraccibn do Publicaciones rales do nuestro pals, con seis grados y un solo docente con
V Material Educativo. muy limiteda lormaci6n profesional y sin suficientes recursos

didicticos.
articiparn los Especialistas: UZATEGUJI DASSOIZAVA-

LA. - So Neva a cabo en dos fases: 101 Trabajo do campo pare ca-
racterizar al educando. al educador de los CEU y a lp reali-

La Direccion do lnvestigaciones an aste Sub-Poyecto, so on- dad educatava y socio econ6mico cultural en la que estin
cargari do tres tareas concretas: inmersos y 20) Disoilo do Mdtodos. Tlcnicas V procedimien

tos adecuados para un proceso de autoeducaci6n an las roe-
lidades astudiadas.

* Determiner cuantos prototipos do cada'taxto escolar do-
ben producirse pare cubrir Ia diversidad sociocultural del
pais: cuiles serin los tirajes necesarios; a qui contros
educativos seran distribuidos cada prototipo.

0 Analizar la informacibn sobre los usuarios de los textos -
(educandos y docentesi que so requiere parael diseflo do 0
coda uno de los libros que so han de producir.

* Diseflar un sistema de seguimienito V evaluaci6n del fun-
cionamiento de todas las actividades con el fin do adop-
tar medidas correctivas.
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7![ J)i 0 Son."E PERIFILE'S )E FOilfACIONl
* i ih.:n ) f;,CIO'; DE DOCEJTES ELr EOUCACIO>

ma AiCINDAIIA TECIICA

Y 'PEIAO1 TECNOLG1ICA

El lnslituto Nacitnal i irestigati-W Y Desurrollo de Ia Edu-
cacin es utn 6rgano de ejectanr'p desklinisierio de Educaiisr PqOG I Ai'A E XPE R ENTAL DE E STILUL AClO.' 8ERAMENDI / CANALESI CANDELAI CHIROQUE/
que dirge, prmuere, coardia, sipenisa. ejeita y erahiao T- I TI11A JA CO. ' :It LA BERMUDEZ.

* Proc ectos de inlestiaciojnsr El Ptoyecto estudia los peosiles de fofmaca6n y capacitaci6n

* Produecriion de Publkcisirnet.' aterial Edisiuafir. AGde maetos de Educaci6n Primaria. Educacion Secundaria en
S Prou.'ARELLAN/ ALCANTARA OLIVE RA/ iNGA/ ESPi- Areas tecnicas y Educacion Superior Tecnol6gica. Se asumen

* Programas dC Prufcrionali:aci y Pcrfeccinauilo NOZA. como cuteiios de investigace6n: los intereses acadimicos y

dlproesionales del maestro, las funciones asgnadas en su escue-

* Sen/doitis de Ducr,,aentacido e Infeirritark.*0ihi lcacio. El Provecto da investigacion se propone experimentar y vali- Is, #a lodmace6n ecibda, los equenimientos Para en desarrollo
dar un programa de estimulacion para niflos de 0 a 3 a/os en educativo en Areas dave.sifcadas, etc. Los peroles tambirn es-

"aL zonas urbano-margnales de Lima, Tacna, Tumbes V Piura. El tain i do s administradoes supervisores ,iduca-

Programa funciona con una metodologia de trabajo en los ain s
propios hogares, a travds de Ia cual los padres realizan activi- tvos.
dades educativas con sus hijos, orientados por animadoras Se sistematan los estudios y antecedentes sobre of magis-
previamente capacitas y supervisadas po docentes d Edu- aconal, precisando, en 8 departamentos seleccionados

j inc-y en Areas urbanas, rurales y suburbanas, las caracteristicas

Se evaluari los logros die los ilos. padres y animadoras. asi regionales quo permitirin elaborar perfiles basicos de docen-
set e inlormes sobre distintas realidades sociales, econ6mi-

como el funcionamiento del programa en cuanto al proceso cas, laborales, de tormacibn y capacitaci6n prolesional.

La fliretc/sn ie lni'estjkac/oses fari~nr pae del IvIDE y* do ense/anza en el hogar V Ia utsilzaci6n de documentos co-

cantfibre of de inrestaats t1115Cra ee-l priEry mo: Estructura Curricular del Programa Experimental. Lisla
co nrebu gal dtsa edefii sueirl njc'tand prerenii. de Objetivos para ne/os y padres de familia, Fichas de Activi-
Los dic jre iueta ll r'ducaira a nrer taletdida. . prtpre-rni' dades, Manual do Nutrici6n, Higiene y Cuidados Permanentes
isnie tobre itOis, i.C111s y maiIriues d/fidd< ,pr(- deZl[T-E EDUCACI
seniandpo alternatiras de aceirda con %l necesidades iel dro- del Ni/l. V LO CONVENO PE R-

cente, eir dicando c el desarrl.ia de las reeimnes del pais. ul i-'/E 11r:0 CONVENIO PERI - A PA IEAICA
rVIRF)!AI ALE2.AN5 A

Para at conetiJo est oraui:ad en equipas saultid'scipli-
narios de inreftiaition. pues te eia con el consirso de eco- IAS IAfl 2 N ES 9110, 1W1 Y LA (-WIF EN

:nomnifsas. socI'loves. iritltios. esiadigralos. antropaiqol v. LOS TE XTOS ESCOI YeS E 1f! I A CASTELLARES/ ARANDA/ ROSALES/-VILLAVICENCIO/
[ingu:stas el apsn' /undamnraiesc ducntes. I ITRA TIA 17t i \ A. it OYARCEI CUBA/ DIAZ/ KOMAREK/'BUTTNER/ VAL-

DIVIA/ L OPEZ/ STACK.
I.e Direcci/n de ,inemead Jiones Jede 19 73 ha publit ado sins
de 80 provudiins de jmlesiigncrU. tubriendo /las sigUienles UNESCOI INIDE El prop6sito final os elaborar. validar e emplementar un mo-
dreas de trablao: . ANDERSONI /HERENCIA. delo de Educaci6n Bilingue, acorde con las caracteristicas

socio-culturales V linguisticas de las zonas turales de Puno,
0 Estudias sabre el (anteriti sacia-econamit relaciona- El estudio exploraFA las imigenes de los dos sexos quo son con una poblaci6n predominantemente monolingue Iquechua

das con rfifenomseno eduhatiro. transmitidas a ne/os en Ia escuela primaria a travds de textos o aymaral.

e lnresigactones bdsisas sohre c educanad penano. y otros materiales de lectura usados en el aula. So hari un

Esasadios s-bre irnavik/ eduoire. anilisis del dontenido de los libros a fin de calificarlos segiln Se viene tralalando dude 1977 y estan on proceso do -labo-
variables relevantes a los roles sexuales asi como a losiestafeo- racion V expe nientacibn Ia adecuaci6n de Ia estructura cu-

e lIresticsaciones sobre el dovene penann. tipos do caracteristecas atribuidas a cada sexo. A nivel do los riculas doi Educacin Belingue a las cond'ciones socioeco-

* Esudjios sobre fornacian proyesional r erado rwsupa. docentes se estudiarb t uso do tex tos V cuentos on l aula. Va n6micar v cultirales do Puto. metodos V edcnicas de ense-
cfonal. Ia concordancia entre su concepci6n de roles V atributos del clhafaymalrpef zy modlos do maeieaaes educativos en que-

hombre y Ia mujer. y 01 mensaje quo es transmitido por los csua. aVmara 'y castellano. La aphcaceon (el rnxelo so sea
0 Proyeelof integrates de varicter experimental materiales de lecture. A nivel de los alumnos se evaluarf el p- lisza en una muestra de cerca de 100 centros educativos a

so quo puede asignarse a los libros de texto V cuentos infanti- cargo de docentes especialmente capacetalos. Entre los mate-
I'inlad a a iwtmec~hi ai a i-Iw-, ~ir /aDire i ~n e iales educativos pfoducidos y n proceso de experiments-

Vssina.Ia a Ia pieleiir sdse tiia ds'eu ser. Ia Dje irciiI d/ los on Ia formacion do sus imagones do los dos sexas, y los cesn edtis sodcdars am en o eo doguj oxerimcta-
*ilessti'asines del I Il)/:. 1ar/re las 11s4s v'ijdad, dci %Iiste- - factores quo determinan su mayor o enenor bssmlaci6n. Pari ceon, tenemos tar do aprostamiento, do Leiguaae en quechua.

rio. Recimws. kunas Li vuias O'-ansiass ii-ssenralt-a- importanto del estudia serin las recomendaciones respecto a aymala V castellano como segunda lengua. para el 10, 2do. y
Jos. Reali:a tanin pc'i'ae i ;esD 5 lordinatiin ton acciones concretas a tin do propiciar una mayor igualdad 3ro. de Pormatia, asi como of do Matemitica para el er. aito.
otrin poises a traves de cmir ,es internaiionas-%. * en Ia porcepci6n del hombro v Ia mujer. El Proyecto se desarrollara hasta abril do 1984.
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1.- DESCRIPCION DE LA INSTITUCION

El Centro de Investigaci6n y Promoci6n Educativa - CIPE - es una
asociacidn civil, sin fines de lucro, inscrita con el N* 4084 en los
Registros Pablicos y reconocida por el Ministerio de Educaci6n (R.M.
N 0 2501-78-ED), fundada en Diciembre de 1978 por un grupo de educado-
res y especialistas en las diversas reas que hoy abarca la educacion
con la finalidad de contribuir de manera eficaz y concreta a la educa-
ci6n peruana.

El CIPE estA inscrito con el N* 08382. Res. N* 232-79 EF/74-20 -.

como entidad perceptora de asignaciones civicas deducibles, lo que
faculta a recibir donaciones deducibles del impuesto a la renta para
el cumplimiento de sus fines.

El CIPE cuenta en su estructura con un Concejo Consultivo, un Di-
- rectorio y una Presidencia Ejecutiva, integrados por las siguientes -

personas

CONSEJO CONSULTIVO

Rolland Paulston - Universidad de Pittsburg

Sidney Grant - Univesidad de TallahasseeFlorida

Patricio Rojas - ex-Presidente de la CEPCIECC,(OEA).

Mirian Tannahauser - Asesora de Educacin Especial

Horacio Rimoldi - Director del Cerrtro Interdiscipli-
nario de Investigaciones en Psico-
logla Matemdtica y Experimental --

(CIIPME). Universidad de Buenos --

Aires.

Luis Alberto Ratto - Universidad Nacional Agraria-Lima

DIRECTORIO

Francisco Miro Quesada Cantuarias
Hugo DIaz Diaz
Rolando Andrade Talledo

Radl Vargas Vega
Oscar Valdivia Gutierrez

PRESIDENTE EJECUTIVO

Luz Landazuri de Maurtua

CENTRO DE INVESTIGACION Y PROMOCION. EDUCATIVA
CAMILO CARRILLO NY 225 OF. 703 LIMA-PERU TELEFONO 24-9424 APARTADO 11570
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